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Abstract

This thesis deals with the individual and collective behaviour of two dimensional shape

schema rules. These rules operate over a generalisation of two dimensional shapes l.nown as

shape schemata.

Shape grammars are mathematical devices by which designs can be created according to rules

operating cnshapes (see, for example, Stiny and Gips (1972), and Stiny (7975,7977, 1980,

L982a,1982b, and 1986)). The rules supply an approach for people to search a design space

recursively. All of the possible actions of rules cn designs trace out an interconnecfed design

space of designs. hr a parametric shape grarnmar (see, for example Stny (1977) and Stiny and

Mitchell (1978)), rules may beframed usingshape schemata rather shapes. This allows the

same rule to apply to different target shape instances within the range of the given

parameters. In a shape schema grammar (Woodbury, L997) borh rules and the shapes m

which they operate are framed as schemata, tather than shape instances, and the

applicability of the rules is established through a process of constraint solving rather than

the direct establishment of Euclidean transformations. This gives shape schema grammars

properties quite different to those of 'standard' parametric or non-Parametric shape

grammars. Rather than exploring one or a small number of outcomes as in the existing

literature cn shape gr€rnunars, shape schema grarnmars focus cn exploring combinations of

possible instances. Shape schema glammars subsume shape grarilnars: any rePresentation and

operation which can be made with a shape grammar can also be made with a shape schema

grammar.

The hypothesis of the thesis is that shape schema rules artd their linking in shape schema

granunars will generate unexpected and interesting results which differ from those from

shape granunars and parametric shape grarunars.

The methodotogy of the research is to firstly develop a detailed mathematical description of

shape rules, parametric shape rules and shape schema rules, to examine existing work m

shape rules and parametric shape rules, and then to discover and demonstrate through

examples key aspects of the behaviour of their respective rule matching and application and

the resulting generation of designs. The existing literature includes no systematic exploration

of the behaviour of shape schema rules.

Chapter 1 provides an introduction and notation. Chapter 2 reviews existing work cn shape

rules, parametric shape rules, and grammars from a mathematical perspective. This sets the
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context for the research. Chapter 3 then provides a mathematical discussion of shape schema

rules, based on (Woodbury,L997). Chapter 4 describes a series of examples which demonstrate

significant aspects of the operation of shape schema rules, making comparisons with the

operation of shape rules and parametric shape rules. Chapter 5 follows by focussing cn the

resulting derivation trees, representations of designs derived from sequences of rule

applications, similarly making comparisons with typical derivation trees in shape Srarnmars

and parametric shape granunars. In Chapter 6 the phenomena of bifurcation in the results of

applying shape schema rules is described and discussed. Chapter 7 describes the issues in

finding and representing the constraints operating cn shape schema in computer

implementations of shape schema rules, researched through a prototypical implementation

which links a shape schema interpreter, an optimization package, and a graphics interface.

Finally, Chapter 8 draws some condwions from the research and summarises the differences

and similarity between shape rules and their target shapes in shape gr¿tÍunars/ parametric

shape graÍunars and shape schema grammars.
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FH¡Chapter 1,

Introduction

l.L Overwiew

This thesis deals with the individual and collective behaviour of two dimensional shape

schema rules. These rules operate over a generalisation of two dimensional shapes lrtou¡n as

shape schemata.

Shape grarnmars are mathematical devices by which designs can be created according to rules

operating on shapes (see, for exartple, Stiny and Gíps (7972), and Stiny (1975' L977, 1980, 1982a,

1¡g82b, and 1986)). These rules supply an approach for people to sea¡ch a design space

recursively. Atl of the possible actions of rules cn designs trace out an interconnected design

space of designs. In a parametric shape grammar (see, for example Stny (1977) and Stiny and

Mitchell (1978a,7978b)), rules maybe framed using shape schemata rather than shapes. This

allows the same rule to apply to different grounded target shapes within the range of the given

parameters, but the target shapes may not themself be schemata. In a shape schema grammal

(Woodbury , 199n both rules and the shapes cn which they operate are framed as schemata,

rather than shape instances, and the applicability of the rules is established through a Process

of constraint solving rather than by the direct establishment of Euclidean transformations. This

gives shape schema grarnmars properties quite different to those of 'standard' parametric or

non-pararnetric shape gra[tmars. Rather than exploring one or a small number of outcomes as in

the existing literature cn shape graÍunars, shape schema grarnmafs focus cn exploring

combinations of possible instances. Shape schema grammars subzume shape Srarrìmars: any

representation and operation which can be made with a shape grarunar can also be made with

a shape schema grammar.

L.2 Rules in Shape Grammafs, Parametric Shape Grammars and

Shape Schema Grammars

A ruIe is a specification of a design action that may be perforrned on a design if given properties

of the design hold. The form of the rule can be expressed as ø + þ . We see that a rule is

composed of two parts: a left-hand side and a right-hand side. A new design can be generated

1



by applying granunar rules to an existing design. By definition, a shape rule applies to a target

shape if the left-hand side of the rule is a subshape of the target shape. The action replaces

the subshape in the left-hand side with the subshape in the right-hand side. A grammar, a

properly specified rule system, generates designs that constitute alanguøge.

Shape graÍìmar implementations have been created by Krishnamurti (1980, 198L and 1.992),

Krishnamurti and Earl(1992), Krishnamurti and Giraud (1986), Chase (1989), and Tapia (1996).

Shape schema grammars uæ, shape schemata rather than shapes as the representation cn

which they act. Shape schema gr¿munars realise their design with rules too, but they use

shape schema rules with the two sides of a rule being shape schemata. By definition, a schema

rule applies to a target shape schema if the left-hand side of the rule is a subshape schema of

the target shape schema. The rule action replaces the left-hand side by the right-hand side.

That is, when the target shape schema satisfies the specification given by the left-hand side,

a specific action can transform the old shape schema into a new shape schema.

1.3 Research Hypothesis and Methodology

The aim of this research is to investigate the behaviour of shape schema rules and the

resulting derivations of designs. The research hypothesis is that:

Shape schema rules and their linking in shape schema grarlunars will generate unexpected and

interesting results which differ from those from shape grarnmars and parametric shape

granunars.

The methodology of the research is to firstly develop a detailed mathematical description of

shape rules, parametric shape rules and shape schema rules, to examine existing work cn shape

rules and parametric shape rules, and then to discover and demonstrate through examples key

aspects of the behaviour of rule matching, application, resulting generation of designs with

shape schema rules operating on both grounded shapes and shape schemata.

The existing literature includes no systematic exploration of the behaviour of shape schema

rules or shape schema gtarnmars. In particular, while Woodbury (1997) addresses the

definition of shape schema, shape schema rules and shape schema graûunars, the mathematics

of reduction and matching and the design and implementation of an interpreter for shape

schema gr¿urunars, he is largely silent on how shape schema rules behave in application.

2



1.4 Thesis Outhne

The next chapter will review existing work cn shape rules, parametric shape rules, and

gtarrunars from a mathematical perspective. This sets the context for the research. Chapter 3

then provides a mathematical discussion of shape schema rules, based on some very recent work

by Woodbury (1,997). Chapter 4 describes a series of examples which demonstrate significant

aspects of the operation of shape schema rules, making comparisons with the operation of

shape rules and parametric shape rules. Chapter 5 follows by focussing cn the resulting

d.erivation trees, representations of designs derived from sequmces of rule applications,

similarly making comparisons with typical derivation trees in shape glaÍrmars and

parametric shape grarnm¿ìrs. In Chapter 6 the phenomenon of bifurcation in the results of

applying shape schema rules is described and discussed. Chapter 7 describes, the issues in

finding and representing the constraints operating G1 shape schemata in computer

implementations of shape schema rules, researched through a prototypal implementation

which links a shape schema interpreter, an optimisation package, and a graphics interface.

Finally, Chapter 8 draws some condusions from the research and summarises the differences

and similarity between shape n¡les and their target shapes in shape gr¿ulunars/ parametric

shape granunars and shape schema gr¿uÌunars.

L.5 Notations

We now introduce some notation used in this thesis.

1.5.L Basic Notations

S = {a,b, cl 

- 

the set S with (unordered) elements a,b, c' A special case is the empty set'

represented by Ø.

V -- <b, c,b> 

- 

the ordered collection V with ordered elements b, c, b.

f (x, y) the fi¡nction/of the variables x arrdy.

f : a è b 

- 

the fr¡nction/mapping the variable a to the variable b.

F:a èS={a.,b,c} 

- 

the multifirnctionFmappingthe elementato the setSwhich

contains elements a, b, c.

R: ,S + S 

- 

the relation R which maps from set S into itself.

J



L.5.2 Objects and Schemata

î = t<8, C> 

- 

the schema .î of type f which consists of an object B and a set C of

constraints cn B. In this context, an object B is either a real variable or a fuple of schemata.

Elements of the tuple are identified by name, e.g. the schema 11a,b), C> contains a tuple of

two schemata a artd b. In the former case we say that the schema is a basic schema. In the

latter case we say that the schema is composite.

C( 3 ) 

- 

the set of constraints C on the schema .î

C.( .î ) the set of constraints C taken recursively over the schema .î and its subschema.

â= real lÍ, C) the real schema â with real variable r and set of constraints C,

p = point 11x, A), C) the real point schema p with real schemata x útd y

respectively tepresenting the x-coordinate and y-coordinate of þ, where C is the set of

constraints operating over P.

For convenience of notation (and for aesthetic reasons) we shall write .î = 11 c, d >> in place of

iì =<<c,d>,Ø>.

For example we consider a grounded point <5,6>. This maybe representedby a point schema as

= point<<r , U), { x = 5, A = 6} >.By convention this may also be written as:

p= point << 5, 6 >>.

/ = line_schema<<súart, end>, C> 

- 

the line schema where start and end are point

schemata representing the starting point and end point of Î and where C is the set of

constraints orr". Î.

.î=shape <L,C> theshapeschema .î where Lis a set of line schemata and Cis the

set of constraints over .î.

L.5.3 Specific Functions

d(pL,p2) The distance between two points, p1- andp2.

d(pI, p2)= (pl,- p2,)2 +(pLr- p2r)' , where pi* andpi, are the x- úrd y- coordinates

respectively of point pl.

l/l 

- 

The length of a line segment /

4



(n\
I I 

- 

The number of possible combinations of r items drosen from a set of n items.
['/

(n\ nltt-
[tJ- yt(n-r)t'

1.5.4 Specific Notation for a Point Schema

B

Figure 1.1.A' point schema þ øZO space.

p(s) 

- 

the set of all valid instances of the schema s e.g., all the points within the filled

area in Figure L.1..

Â1s¡ 

- 

an instance of the point schema s ê.9.t any point within the filled area in Figure

1.1

p(s)-theboundingboxof p(s),e.g., aminimumboxwithedgesparallelto the Cartesian

coordinate system which encloses fuþ the filled area in Figure 1.1. Note that in some special

cases a bor:nding box B(s) might be identical to p(s), this occurs precisely when there is an

instance in p(s) for every point in p(s)'

ar(s)- the set of all valid instances generated by bifurcation.

a 

- 

the set of all possible shape schemata.

O 

- 

the universe of matches (a match is a shape schema with lines embedded in its lines

with a total embedded ordering of line end points along the line in whidr they are embedded).

Y

p(þ

L(þ)

(þ)

Xo

5



h; @ - o 

- 

an application of a rule matching å

ril(R,i)) all matchings of a rule R applying to a shape schema Q, that is,

m:RxQ,- @".

)"(m(R,Q)) one instance of matching.

h()u(m(R,Q)) 

- 

A function which generates a result for any )u(m(R,Q)) on the shape

Q, for example, executing the right-hand side of certain rulæ, h: @ - Q.

The following symbols relate only to the first example of Chapter 4:

).(m(R,Ø)-an instance of matching a shape consisting of a single line segment whose

end points are coincident with those of target shape þ, ,nu, is, î(m¡ R,bl : b

)",(m(R,Q)) 

- 

an instance of matching a shape consisting of a single line segment with

one end point coincident with the starting point of the target shape Q, and. where the other

end point of the line segment is a fixed point which lies on the target shape but is not the

ending point of that shape.

^.(n{R,Q)) 
- 

an instance of matching a shape consisting of a single line segment with

one end point coincident with the ending point of the target shape Q *td where the other end

point of the line segment is a fixed point which lies on the target shape but is not the ending

point of that shape.

1.5.5 Graphic Conventions

The following conventions are used in the diagrams in this thesis.

o 

- 

a point in a point set.

o 

- 

a point excluded from a point set.

O agroundedpoint.

0 a grounded point excluded from a point set.

6



Y

clarity).

î,1 Ê'2

X

Figure 1.2 Two point schemata þ1 and þ2, where pl includes its boundary and þ2
excludes its boundary.

three instances of segments of a single line (drawn side by side fo¡

o

./

three insta¡rces of segments of a single line, each rotated 90 degrees

about a cofrunon cmhe point.

o4/
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Chapter 2

Sha e Rules , Parametric Shape Rules,
an Grammars

2.L Overview

This chapter sets out a mathematical description of shapes and shape rules, parametric shape

rules, and the associated grammars.

2.2 Shapes, Shape Grammars and Shape Relations

2.2.1- Shapes

In ord.er to describe and represent shape rules and grarnmars, some basic definitions of two-

dimensional shapes need to be made.

Definition 2.L Apoint p ís apafu of coordinates in a two dimensional cartesian coordinate

system.

A point can be represented in first order predicate logic as p =point<<px,Py>, C(p)> T}:re

ordering relation on points '< ' can be defined pl = point<<PIr,Plv>, C(pl)> ,p2 = point<1P2r,

p2v >, c(p2)>, pl < p2 fr Pl, < p2*, or PI* = P2, and pL, < P2y . For convenience of notation

(and for aesthetic reasons) we shall wtitep =point<<pr,py>> inplace of p =point11qx,Py>,

Ø>.

There are several ways of defining a straight tine (simply called 'Iine' in this thesis)(James

and James, 1992, pp250-251). In shape grammars a useful definition is the slope-intercept form:

Definition 2,2 Aline is the set of all points <P, Py> in rectangular cartesian coordinates

which satisfy the relationshiP

Py=mPa+b if nonvertical

Px = Pxo if vertical

where m artd b are the slope and y-intercept

(EQ 2.1)

(F.Q2.2)

I

respectively, artd pro is the x-intercept.



A line thus defined has non-limited length and is distinguished from a line segment (see

below). (EQ 2.1) or (EQ 2.2) describes the orientation of a line exactly and completely. In this

thesis 'line' is also used to denote a line with one fixed end point but non-limited length, l.e. a

half-1ine.

Definition 2.3 A descriptor of a line , which is defined by the slope-intercept form (EQ

2.1)or (8Q2.2),consists o1 ty=14,6' if thelineisnonvertical,otty=1xo) if itis

vertical

With the point definition above, the definition of a line segment can be given:

Definition 2.4 Atine segment I is a part of a line between a pair of distinct end points on

the line (the end points may, or may not, belong to the line segment).

Hence there are four kinds of line segments from this definition. A diagram shows these four

cases below

Figure 2.1. (1) a line segment with no end points; (2) a line segment cont{ning its right
enã point only; (3) a line segment containing its left end point only; (4) a line segment

with two end Points.

A line segment between two end points p7. andp2canbe represented by I = line-schema(p1', p2)

in first order predicate logic with predicate line-schema, and non-zero length. A line segment

can be understood as a segment on a Iine plus its boundary (of two end points). Thus the equation

of the line determines its descriptor. Therefore this line segment has the same descriptor as all

line segments taken from the same line. The length d(p1,p2) of a line segment is expressed by

(pI, - p2,)2 + (p1, - p2r)2 (EQ 2.3)

9
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if a line segment I = line-schema<<p1,p2>, C(l)>, where pl = pornt11P7*,pl-r>, C(p7)> and

p2 = point 11p2r,p2r>, C(p2)> (p1* p2 follows from Definition 2.4).

Now we tum to another important concept:

A line segment is a maximal line íf it is disjoint with all other line segments that share the

same descriptor with ht. A shape is a finite set of line segments each of which is a maximal

line.

A shape s is a subshape of another shape f, denoted by s I f, if and only if each line segment of s

can be embedded in a line segment of ú'

2.2.2 Shape Grammars

Stiny's (1980a) shape graÍunar is formally defined as follows:

(1) S is a finite set of shaPes.

(2) L is a finite set of sYmbols

(3) R is a finite set of shape rules which have the lorm d, â p, where d and p are tabelled

shapes.

(4) I, an initial shape, is a labelled shape.

Shape graÍunars are essentiatly defined by two parts. One part is a finite, non-empty set of

shape rules, each rule composed of two sides, d and B, the left-hand side and the right-hand

side. The other part is an initial shape l to which the rules wilt apply at the outset. The key

to the application of shape grarnmars is to appty shape rules to target shapes' Then the right-

hand side of the shape rule replaces the left-hand side if there exists a transformation î that

makes the left-hand side of a shape rule a subshape of the target shape, that is, there exists a

transformation ? such that T(A) < T .The formalism of shape grammars provides a uniform

representation of replacement rules and a uniform mechanism determining the result when a

rule applies to a target shape. That is, for the target shape 7, applying the shape rule a + p

to 7 under the transformation ? gives

| =ly - r(a)l+ t(þ), (EQ 2.4)

where I ts anew shape generated. (EQ 2.4) is called the replacement equation or formula. It is

evident that f is a function of t for a given target shape and a shape rule.

Transformations used in shape grammars are called Euclidean transfotmations (Stity, 1980a)

which are translation,rotation,reflection,scale, or fintte compositions of these. Isometrics ate

10



Euclidean transformations without scale, which preserve straightness,pørøIlelism artd

distance.In addition, sca-le is a uniform scale, that is, there is similarity in shape granunars.

A match is an action which makes the left-hand side of a shape rule a subshape of a target

shape.

One shape is a subshape of another if and only if each line segment of the first shape is

embedded in a line of the second shape. One line segment is embedded in another if and only if

the end points of the first are on the second line. An emPty shape has no line segments and can

be a subshape of any shaPe.

Intuitively, a new shape y' is generated by first deleting the transformed left-hand side Z(ø)

from the target shape T, artd then adding the identically transformed right-hand side f(þ) to

the target shape ly - I (a) l. Algebraically, the above replacement, given by (EQ 2'a)'

consists of two operations, namely those of difference and sum. The operation of difference

erases the subshap e f(A) from the shape Í The operation of sum annexes the right-hand side

r(þ) to the target shape y asit exists after the operation of difference. Once matched, the

relation of the left-hand side of a rule being a subshape of the target shape has been settled.

This recognition of subshape relations is a key to the operations of. difference artd sum.

The set of shapes which is generated generated by a particular shape grammar is called the

language of that grammar'

Deriaation is a sequence of objects where each is produced from the precedent oþect by the

application of a rule from a Srarnmar.

One of the most attractive properties of shape grammars is that the formalism is intuitive.

The relations of a target shape, a shape rule and designs can be expressed graphically. As an

example, Figures 2.2,2.g and2.4 show a granìmar rule, an initial shape, and the derivation of

a new shape using the grammar rule.

+

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2. A cross inside a square shape gr¿lrunar: (a) is a

initial target shape

11

shape rule and þ) is the



ll-+ +>
Rule Rule

Figure 2.3 Derivation of a shape using the shape ruIe in (a) applied once to_ the initial
rtãp" and then applied repeatedly to the top left-hand comer of the new shape. The

rulã could also apply to any other square in the design at each stage.

!=l

lt
III

Figure 2.4 Some shapes in the ianguage defined by (

iniinite number of shapes in the language.)
a) and þ) in Figure 2.2. (There is an

A second attractive property is that the rules of shape grammars are constructive. It is this

property, perhaps, that makes shape grammars so attractive to some designers, particularly

those in architecture. Design itself is often a process of development, and the constructive

character of shape gïammars can mirror this process of development, providing a formal syntax

for creating new rules from the old ones, reflecting a Process of recognition or learning. The rules

of shape graÍunars are not unique, that is, designers can create different rules which enable

them to achieve a desired design.

2.2.3Basic Relations in Matching

The matchíng process requires the identification of relations between points, lines and shapes.

The important relations in shape grammars are equølity (also called identity), coincidence,

and collinearity.
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2.2.3.L Fundamental Mathematical Concepts

Twoshapes s,tareequal,wrltteñs=f if a¡rdonlyif s< f andf <s.

Definition 2.5 Areflexiae relation is a relation which has the property that, for aÍty x,x

bears the given relation to itself. A relation such that ¡ does not bear the given relation

to itself for any x is irreflexiae or antireflexioe.

The relation of equality defined above is reflexive, since ¡ = x. The relation of subshape is also

reflexive, since any shape s is a subshape of itself.

Definition 2.6 A symmetric relation is a relation which has the property that if a is

related to b, then b is related in a like manner to ø. A relation is antisymmetric ú. a

related to b and b related to ø imPlies ø = b.

The relation of equality above is symmetric since lf a=b, then b= ø. The relation of subshape,

however, is antisymmetric, since any two shapes s1 and s2obeying S73s2and s2S s1 must also

satisfy s7= s2.

Definition 2.7 A transitiae relation is a relation which has the property that if a bears

the relation to b and b bears the same relation to c, then a bears the relation to c.

Therelationofequalityistransitive,sinceifa=bandb=c,thenø=c'Therelationof
subshape is also transitive, since for any given shapes sI, s2, s3, where s7 < s2 and s2< s3, s1' 3 s3

must also hold.

We now define an important relation using the properties above'

Definition 2.8 An equiualence relation is a relation between elements of a given set

which are reflexiae, svmmetric, and transitiae

An equivalence relation partitions its carrier set. We know from the above that the relation of

equality is an equivalence relation as we have shown it to be reflexive, symmetric and

transitive.

Anorder relation is a transitive relation on a set which provides a means to compare elements

of the set, although such a relation may not permit a comparison of any two elements of the set'

There are several types of order relations. In particular, in this thesis we are interested in the

following relation:

13



Definition 2.9 A relation on a given set is a partial order if. this relation is reflexive,

antisymmetric, and transitive

We have demonstrated above that the relation of subshape is reflexive, antisymmetric, and

transitive, thus it is a partial order. This relation is important in the definition of shape

algebra because a partial order is a basis of the definition of a lattice which is also a basis of

the definition of a Boolean algebra.

2.2.3.2 Relation of Points

Two points pL and.p2, where pl =point<<pL,,plr>, C(Pl)>, and p2 =point<<p2,,p2y), C(P2)>,

are equal if and only if their x and y coordinates are equal respectively, that is, plr=p2*and

pl, = p2y.

Theorem 2.1: The relation of equality on a set of points is an equivalence relation.

proof: we consider three points pI,P2 andp3, where pl =point<<p'L'r,plr>, c(pl)>,p2

=poinl<<p2r,p2y), C(p2)>, and p3 -point<<p3 r,p3y), C(ps)>'

Reflexivity: We know that the potnt pL is equal to pl itself, that is, p1= p1" Hence, the

relation is reflexive.

S]¡mmetry: lf. pl = p2, t}.ren P7, = P2, and pL, = p2r' lf p2 = pl , then P2* = PI* and p2, =

pl.r, Tiriís latter case canbe rearranged topLr=p2, arrd pLr=p2y. Thus the relation is

symmetric.

Transitivit)¡: If the point s pL = P2, P2 = p3, ùtat is, pI, = p2, and pL, = P2r' p2, = p3, arrd

p2r=p3x.By transitivity of equality over the reals, we can obtain thatpLr=p3, andpl,

-- p3*, that is, pl = p3. Thus the relation is transitive'

Therefore, it is true that the relation of equality on points is an equivalence relation. I

2.2.3.3 Relations of Line Segments

The most important relation between line segments in shape grammars is the collinearity

relation which we now define

segments are collinear ú.Definition 2.10 Two line

74

they share the same descriptor
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a c

r

.y
Figure 2.5 The line segments a,b, and c are collinear; the line segments d, e, andf are

collinear

Theorem 2.22 The relation of collinearity over a set of line segments is an equivalence

relation.

proof: Reflexivity and symmetry follow immediately from the definitions of colinearity

above.

Let us consider transitivity. Suppose that there are three line segments 1L, 12 and 13, and

11 is collinear with 12, and 12 is collinear with 13. From the definition above/ 11- artd 12

have the same equation, and 12 and 13 have the same equation. We know that a line

segment can have one and only one equation, so 11 and 13 have the same equation. Hence,

the relation is transitive.

So collinearity over a set of line segments is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. It is

therefore an equivalence relation. I

A useful relation on a set of collinear line segments is the embedding or subline relation. A line

segment 11 is embedded in another line segment 12 if. and only if the end points of 17 arc

coincident with 12. Two line segments are therefore equal if and only if they are embedded in

one another. Figure 2.6 shows the embedding relation'

r

I

Figure 2.6 The line I is embedded in the line I'and the line l'is embedded in
the line I"

1.5



The reason we are interested in the embedding relation is that by creating an order relation it

provides a means for us to compare the elements of a set of embedded line segments. The

following theorem makes this point.

Theorem 2.3. The relation of embedding over a set of line segments is a partial order, that

IS, it is reflexitive, antisymmetric, and transitive'

Proof: (1) Reflexivit]¡: This follows immediately from the embedding definition above

(2) Antis]¡mmetry: suppose that a line segment 11 is embedded in a line segment 12. 11 12 is

embedded in 11, we know that 11 andl2 are equal. so antisymmetry is Proven.

(3) Transitivig: suppose that a line segment 11 is embedded in a line segment12, and 12 is

embedded in a line segment 13. Since the end points of 11 are coincident wtlh 12, and the

end points oÍ. 12 are coincident with 13 (that is, any point on 12 also is coincident with l3),

the end points of 11 also are coincident with 13. Thus, transitivity is proven. I

2.2.3.4 Relations of ShaPes

We know from Section L.L.1 that a shape is a set of line segments, each of which is specified as

a maximal line, where a maximal line is defined to be a line segment which is disjoint to any

Iine segment sharing the same descriptor. Consider Figure 21 below, which might be described

as a shape consisting of a square and an isosceles triangle. This shape can be represented by a

set of seven line segments, that is,

{11 = Iine-schema<<4, b>>, LZ = line-schema<<b, e>>,

13 = Iine-schema<<e,/>), 14 = line-schema<<f, ø)),

15 = Iine-schema<<e, d>>, 16 = line-schema<<c, e>>,

17 = line-schema<<c, d>>1,

where a,b,c,d,e, andf represent appropriate actual real values

The same shape can also be represented by a set of six maximal lines, that is,

{Iine-schema11a, b>>, line-schema<<b, e>>, line-schema<<f, a>>,

line-schem a<<c, e>>, line-schem a<<c, d>>, line-schem a<<f , d> >\

The set of maximal lines for a shape is the smallest set of lines which completely construct it'

The representation of a shape with maximal lines is unique.

1.6
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de

Figure 2.7 A shape consisting of a square and an isosceles triangle.

We put this property into a theorem as

Theorem 2.4: ShaPes are represented with maximal lines

proof: Any shape may be represented by co-classes of lines where the lines in each co-

class share the same descriptor. We may assume without loss of generality that each

Iine is maximal. As co-classes are distinct, we need consider only one class of maximal

lines.

It is clear from the definition of maximal lines that all the line segments in the co-class

are disjoint and form a minimal set of collinear line segments. This smallest set is unique.

A shape can therefore be represented uniquely with maximal lines.I

How does the relation of embedding over a set of line segments affect the relation of subshape

over shapes? How can we comPare two shapes?

Theorem 2.5: The relation of subshape over shapes is a partial order, that is, it is

reflexitive, and transitive.

proof: We know that one shape is a subshape of another shape if and only if each line

segment of the first shape can be embedded in a maximal line of the second shape.

(1) Reflexitivity: A shape is itself a subshape so reflexivity holds.

(2) Antisymmetricity: Suppose that a shape s1 is a subshape of a shape s2,lhat is, sI is

embedded tn s2.lf.s2 is embedded in sl, that is, each of the line segments of s2 is

embedded in a line segment of s'1., then sl is equal lo s2by Theorem 2'3 and so

antisymmetry holds.
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(3) Transitivity: Suppose that a shape sl is embedded in a shape s2, arrd that s2 is

embedded in a shape s3. That is, each of the line segments of sl is embedded in a line

segment of s2, a¡d each of the line segments of s2 is embedded in a line segment of s3.

Then by the definition of embedding sl is embedded in s3 and so transitivity holds.

Hence the subshape relation is a partial order. I

2.2.4 Reduction Rules

Reduction is the process of replacing non-maximal collinear line segments by maximal lines in a

shape description. Two collinear unequal line segments reduce to produce a single line segment

if:

(1) Two lines share an end point and the remaining end point of one line is coincident with the

other line, e.g.h the figure below 11 and 12 share their right-hand side endpoint, and the left-

hand side oL 12 is coincident with line 11. In this instance, 11 is a maximal line

(2) Both end points of one line are coincident with the other one, e.g., in the figure below, ltne 12

is completely contained within line 11. Here 11 is a maximal line.

11

12

n

(3) One end point of each Iine is coincident with the other line, e.9., in the figure below, the

right-hand side of 11 is coincident with line 12, and the left-hand side of Itne 12 is coincident

with line 11. The maximal line to be formed in this instance is labelled 13 in the figure below.

n

t3

12
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1L

12

T3

(4) Two lines share one coÍunon end point only, e.g.,lhe right-hand side of line 11 and the left-

hand side of line 12 share a corunon end-point. In this figure the maximal line is labelled as 13

in the figure below.

T2

T3

The four cases above constitute the reduction rules (Stiny, 1980a). Reduction rules have to be

apptied repeatedly to a shape until they apply no longer. Only then does the shape comprise

maximal lines. Reduction rules frame the way for the operations of both sum artd difference.

Theorem 2.6: There exists a unique result after the operation of reduction rules.

Proof: The application of all possible reduction rules to a shape reduces all lines to

maximal lines. From Theorem 2.5, a shape is represented uniquely by maximal lines. I

2.2.5 Parametric Shape Grammars

Parametric shape grammars (Stiny, 1980a) are an extension of shape grammars in which

shape rules of the form d + P are replaced by shape schema rules. The rule can then apply

to many shape instances. When a shape schema rule applies to a target shape, one instance

shape rule of this shape schema rule applies to this target shape, that is, a new shape rule

g(ø) + S(p) is obtained by un assignment g to the variables of. a and p.

n
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2.3. Some Examples of Shape Grammars

Shape grammars can be used in the following ways:

(1) To leam, explain and abstract given shape designs, essentially describing their common

characteristics and recording them by means of a sequence of shape rule applications.

(2) To develop and explore new shape designs with the ruIes created.

In this section the fundamental properties of two-dimensional shape grammars are

demonstrated by working through some exÍrmples which show these properties. We begin with

shape gralunars and then tum to parametric shape grarrunars.

2.3.1.A.n Inscribed Square Grammar

The first example comes from Stiny (1980a). An inscribed square grammar consists of two shape

rules and an initial target shape, Figure 2.8.

LHS RHS

+
(a) O)

Figure 2.8. An inscribed square gr¿unmar: (a) shape rules, @) an initial target shape

The symbol . located at the midpoint of an edge of the outside square is a label which in this

grammar serves to restrict rule matching. The rules are such that they will aPPIy only to the

square to which the symbol . is attached.

Shape rule 1 (in Figure 2.8) indicates the drawing of a square inside the target shape with its

vertices at the midpoints of the edges of the target shape. To match the left-hand side of this

shape rule with the target shape requires only a similarity transformation t that makes the

left-hand side of shape rule 1 a subshape of the target shape with the symbol . attached.

Shape rule 2 indicates the erasing of the symbol . in the target shape, which effectively stops

the application of the shape rules since there will then be no left-hand side of a shape rule

with this symbol. An altemative is to terminate the application of shape rules when the area

-+1

2
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of the target shape falls below a given threshold, though this would not be expressible as a

single shape ruIe.

Let us first analyse the replacement formula I -ÍT - r(a)l+ T(P) (EQ 2.4). The first part of

the formula Íy - r(a)l indicates the removal of the transformed left-hand side because there

exists a transformation r making t(a) a subshape of 7. The second part indicates the adding of

the transformed RHS, r(p), to the previous process ly - t(u)] with the same transformation t.

applicationl+
rule 1

application 2+
rule 1

application 3

+
rule 1

application 4

+
rule 2

Figure 2.9 Derivation of a shape using the shape grammar in Figure 2.8.

Application 1 consists of the removal of the transforrred left-hand side f(7) (a single squate

with a . attached) by ly - r (q) l, and then adding r(þ) to the previous process ly - c (a) l.

A language is generated after applications of the rules, which are shown below.

Figure 2.10. Some shapes in the language defined by the shape rules (a) and the target
figure þ) in Figure 2.8.

2.3.2 An Ice-ray Grammar

The second example shows the generation of ice-ray lattice designs (Stiny, L977) :ustng a

parametric shape gr¿unmar. A representative sample of ice-ray lattices is shown in Figure 2.11.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(.) (0 (e)

Figure 2.11. Chinese ice-ray lattice designs. (a) Chengtu. Szechwan, 1850 AD; (b)

Chengtu. Szechwan, 1800 AD; (c) Chengtu. Szechwan,1880 AD; (d) lungking.
Szechwan, L725 AD; (e) Chengtu. Szechwan, 7875 AD; (f) Kwanhsien, 1875 AD; (g)

Chengtu, Szedrwan,1875 AD. (Stin¡ 1977,p92).

A grammar that generates ice-ray designs consists of five rules and a target shape
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p3 = point( p3 Ì p3l

p0 = po¡nt(o, 0)

pr = point( p1 * pl I

p2 =poiîl( p2 I0\

p4 = point( p4 * p4)
p6 = point( p6l p6)

p5 = point( 0s r Cs)+
(1)

(2)

pZ = point( p7 / p7l

(3)

(4)

(5)

a

Figure 2.72 A parametric shape graÍunar consisting of five rules and a talget shape I generates the

ice-ray lattice designs (Stiny, L977, p94).

Semantically, the first rule indicates that any triangle with an area greater than a given

value may be cut into two parts with approximately equal areas by a line between any two of

its edges. One resulting part is a triangle and the other is a quadrilateral.

Examining the first rule, we observe that the left-hand side of it consists of a parametric

triangle with vertices at the points p0 = point((0, 0)), p2 = point11P2r, 0>>, artd p7=

point<<pLr,pLy>>, where p2r,plrandp1., are variables, and the symbol . which is associated

with the parameterized p3 = point<<p3*,P3y>>.

The constraints on parameters p2r,pLr,plr,p3rartdp3, are as follows:

(1) The area of the triangle with vertices at p0 = point<<0, 0>>,, P2 = Point<<P2r, 0)), ard pL

- point<<pl, ,ply>> is considered as a terminating criterion. Rules do not apply to the triangle

<sp {(0, 0): o }> t0 ,0t
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if its area is less than or equal to a given constant. Otherwise, rules may continue to be applied

to it.

(2) The point p3 = point<<p3r,p3y>> is the centroid of the triangle with vertices at p0 =

point<<0, g>>, p2 = point<<p2r, 0)), and pl- = point<<pTt, Ply>>.

The right-hand side of the first shape rule consists of the parameterized triangle in its left-

hand side which is cut into a triangle and a quadrilateral. The area of these two shapes are

approximately þut not exactly) equat, The symbol . is associated with the parameterized

points p6 = point<<p6r,p6y>> and p7 = point<<p7r,P7y>>. There are an infinite number of

ways in which the parameterized triangle can be cut.

The constraints on parameters P4' , P4y, P5* , Pív,P6r, P6y , p7, and p7, ate as follows:

(3) The potnt p4 = point<<p 4r, p4v>> lies on the line with end points p0 = point<<O, 0>> and

p1 = point<<plr, plv>>, but is not one of its end points.

(a) The potnt p5 = point<<p5 x,pír>z lies on the line with end points p2 = point<<p2r, 0>> arrd

pl = point<<plr, p7v>>, but is not one of its end points.

(5) The area of the triangle with verticespl' = point<<pl.r,pLy>>,p4= point<<p4r,p4r>> arrd

p5= point<<p5r,p5v>> is approximately equal to the area of the quadrilateral with vertices

p4 = point<1p4r,P y>>,p0 = point<(O, 0)), p2 = point11P2r,0>> and p5 = point<1Pí*,

P5y>>.

(6) The pornt p6 = point<<p6,, p6y>> is the centroid of the triangle with vertices pL =

point<<p1 x, plyt>, p4 = poínt11P4r, PAv>> and p5 = point<<p 5', P5 >>. The point p7 =

poínt<<p7r,p7y>> is the centroid of the quadrilateral with vertices p4 = point<<p4r,p4r>>,

pO = point<(O, 0)), p2 = point<<P2r,0>> and p5 = point<<p5r,P5 >>.

Conditions (2) and (6) determine the positions of the symbol . in the left-hand and right-hand

sides of the shape rule, which prevent the shape rule from being applied to the same triangle

more than once.

Similarly, the rest of the shape rules have the same properties as those of the first shape rule.

The fifth shape rule terminates the generation process because it allows for the symbol ¡ to be

erased. The left hand side of this rule consists of the empty shape and the symbol ¡ associated

with p0 = point <<0, 0>>. The right-hand side of this rule consists of the emPty shape only.

Figure 2.13 below demonstrates the generation of the ice-ray lattice shown in Figure 2.11 þ) by

employing the parametric shape grammar specified in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.13. Generation of the ice-ray lattice design with the rules in Figure L.L2.

Target shape are shown in bold (Stiny, 1977, p94).

2.3.3 A Chair-back Grammar

Another parametric shape grammar generates chair-back designs in the style of Hepplewhite

(Knight, 1980). First, the basic curvilinear shape is translated into a basic rectilinear shape

(Figure 2.1,a@\. Chair-back designs are symmetric about a central axis, so the designs can be

represented by only the left-hand side (or right-hand side) of the design.
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The chair-back grammar consists of an initial shape (Figure 2.74(b)) and parametric shape

rules (Figure 2.L5).

pl

p3
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1a. @) is a basic rectilinear shape and (b) is an initial shape for a chair-back
gram.mar.

The first shape rule (shown below in Figure 2.15) indicates that any triangle can be divided

into a quadrilateral and a triangle by placing a line between its two longest sides. In detail, the

teft-hand side of shape rule 1 consists of a triangle with fixed vertices at points pI =

point<<pl.r, ply>>, p2 = point<<P2r, P2v>> and p3 - point<<p 3r, P3y>>. The right-hand side

of rule L consists of a triangle that is the same as the triangle on the left-hand side, but which

is divided by a line with parameterized end points p4 =point<<p4*,P4y>> artd p5

=point<<p5r,pív>>. The symbol ¡ is attached to the parameterized point p6 = point<<p6r,

P6y>>.

Let us pay attention to the constraints on the parameters p4 =point<<p4x,p4y>), p5

=point<<pS x,p5r>2 and p6 = point<<p6x,p6r>s in the right-hand side of shape rule 1.

1. Both i<ffi1f, and +<ffi<i.

2. The angle 0 > 900 (as can be seen in Figure 2.16)

3. The potnt p6 = point<<p6x, p6r>> can be on the lines p1p2, p1p4 and p4p5 in the intervals m

units away from the endpoints of these (Figure 2.17). It may be within the area defined by

constants cl and C2 (as can be seen in Figure 2.18).

The aim of these constraints is to prevent lines defined by p6 = point<<p6*,p6r>> fuom

becoming too close to the sides of the quadrilateral with vertices given by P7, P2, p5 andp6.

p2

A
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A

p10 = point<<p10 
x, 910 y>, Ø>

3

p1'

+

---+
p4 = point<<p4 ,, 

p4r>,

p9 = point<<pg 
x, 

p9y>, ø>

p6 = point<<p6 
x, 96 y>, Ø>

#

p2 p6=point<<p6 *,ñrr, r,

p5 = point<<ps 
x, 95 y>, Ø>

p4 = point<<p4 *,úyr, ,,

p3

p,4 = point<<Þ4 ,,úrr,",

p1

1

p2

p3

2

p7 = poinl<<p7 
x, 

g7 
y>, ø> p8 = po¡nt<<p8 

x, 
gBy>, ø>

4a <sQ, {(0,0):A}> '* ..Q, 0t

4b <s*, {(0,0): B}> + <sq, 0>

4c <sq,{(0,0):*}> -* ..0,0t

4d <sO, {(0,0): }r '* .tQ, gt

Figure 2.L5. Shape rule schemata for a chair back granunar

p2 p2

p1 p1

p5=point(ps x,psy)
p5=po¡nt(ps x,psy)

p'4 = point(Ca ,, Þ4y)
pa = point(pa ,, pay)

p3

(a)
Figure 2.16 The range of the line p4p5
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,tn p2,J

,m.J

t
m

\

I , P5
m m

\
.J,

.J m
p4
Figure 2.L7 ThepointPí = point<<p6r,p6y>> can be on the bold line segments.

p2

pl

p5

p4
Figure 2.18 The potntpí - potnt<<p6x,p6r>2 can be any point within the shaded

area.

The shape rule 2 of Figure 2.15 indicates the drawing of a line from a vertex with the label A

and the label B at the potnt p4 while simultaneously deleting the labels .4 and B. In effect,

there is an order of application of rules in Figure 2.15. That is, rule 2 can apply to the target

shape only after the application of shape rule 1.

Shape rule 3 indicates that two lines may be drawn from the parameterized point p6 =

poinT<<p6r,p6y>> with the symbol o attached to it to any two non disjoint vertices on the

quadrilateral. In some special cases, shown in Figure 2.19, these line may overlap a line

previously generated by rule 7, or a line in the initial shape. Rule 3 can apply to its target

shape only after rule L has been apptied because the parameterized potnt p6 = point<<p6y,

P6y>> Iabelled by ' it generated by shape rule L.

Constraints on p7 = point<<p7r,p7r>), p8 = point<<P9r,Pïy>>, P9 = point<<p9r,,p9r>> artd

p10 = point<<p1.0x,p10r>2 are as follows:
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p7,p8,p9 andp70 are vertices of a convex quadrilateral such that p70 =pl andp9 =p2,otpL0 =

p2 arÅp9 =pl.

Schemata 4a,4b,4c and 4d delete the symbols A,B,*, o'

p2 p2

Figure 2.19. Lines may overlap a line previously generated, as in (a), or a line in the
initiat shape, as in þ) and (c).

Figure 2.20 illustrates various rectilinear designs. They are generated by different placements

of the point p6 = poìnt<<p6*, P6y>> in shape rule L and by applying shape rule 3 once(as in

Figure 2.20(a), (b)), and aPPlylng shape rule 3 twice(as in Figure 2'20 (c)).

p5p5

p4pa
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.20. Rectilinear designs generated by the shape graÍunars. In (a) and þ) shape

rule 3 is used once. In (c) shape rule 3 is used twice (Knight, 7980,p232).
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Comparing shape grammars with parametric shape grarunars/ we find that the forrrrer a¡e

instances of the latter. Every shape grammar is, trivially, a parametric shape grammar with

no parameters. In the process of recognition of subshape relations in parametric shape

grarrunars, once an instance is obtained that satisfies constraints on it, rules in a the parametric

shape grammar operate in the same way as rules in a non-parametric shape grammar. The

scope of parametric shape grammars includes that of shape grammars. Both employ

transformations in recognising subshape relations.

2.4 Computer Implementation of Shape Grammars

AIt the examples above were worked out by hand. To explore the possibilities of shape

grammars in any comprehensive way, computer programs are needed because there are far too

many possibilities to find all of them by hand. The computer implementation of shape

graûtrnars, however, is not easy. There are few computer programs that have been developed.

Work on implementation has been done by Krishnamurti (1980, 1981), Krishmamurti and

Giraud (7986), Chase (L989), and Tapia (L996). The later work is based on the former, so in this

thesis we first introduce Krishnamuti's implementation.

2.4.7 lmplementation by Krishnamurti

Each shape is represented by a set of maximal lines, as described previously. The partitioning

of a shape into distinct sets of maximal lines is termed the 'maximal representation' of the

shape. The most important feature of the maximal representation of a shape is to set up the

unique and smallest set of line segments specifying it (as proved in Theorem 2.6).

The line descriptor, V = <m, b >, (where z is the slope and b is the y-intercept if the line is

nonvertical), V = ( x¡ ) (the x-intercept if the line is vertical) can be used to divide the lines of

a shape into distinct sets of lines, called co-classes, where the lines in each co-class share the

same descriptor. The descriptor helps build a hierarchical structure. A shape is a set of

maximal lines, and then the shape is divided into distinct co-classes by descriptors, with lines

in each of the co-classes sharing the same descriptor. The lines in each co-class are called co-

equivalent.
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L9
Ll0

L8

L6

w

L7

L5

L3

LI
L2

Llt Lr3

Ll2 Lt4

L15 Ll7 Lt9 LzL L23 L25

L16 Ll8 L2o L22 L24 L26

L27

Figure 2.21. Decomposition of a shape into disjoint sets of collinear maximal lines (L¡

are co-classes of line segments) ( based on Krishnamurti and Giraud, 7986,p394).
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Another important property is that the representation of shapes can be presented tinearly by

sets of collinear lines. That is, there is a set of descriptors, {<m1,b1}, 1t'tt2,b2),..., 1ffin,bn)\, 1

rn¡, b¡> < .bi, bj, tÎ mi < mi ot mí = ffij arld U¡ < bj.

There are two key operations on shapes. Given two shapes sl and s2, the operation sum is sL +

s2, and the operation difference is sl - s2. Both sum and difference operate on co-classes of line

segments after application of the reduction rules.

However, the crucial part of the application of shape grammars is to determine subshape

relations, that is, to determine the transformation t which satisfies t(cr) < y, where y is a

target shape and a rule a + P. We assume that r maPS a point p,p = point(P,P), associated

with ø to a corresponding point t(p) = p'= point(P' *, P'y), associated with 7 Ttren,

ap,*bpy+c= P',, dP,+ePy+ f = P'r. (EQ 2.5)

This may be written in matrix form as:

(::)(';,).(;) =3i)

In the above equation 
[;;) 

,, rhe original point (expressed in vector f"r-) "rd I

(a å\
contraction associated with the translation is given by the matrix | |

[d e)
/c\

translation in the x- and y- directions is given Ot 
[f J

f

v

p

p
is the

translated point (expressed in vector form). The amount of rotation and/or dilation or

The amount of

There are three unknowns in each of the equations of (EQ 2.5). Hence to find the coefficients a, b

and c using the first equation we need to consider th¡ee distinct translated points pl = point <<

pl, , ply>>, p2= point << p2, , p2v >> and p3 - point << P3* , P3y >>. Each of these points will

satisfy the first equation (and also the second). Substituting these points into the first equation

gives:

apl,+bplr+ç=p'1,,

ap2, + bp2, + c = p' 2r, arrd

ap3,+bp3r+c=p'3,.

These equations may be put into matrix form as:
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pl,
p2,

p3,

Pl, I
P2, I
P3, I

a

b

c

(EQ 2.6(a))

We may now solve for coefficients a, b, artd c by premultiplying the right-hand side of the

equation above by the inverse of the the 3 x 3 matrix which premultiplies the vector

consisting of. a, b, and c. A solution will exist and be unique if and only if points pl,P2 andp3

are not collinear. (If they are collinear then the determinant of the 3 x 3 matrix which

premultiplies the vector consisting of a, b, and c will be zero and it will be nonsingular, that is,

uninvertible.)

We may solve for d, e, artd f similarly. Substituting points p1 = point << P1, , ply>>, p2= potnl

<< p2, , p2y >> and p3 = point << p3* , p3v >> into the second equation of (EQ 2.5) gives rise to

the set of equations:

dpL,+eply+f=p'1,,

dp2*+ep2y+f=p'2,,and

dp3,+ep3y+f=p'3,.

This may be written in matrix form as:

pl,
p2,

p3*

PI, I
P2, I
P3, I[]

(EQ 2.6(b))

Again, we may solve for coefficients d, e, andfbvpremultiplying the right-hand side of the

equation above by the inverse of the the 3 x 3 matrix which premultiplies the vector consisting

of d, e, andf. As before, a solution will exist and be unique if and only if the points pL, p2 and

p3 are not collinear.

So given a line with two distinct end points p7. andp2,irtow can we automatically construct the

transformation t that maps any point relative to d to a corresPonding point which bears the

same relationship to f(A) (r maps any point relative to line I = line-schema<<p1, p2 >> to a

corresponding point which bears the same relationship to l'= line-schema<1P'7,p'2>>,

where p'1 = r(pl) and p'2 = t(p2))? In fact, how can we construct a triangle thus making the

matrix nonsingular?
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Wechooseapoint4lonthelinel = line-schema<<p1,p2>>arrd apoint q'Lon thelinel'=

line_schemallp'l,p'2>> which satisfy the same distance ratio with respect to p1- arrdp'L

respectively. That is,

d(pL, qL) / d(pL, p2) = d(P' 1, q' 1) / d(p' 1, P' 2) = r

FIere, we set r = j. Urat ís, q7 and q''L are the midpoints of the lines I = line-schema<<p1,p2

>> and I'= line_schema<<p'1,p'2)) respectively. Thus, the coordinates for ql' andq'1-are

givenby

qt=pont(ff,*),

qt =pont1ff,\L),

where p1, atd p1, denote the x-coordinates and y-coordinates for the potnt pL. Similarly, p'1*

andp'Lrdenote the x-coordinates and y-coordinates for the potntp'1-.

We define the coordinate differences:

6ç=q1y-pLy, Ax' = Q'1x- p'lx,

Ay = q1y - ply, Ay' = q'1y - p'ly.

From the definition above we c¿m obtain the points

q2 = point<<pL,+ Ay, ply - Ax>>, 43 = point<<PLr- Ay,Ply+ Ax>>,

q'2 = point<<p'7r+ Ay', p''1., - Ax'>>, Q'3 = point<<p'1-*- Ay', p'1, + Ax'>>

We can obtain the triangles formed by the points 41,42, qSand 4'1,4'2, q'3,which are similar

right-angled isosceles triangles. In addition, the line I = line-schema<<p1,p2>> and l0 =

Iine_schema<<q1, q2>> are perpendicular to each other and meet at pl. SimilarlY, the line 11

= Iine_schema<<p'L,p'2>> and the line 12 = line-schema<<q'2,Q'3)) are perPendicular to

each other and meet at p'L. And we know lhat d(qL, 42) = d(ql,43). Similarly, d(q'l', 4'2) =

d(q'2, q'3). The construction is shown tnFigurc2.22.
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p2

AY

p1

q2

Áx

X

Figure 2.22. The construction of the biangle formed by the points q1-, q2 arrd 43 with

respect to the line I = line-schema(pL,p2).

The transformation tmust satisfy the following equations:

q'l = t (q1),

and either

q'2 =r (q2) and q'3= r (q3)

or

q' 2 =r,(q3) and q' 3 = t (q2) .

Hence, the mapping defined by the correspondence between a pair of distinct points p1,P2

associated with øand a pair of distinct points p'1,p'2 associated with lyields two possible

transformations r/* arrd. t2*, f.or t|*(o) Sy or r2*(a) <T î1* and 12* are mirror reflections of

the line I = line-schema<<p1, p2>>.

2.4.2 knplementation by Krishnamurti and Giraud

We shall now demonstrate some of the ideas of Krishnamurti and Giraud (1986) . The following

table shows PROLOG clauses of the implementation of the shape union of the line segments of

two shapes. The clauses are in the Edinburgh syntax, that is, uPPer case rePresents variables

and lower case rePresents atomic constants.
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Statements for the union of two shapes

l.shape-union( [], Shape, shape).

2.shape-union(Shape, [], Shape) .

3.shape-union([co(D, Linel) lshapel], Ico(D, r,ine2) lshape2], Ico(D, Line) lshape]):-

line-union(Linel, Lír:e2, Line),

shape-union(Shape1, Shape2, shape) .

4.shape-union([co(D1;Line]-) lshapelì, [co(D2,Line2) lshape2], Ico(D1,Line]-) lshape] ) :-

D1 < D2,

shape-union(Shape1, [co(D2, Line2) | Shape2], Shape) .

5.shape-union(lco(D1 ,r,inel) lshapell , [co(D2,Line2) lshape2], [co(D2, Line2) lshape] ):-

shape-r¡nion(Shape1, Shape2, Shape) .

Statements for the union of two sets of collinear üne segments

1.1ine-union(Line, [], Line) .

2,1i-ne-union( [], Line, IJj-ne) .

3.line-r:níon( [1ine(T1-, H1) lr,inef ], Iline (T2, r]21 lLine2 l , lline(T1,H1) lr,ine] ) :-

HL < T2,

line-union(Linel, [line(T2,H2) lLine2], Line) .

4.1ine-r¡nion([line(T]-, H1) lr,iner1, [line (r2, H2) lt ine2J , lline(T2, H2) lLine] ) :-

H2 < T!,

line-union( [1ine(T1,H1) lLinel] , Líne2, Line).

5.line-union([Iine(T1, Hl)lr,inef] , [1ine(T2, H2) lr,ineZ], Line) :-

HL <H2,

¡nin(T1, T2,1) ,

Iine-union(l,ine1, [line(T,I{2) lr,ineZ], Line) .

6.line-r¡nion( [1ine(T1, H1) lr,inef 1, Iline(T2, H2) lLine2J, Line) :-

¡nin(T1 , f2,1'),

Iine-r.rnion(tline(T,H1) lLinelJ , Line2, Line) .

The shape Shape above is represented as a set of collinear classes. Each collinear class is made

up of a set of maximal line segments which share a descriptor and their data structure is the

form of co(D, Line), where D is the descriptor of the set Line of collinear class. Each maximal

Iine segment is the form of line(T, H), where T and H, which are respectively referred to as the

tail and head of this maximal line segment, are the end points of this maximal line segment.

The end points of a maximal line segment can be rearranged so that the ordering relation T < H

holds.
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The predicate shape_union }:.as three arguments, Shapel, Shape2, and the resulting shape

union Shape. The statements labelled 1 and 2 are that the shape union of a shape with an

empty shape (an empty list [ ] ) is the shape itself. Statements 3, 4, artd 5 correspond to the

cases when the line descriptors D1 and D2satisfy D1, =D2,DI<D2, and D1> D2 respectively.

The predicate line_union has three arguments Line1, Line2, and the resulting line union Line.

The first two statements are termination statements for the recursion. The next four correspond

to the conditions on the tails and heads of the two line segments trnder comparison, the last two

of which correspond to the situation when the line segments overlap.

The implementation of shape graÍìmars above can deal only with shape grarnmars rather than

parametric shape grammars.

2.4.3 lmplementation by Chase

Similar work has also been done by Chase (1989). Chase's implementation concentrates on a

simplified rule application problem. First, the user selects a target shape file and a rule file to

use. Both are textual forms. Secondly, the user specifies the transformation by selecting three

points in the pattern of a rule and three points in the current target shape. The three points

both in the rule and in the current target shape determine a triangle which creates a

transformation, as in K¡ishnamurti's work above. Thirdly, the system determines whether it is

also an applicable transformation. If so, then the system applies the rule to the current target

shape and car¡ies out the shape replacement.

In Chase's implementation of shape granunars the "Query" window is used by the user to enter

commands and by the system to show prompts and feedback. To use a grarrunar, the user needs to

give commands to the system which include:

start Select a target shape file and a rule file.

go Rule application:

1. Select rule.

2. Select three distinguishable points on the left-hand shape in the rule

window

3. Select three corresponding distinguishable points in the design window to

define the transformation.

back Backtrack to the previous state of the design.

redraw Redraw the current state of the design.
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P¡ck int 3

-)

\

0

Figure 2.23. Interface of Chase's system (Chase, 7989, p234).

2.4.4 lmplementation by Tapia

Another implementation of shape grammars has been made by Tapia (1996). Tapia's work

emphasises the following asPects:

L. Establishing a paradigm for a general shape granìm¿u system and implementing

some of its parts.

2. Improving the performance and efficiency (computation and storage) of the

algorithms and data sFuctures for exploring design languages.

3. Developing a user interface to facilitate the exploration of languages of designs.

4. Establishing a framework for appropriate restrictions on shape grÍüunars.

Figures 2.24 and 2.25 indicate how the implementation addresses the twin themes of

presentation and selection.
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fools llr¡ndours F¡les ßules uieursFlle Erllt

Possibilities...

+ (:¿ril( l:l

rlK

Current S

abcd

Figure 2.24. Retrieving a gr¿ürmar defined in the file 'abcd'. The system creates the
graÍunar window 'abcd' corresponding to the file and two other windows: 'Curtent
shape' showing the current shape and 'Possibilities...' showing the shapes resulting
from the rule strip containing four rules: the first gives the square grammar rule, the
second reverses the rule, the third erases a square, and the fourth erases a more
complex shape (Tapia, L996, p67).
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Ebcd

Current Sh

-+

Figure 2.25. The designer selects the new rule and makes the pattern the current
shape (Tapia, L996, p70).

2.5 Computer Implementations of Related Work

Some implementations of other kinds of grarnmars should be mentioned for comparison with

shape grammars and shape schema grammars. These are DiscoverForm,Tartan Worlds,

TopDown, Genesis and an area feafure gra[unar.

2.5.1 DiscoverFon¡r

DiscoaerForm is a simple, effective program that can be used to explore the graphic qualities of

recursive pattems. The patterns are developed by recursively replicating a motif (Carlson and

Woodbury, 1994).In spite of the simplicity of the paradigm, huge m:mbers of patterns and

phenomena can be explored with it, including "spirals, branching, plane symmetries and

tilings, reptiles, iterated ft¡nction systems, space-filling curves, squigs, meanders, textures,

phyllotaxic structure, and organic pattems"(Carlson and Woodbwy,7994, p 119).

Recursive patterns are patterns developed by recursively copying a two-dimensional motif

according to a single rule of replication. Applying a rule to a motif or a target figure recursively

includes first producing the target figure itsell then producing the clones specifying the spatial

relation to the motif copies, finally generating the copies of the clones. We can see a rule in

Figure 2.26 and the pattern resulting from four applications of the rule in Figure 2.27below.
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rt

Figure 2.26 A replication rule in DiscoaerForm (Carlson and Woodbury,1994, p120)

Figure 2.27. A fifth-generation recursive form tn DiscouerForm (Carlson and
Woodbury, I99 , pL20).

"The discoaerForm paradigm as a vehicle of exploration is based on the recursiveness of

recursive pattems. Small changes to a motif or replication rule often cause unexpectedly large

changes to the pattem they generate, due to the complexity-compounding effect of recursion.

Such database amplification enables the use¡s to cover a large territory with relatively simple

manipulations. An important point is that high-generation pattems are often visible in low-

generations of the same patterns. Therefore, m¿ìny explorations can be carried out at low

generation levels where interactive response is possible with minimal computing resources"

(Carlson and Woodbury, t994, pp131).
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(a) Ammonite (b) Arches (c) Mesh

(e) Kawaguchiesque (f) Monkey Tree (d) Meander

(i) Bamboo Texture G) pa Symmerry (h) Evergreen

O Phylotaxis ft) Bronchus (l) Tree

Figure 2.28 Some recursive forms from DíscoaerFornr (Carlson and Woodbury,l994,p1.23).
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2.5.2 Tartan Worlds

Tartan Wortds (Woodbury, Radford, and Taplin et aI (1992)) is a highty interactive,

generative symbol grammar system that generates designs as two dimensional configurations of

symbols on tartan grids. It operates with multiple graphical rule sets on multiple design

worlds. Designers can operate directly on rules and worlds.

The notion of a tartan grid forms the central focus of this grammar system. The grids each form

a completely self-contained world and have no direct communication between each other. ln

each world the user directly manipulates symbols on which rule matches are sought and

applied. The worlds maintain a list of the current rule matches.

Similarly, rules are made with symbols on tartan grids. A rule consists of two parts, or two

grids, one for the left hand side, and the other for the right hand side.

The user interface of. Tartan Worlds (see Figure 30) consists of four main parts:

L. A "World Window" which supports multiple design worlds as a number of layers.

2. A "Rule window" which shows graphically the left-hand side and right-hand side of

symbol replacement rules.

3. A "World List" and a "Rule List" which manage the display and use of worlds and rules

respectively.

"Tartan Worlds was developed for the following two reasons: First, to provide a research

vehicle for investigating productive modes of cooperation between designers and interactive

grammar systems for generating designs, where the grammar is directed towards better

enabling human interpretation, creativity and judgement. The other reason is to provide a tool

that clearly demonstrates the ideas of computational grammatical design in education, and a

way for students to experience and explore designing using computational design concepts. The

limitations imposed by being able to operate only with symbols on tartan grids are compensated

by ease of use" (Woodbury, Radford, Taplin and Coppins, t992,p271).
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Figure 2.30 User interface of. Tartan Worlds (Woodbury, Radford, Taplin and Coppins,
1992, p273).
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Figure 2.31 Some designs produced with the above rules in Tartan Worlds (Woodbury,
Radford, Taplin and Coppins, \992, p218).

24.3 TopDown

TopDown is a prototype implementation to demonstrate the concept of top-down knowledge-

based design (Mitchell, Liggett and Tan, 1990). It illustrates one way in which the kinds of

knowledge captured and encoded in a shape grammars can be delivered effectively to a
designer. The so called top-down fashion is a mode of design development which begins with a

very schematic sketch of the whole object, then this is refined, in step-by-step fashion, until

the requisite level of precision and completeness is reached.

TopDoutn can be viewed at three levels. It is a highty interactive graphics system controlled

by mouse operations from the user's point of view. It is also an environment for encoding

knowledge of how to draw or design things from the program,mer's point of view. Furthermore,

it is a piece of software, which maintains a data structure and provides a graphics interface at

substrucftrre level.
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There are two graphic windows in TopDown,lJ:re peek window and the poke window (see

Figure 2.32).1he peek window, which is for viewing only, shows the current state of the design,

pictured as a two-dimensional composition of lines and colour-filled polygons. All design

interaction is ca¡ried out in the poke window.

Typical output of TopDoutn is shown in Figure 2.33.

File E.llt Uleu SDecaol Color
Peek . Closslc Pole . Classlc

To bcdnÀsübdltim -c¡ct mthe (H gEypdch
To crl lopos - clck mthc bott(rnþû1

You úc d thc tioh..a lc..d ol â!aüim.

Figure 2.32 The TopDown screen with peek, poke, and message windows ( Mitchell,
Liggett and Tan, 1990, p1.40).
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Figure 2.33 Designs produced withTopDoøn ( Mitchell, Liggett and Tan, 1990,p745).

"In order to construct a TopDown knowledge base, the designer has to encode the vocabulary and

syntactic rules of a parametric shape grarnmar according to Stiny's (1980a) formulation for the

type of artifact that is to be designed. First, the vocabulary of parameterized shapes from

which designs are to be assembled must be specified. Secondly, rules specifying which shapes

may be substituted for a given shape must be defined. Finally, the positions and sizes of

substituted shapes must be related to the position and sizes of their predecessors by specifying

how parameter values will be inferred in substituted shapes." (Mitchell, Liggett and Tan, L990,

ppu2)-

The scope of Topdown is restricted to maintain real-time performance with designs of very

limited complexity, and based on a simple and rigid method of structural description.

2.5.4 Genesis

Genesis is an interpreter of boundary solid grammars, which was implemented in 1991

(Heisserman, 7997,7994) and (Heisserman and Woodbury, 1993). Boundary solid grarrunars are

a ¡ule-based formalism for generating complex models of rigid solid objects. Solids are

represented by their boundary elements, such as vertices, edges, and faces, with coordinate

geometry associated with the vertices. Non-geometric data may be associated with any of

these elements. A boundary solid grammar consists of an initial solid and a set of rules, and

produces a language or family of solid models.
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"Genesis provides facilities for the representation and display of solids, match conditions,

solid modeling operations, rule and grammar definition, and for searching through the

language of a grammar. Ganesis consists of a logic pregramming language interpreter, a solid

modeling database, a label database for non-geometric data, and interactive graphics for

display and manipulation of solid models."

"The solid rule definition in Genesis has three parts: the description, the left-hand side (lhs)

and the right-hand side (rhs). The description is a textual description of the rule that may be

presented to the designer when the rule matches. The left-hand side specifies the match

condition of the rule, where the first argument of the left-hand side is the name of the solid

rule, and the second argument is a list of common variables between the left-hand side and the

right-hand side. The third argument of the right-hand side is a list of topological elements

that will be highlighted in the graphical display of the solids when the rule matches, along

with the description. The right-hand side describes the operations which will be executed

when the rule is applied." (Heisserman and Woodbuty,1993, p 35)

We shall now give three examples of solid rules. We shall demonstrate how a solid rule

definition may be created (and subsequently applied in Genesis by giving the necessary

description, left-hand side and right-hand side).

Example 1: Rule oa 6looks for a room at the front comer of a house and marks that room as the

parlor (Heisserman and Woodbury,1993). This is illustrated in Figure 2.34:

Figure 2.34 A (solid) ruIe for locating the parlor in a Queen Anne house.

description(Sa-6, 'Locate parlor at fronE of house.')

ths (qa-6, IParlor] , IParlor] ) :-
state(rooms),

lal¡el (Parlor, name, room) ,

vertex-solid(V, Parlor),

labe1 (V,ma¡k, front).

+ ParlorRoom
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rhs (qa-6, IParlor] ) :-
set_staÈe (parplor) ,

ki1l-labe1(Parlor, name, room),

make-labe1 (Par1or, name, Parlor),
parlor-color (ParColor),

seb-so1id-color ( Parlor, ParColor)

Example 2: Rule qa_lL selects a room to be the dining room. The rule matches on an unn¿uned

room which is adjacent to the kitchen, and marks the room as a dining room, which is shown as

follows (Figure 2.35):

Figure 2.35 Arule for locating the dining room in a Queen Anne house.

description(qa-11, 'Locate the dining room ne>ct to the kitchen-')

lhs (qa-l-L, lDining] , lDining] ) : -

sEaÈe (kitchen) ,

labe1 (Kitchen, name, kitchert) ,

1abel (Dining, na¡ne, room) ,

adj acent-solids (Kitchen, Dining)

rhs(qa_11, [Dining] ) :-
seÈ-state (stair) ,

kil1-1abe1 (Dining, name, room) ,

make-label (Dining, name, dining),

dining-room-color ( DColor ) ,

seE-solid-color (Dining, DColor) .

Example 3: Rule qa-1ó creates a second floor room on top of eadr first floor room. It looks for

any first floor room (excluding the stairway) and stacks a room on top of the first floor room/

which is shown in the following Figure (2-36):

Room
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I{oom +

Figure 2.36 Arule for adding the second floor to a Queen Anne house.

description(qa_16, "Add a second floor room above a existing room.').

ths(qa-16, [Top, Height, Room], lRoom]):-

sÈate(second),

1abe1 (Room,nane, s) ,

me¡nber(S, [room, parlor, kitchen, dining, ha1l, panEry] ),

not(1abe1(Room, mark, stacked) ),

toP (ToP, Room) ,

roo¡ruheight (Height ) .

rhs(qa-L6, [ToP, Height, Room]):-

stack-solid(Top, HeighÈ, NewRoom),

make-label (Room, below, NewRoom) ,

make-1abe1 (NewRoom, floor, second) ,

room-color (RColor) ,

set-solid-co1or (NewRoom, RColor) .

Room
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Figure 2.37 Generating Queen Anne houses (Heisserman and Woodbury, 1993, p110)

2.5.5 A Grammar for Area Features

A final example in our range of grammars is Friedell and Kochhar's work on implementing a

schema grarnmar for area feattrres. In order to explore the combinatorial effects, constraints are

used to control generations of designs with parametric shape gr¿ürmars (Friedell and Kochhar,

799L). A Friedell's schema grammar consists of a quadruple, (L¡, Lp, RA, Rp). Le is a set of

area-feature labels, Lp is a set of point-feature labels, R¡ is a set of rewriting rules for area

features and Rp is a set of rewriting rules for point features.

Friedell and Kochhar's paper focuses mainly on the design and modelling of 3-D scenes which

can be built from 2-D scme schemata. A scene schema consists of a set of non-overlapping planar

polygons in which a set of special points are identified. These polygons are called area

features that help specify the identities, locations, spatial extents and orientations of, for

example, a room in a building or a forest in a landscape. The specially identified points are

called point features which serve to describe the identities and orientations of individual

objects, for insta¡rce, furniture in a room or trees in a forest.

A rule in Re is of the form (T; âsâ â1r ...,ã¡.; Ge ). This means that if applicability

precondition T is satisfied, area feature ae could be replaced by the area features â1, ... , â¡,

and the semantic description of each the new area features will be determined by the procedure

Ga.
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The applicability precondition, T, specifies approximate size bounds on as in terms of the

minimum and maximum width and height of a bounding box aligned with the orientation

vector of the feature. G4 is described in terms of a contiguous mesh, termed a partitioning sPace/

of annotated polygons, called møsks (Fígure 2.38).

Type to be rewritten:Forest

Max. +

Max.width
Figure 2.38. Grammar rule for rewriting an area feature (Friedell and Kochhar,1991).

The rewriting rules for point features Rp hold the formalism (T, a -) p7r ...r Pm; Gp). An example

is shown in Figure 2.39.If. the applicability precondition, T, is satisfied, new point features p1,

..., pm are generated within area feature a, and the <semantic description> of each pi is

determined by the procedure. Gp is defined in terms of a generation space, which is a

rotationally oriented region populated by prototype generation points. Each generation point is

also rotationally oriented and arrnotated with a point-feature type.

Type to be rewritten:Forest

Max. +

Max.width Tree point features

Figure 2.39 Grammar rule for generating point features (Friedell and Kochhar,199l)

2.6 Summary

In this chapter shape grammars (mathematical devices by which designs can be created

according to rules) a¡e discussed and their mathematical properties studied. Some applications

Min.

Min.
Height

Min.
Height

Min.wid t/
\ I\

\
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and implementations of shape grammars and related computational grammar systems are also

introduced.

Flowever, there are limitations on the applications of shape gr¿rmmars, even with paramatric

granunars: a shape rule can apply to a target shape only if there exists a transformation whictr

makes the left hand side of this rule an exact subshape of the target shape. There is no means

for dealing with parametric target shapes. Another problem is that there are no algorithms for

parametric shape grammars.

The next chapter describes an approach to dealing with the problems in shape Srammars/

shape schema grarunars, which is based on shape schemata'
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Chapter 3

A Mathematical Discussion of
Shape Schema Rules

3.L Overview

In shape schema grammars/ shapes are represented by schemata rather than by instances

(fixed or parameterised) of those schemata. This chapter sets out a mathematical description

of shape schema, shape schema rules, shape schema matching, and their combination in

shape schema grammars based upon some recent work by Woodbury (7997). Shape schema

grarnmars are then demonstrated in an example. Their properties are discussed and features

of shape schema grarnmars are established.

3.2 Basic Definitions

First let us consider a schema. A schemø is an object associated with its constraints. Formally,

the definition is given below:

Definition 3.1. A schema ,î of type t is an object B and a set C of constraints on B,

that is,

.î = t<8, C>.

In this context, an object B is either a real variable or a tuple of schemata.

Elements of the tuple are identified by name, e.g' schema <<a,b>,c>.In the

forrrer case we say that the schema is a basic schema. In the latter case we say

that the schema is composite. For convenience of notation (and for aesthetic

reasons) we shall write ,î = 11ct d>> tn place of ,î = ((c, d>, Ø>.

A path link in a composite schema .î is given by U where U is the name of a

member of the tuple B of .î . A path in a composite schema ,î is given by 3 .V,

where V is a sequence of path links and the last element of V picks out a basic

schema.
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Constraints can be defined over the paths of a schema and take the form of

constraint expressions with operators, such as *, +, -, /,sh, cos,.../ and relations

of equality and inequality.

The total constraint set C*(,î ) of a schema .î is the conjunction of the constraints

of its constraint set C and the total constraint set C*(B) of its object B, that is,

C-(,î)=C*(B) U C.

A real variable can take on a real value and represents a set of real values. Real variables can

be combined into a schema, which is given below:

Definition 3,2. Areøl schema Î is a basic schema of type real and is expressed

as a set of reals satisfying C, that is, î = realcr, C>.

In the case of reals the total constraint set is the constraint set of the schema, i.e.

A real schema Ê with a null constraint set, i.e.

î = real<r,Ø),

represents the set of all reals. By convention this may be written as Î = real<<r >>.

In a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, a point schema consists of a pair of real

schemata r and y au.,td a set of constraints on them, where x is a real schema giving the x-

coordinate aurrd y is a real schema giving the y-coordinate. The definition is given below.

Definition 3.3. A point schema, þ is of type point and oPelates on an object

which is a tuple <x,A) satisfying C, where ¡ and y are teal schemata, i.e.

p = point< 1x, A), C)

We shall now demonstrate the geometric properties of a point schema through some

examples. We consider a point schema p = 1cxt y>, C>, where Q = l(x-2)z +çy -z¡2 <tj

and C*(x) = C*(y) = Ø.

rc(c*(Î) =
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2

1

0 1 x2

Figure 3.1 A point schema with circle constraint and circle radius of L. An instance
associated with the . slnnbol is located at the centroid of the circle constraint.

Ournextexampleisapointschema þ =..*,y>,C>,where C= Ø and C*(r) = {1<x<3}and

C*U) = {l < y <2}. We note that this may be represented as << { 1. < x < 3 l, {7 < y < 2 } >>.

Y

2

a

1

0 1 2 3 X

Figure 3.2. Apoint schema with a rectangle constraint excluding its boundary. An
instance associated with the . symbol is located at the centroid of the rectangle
constraint.

A line segment schema (simply called a line schema in this thesis) is given below.

Definition 3.4 Aline schema , î , i" of type line-schema and operates on an object

which is a tuple <start, end> satisfying C, where start attd end are point

schemata of the starting point and ending point of î , ¡.r.

/ = line-schema<<start, end>, C>
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Note that in this definition of a line schema Î th"." is no constraint on Î tnut the length of

Î be greater than zero.

Our first example is a line schemata Î/ = tne-schema<<start, end>, C>. Here C*(sfarf) is

an oval constraint and. C*(end) is a rectangle constraint. C"(start) aC*(end) = Ø, and. qî t¡ =

Ø. In this case any instance of Î1 nas length greater than zero.

Our second example is a line schemata Î2 = üne-sche ma<<start, end>, C>. iHerc C*(størt)

is an oval constraint and, C*(end) is also an oval constraint. C*(start) aC*(end) + Ø and. C(î 2)

-Ø.

Our third example is a line schemata /3 = line-schema<<start,end>, C>. C*(start) =

C*(end), an oval constrain! and C( î 3¡ = ø-

We note that in the last two cases it is not always true that any instanc e of î I has length

greater than zero. These three line schemata are shown below in Figure 3.3.

C( start \
C( start ) = C( end)

C( sta¡t)

T]

C( end)

C( end)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.3 Three line schemata: (a) a line schema with nonzero length, (b) and (c) two
line schemata which might have zero length.

Definition 3.4 A shape schema î is of type shape and operates on an object

which is a finite set of line schemata which satisfy the constraint C, that is, .î =

shape< L, C>
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We now give an example to illustrate the hierarchy of constraints on a shape schema.

Consider

.î = shape< L,C),

where L = <î I ,î 2,...,îr> and c =c( .î ) .

The total constraints on i are:

c,,(î)= (uc*(ÎÐ)uc(s) (EQ 3.1)
i=l

v îi = üne-schema<<starti, endi>, cOi )>, where i ell,nl,

,x çîÐ= c* (starti)t)C* (endi)l)c(îÐ,

then (EQ 3.1) can be written as:

c * (,î) = r[Jtc * (srarti)l)c * (endi)l)ctÎ¿lllu ctsl.

(EQ 3.2)

(EQ 3.3)
i=l

If starti = point<<starti, startir>, C(starti)> and endi = Point<<¿ndi, endir>, C(endi)>,

C x (startí) = C x (s tarti,)lJ C x (starti r)U C (starti),

C* (endi) = C* (endi,)l)C* (endir)l)C(endi). 
(EQ 3'4)

Substituting (EQ 3.4) into (EQ 3.3) gives:

n

C* (,î) = (U((C * (starti,)UC* (startir)UC(starti))l)
i=l

(C x (endi,)UC * (endir)UC(endt¡)UC1l¡¡¡¡c(.î) . GQ 3.s)

We note that (EQ 3.5) includes constraints on points. It also includes constraínts on reals if we

continue to represent a point schema with real schemata.

Let us show some shape schemata whose total constraints are expressed by the format given in

(EQ 3.1) above.

The first example is a shape schema consisting of three line schemata,

î = shape< L,C),

where ¡ =.î l, î2, î3> and C = c(.î).
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The total constraints on .î are then

c* (.î) = c* rîrluc * (îÐuc * (î¡)uc(,î). GQ 3.6)

î I , îZ an¿ Î-i can be expressed as line schemata in the following way:

Î/ = fir,"-rchema<<sú¿ rtl-, endL>, CÔ l)>,

where startL = point<<startlr, startTr>, C(startl)>,

endL = point<<end1.*, endlr>, C(endl)>.

Î2 = ürr"-r.hema<<start2, end2>, CO2)>,

where start2 = point<<start2r, start2r>, C(start2)>,

end2 = point<<end2r, end2r>, C(end2)>.

îs = fine-schema<<startl, enil3>, CÚ3)>,

where start3 = point<<start3r, start3r>, C(start3)>,

end3 = point<<end3r, end3r>, C(end3)>.

Here C( î t ¡ = ç1îZ) = cÚ S ) = Ø, and,C(3 ) = lstartT = end|, endl. = start2, end2 = start3l. The

constraints on end points (shown in Figure 3.4(a)) are:

C*(størtl) = C*(end3), a circle constraint,

C"(end7) = C*(start2), a circle constraint , and

C*(end2) = C*(start3), also a ci¡cle constraint.

C*(startl) t1 C*(endl) = Ø, C*(starfl) n C*(end2) = Q'

Then, after considering constraints on these end points, (EQ 3.6) can be written as:

C* (.î) = C* (startl)UC * (endl)UCx (end2)Uc(,î). GQ 3.7)

The second example is the same shape schema associated with different constraints on its end

points, that is,

.î = shape< L,C),

where 7 =.îl , î2, î3rand C= C(.î) = [startl = end3,end']. = start2,end2 = start3l
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However, the constraints on end points (shown in Figure 3.4þ)) are

C*(startl) = C*(endl) = C*(start2) = C*(end2) = C*(start3) = C*(end3), a circle constraint

That is, all the end points share the same constraints, a circle constraint. In this case there is

a family of triangle instances having zero area. These two examples are shown below in

Figure 3.4:

= endS

= end?

lI 3

endl = = staftS
endl = = start?

T2

C( startl ) = C( end?)

C( end2) = C( start3 )

(a)

C( startl )= C( endQ=
c(end 1l = C( sÞre ¡=
C( end2\ = C( sta¡t3 )

(b)

Figure 3.4 Two triangle schemata: (a) a triangle schema which has an nonzero area;

þ) a triangle schema which might have a zero aÍea.

A shape schema graÍunar is defined similarly to a shape graÍunar. A shape schema grarnmar

fqmalism has four components:

(1) S' is a finite set of shape schemata.

(2) L' 1s a finite set of symbols.

(3) R'is a finite set of shape schema rules which have the f.orm a+p, where aand Bare

labelled shape schemata.

(4) I', an initial shape schema, is a labelled shape schema.

In order to distinguish the definition of shape grarnmars, each symbol is associated with a

prime.

Considering the definition of shape grammars given in Chapter 2, we find three main

differences between a shape schema grammar and a shape gr¿unmar. In a shape schema

grarunar, S' is a finite set of shape schemata instead of a finite set of shapes; R' is a finite set
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of shape schema rules instead of a finite set of shape rules; and finally an initial shape is a

shape schema rather than a shape.

The difference, in particular, between a shape schema grarnmar and a shape granunar is seen

in the application of shape and shape schema rules. Whether a shape schema ruLe A è þ
is applicable to a target shape schema Jz depends upon whether the constraints of requiring

that the left-hand side of the shape schema rule is a subshape of the target shape schema

are solvable, that is, if there is a match t?¿ such that m(u) < /. For a shape rule we require

only that there exist an Euclidean transformation ? such that f(A) < 7 . The replacement

equation in shape schema rules is:

| =ÍT - m(d)l+ m(p) , (EQ 3.8)

where I is a new shape schema generated after applying a shape schema rule d + B to a

target shape schema ]2.

Shape schema gr¿unmars employ constraint-solving mechanisms which establish whether a

shape schema rule applies to a target shape schema, while shape grammars use Euclidean

transformations. It is this difference which makes shape schema grammars generate

unexpected design results. The character of shape schema grammars will be demonstrated by

some examples in later chapters.

In a shape schema rule, the left-hand side is a shape schema consisting of four line schemata

associated with constraints on it, and the right-hand side is this left-hand side plus two line

schemata which join the middle points of opposite line schemata. This shape schema rule is

expressed below:

ths(Name, LHS):-

11 .-. [Sta¡t1x, Startly,

12 --. [Sta.rt2x, Start2Y,

t3 .-. [Start3x, Start3Y,

14 .-. [Start4x, SÈart4y,

LHs &- ÍLI, L2, 13, 141.

End1x,

End2x,

End3x,

End4x,

Endl-yl ,

hd2yl,

End3yl,

End4yl,

rhs(Name, LTIS, RITS) :.

1l- .-. IStartl-x, Startly, Endlx, Erd]-yl ,

12 .-. [sEart2x, Start2y, End2x, hdZy] ,

13 .-. [Start3x, Start3y, End3x, hd3y],
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L4 .-. IStart4x. SLarEAy, End4x, End4y] '
centroid( 11, ${idlx. Midlyl )'

centroid(12, ll4id2x, ![id2y] ),

centroid1 13, p4id3x, l[id3y] )'

centroid(I4, ll4íd{x, l[id4y] ),

15 .-. []Lidlx, Mid1y, Mid3x' ]lid3yl'

16 .-. p{id2x, Mid2y, Mid4x, l4id4yl,

RHS &- [ 11, 12, 13. l-4. 15, 16].

LHS RHS

I

14 +

T3

Figure 3.5 A shape schema rule.

With the same constraints on an initial shape schema, the inítial shape schema can be

expressed below:

initial _:=hape ( rnitial shape ) : -

11 .-. IStartlx, StarÈ1y' Endlx. Endly],

L2 .-. IStart2x, Sl-art2y, End2x, End2y].

13.-. IStart3x, Start3y' End3x. End3y].

14.-. IStarb4x, Start4y' End4x, End4y].

1 s StarÈlx = 3t 4 s Startly = 6,

4 s EndLx = 6t 4 = Endl.y s 6,

1 . Sta¡t2x. 3, I s Start2y s 3,

1<End2x=3,4<End2Y=6,

1 . Start3x = 3, 1 = Start3y s 3,

4.End3x=6rLsEnd3y=3,

4 s Start4x = 6, L s Start4y = 3,

4sEnd4x'6,4<End4Ys6'

î2

I1

4II2

îs
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IniÈial-shape &- [1L, 12, 13, ].AJ.

This initial shape schema represents a family of shapes which are eithe¡ closed shapes or

disclosed shapes. This shape schema rule applies to this initial shape schema whenever

constraints on its left-hand side being a subshape of the initial shape schema can be solved.

In order to show the derivation of this shape schema graûtmar/ let us just consider applying

the shape schema rule to some instances of the initial shape schema, as seen in Figure 3.6 (a)

below. This is because it is difficult to show a generated design which is a shape schema. A

derivation in the shape schema gr¿¡.mmar is shown in Figure 3.7 below and some members of

the language of the grarnmar are shown in Figure 3.8'
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Figure 3.6 Some instances of the initial shape schema.
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More details about matches of shape schema grarnmars will be discussed in later chapters.

Figure 3.7 Some instances in the derivation of the shape sdrema granunar.

L
-

L
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_F l

Figure 3.8 Some instances of shapes in the language defined by the shape schema rule
in Figure 3.5.

3.3 Mathematical Properties of Shape Schemata

3.3.L Schemata

An important concept of schemata is equality. Any two schemata are said to be equal if and

only if there is at least one instance which satisfies the constraints on both schemata

simultaneously. We shall see that this apparently sensible definition breaks the usual

algebraic structures over shaPes.

This statement about equality looks abstract. So let us now consider the concept of equality in

relation to some schemata which will be used in the next part of this thesis.

3.3.2 Point Schemata

From the definition of a point schema in the previous section, a point schema can be expressed

p = point<1x,A), C),

where x and.y are real schemata along the x- and y-coordinates respectively, and C = C(Þ )

as
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The total constraints on p canbeexpressed as

C.(þ) = c*(r)U c.(y) U ct Þ I

Two point schemata þI and þ2 are equal whenever there is at least one point instance

which satisfies both the constraints of C*( þI¡ artaC.(þ2)simultaneously. We denote this

bV þ1 = þ2. Otherwise, these two schemata are not equal, denoted by þ1 + þ2.

The first point schema we consider is

p/ = point<<x1.,yL>, C(þI)>

and the total constraints on þI arc

c"(þ1) = c*(xl) U c-1vl¡ UclPt¡,

where c(þ1)=1(xI- l)'+(yI- ])t < 1) and C*(xl)=C*U1)=Ø.

The second point schema we consider is

þ2 = pont<<x2,y2>, C(þ2)>

and the total constraints on þ2 arc

C*(þ2) = C*(x2) Uc*(Vz)Ucti,Z>

where C(þ2¡ = l(x2- 3)' + (y2- I)t < 1.5 ) and C*(x2) = C*A2) = Ø

These two point schemata are equal, that is, þl = þ2 , because there is a family of point

instances satisfying both C.( pl ) and C*( þ2), as we see in Figure 3. 9 below.

Y
3

þ2p
2

01

Figure 3.9 Two equal point schemata þ1 and þ2
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Unlike the relation on a set of points, the relation on a set of point schemata is not equivalent,

which we see in the following Theorem:

Theoren 3.1 The equality relation on a set of point schemata is reflexive and

symmetric but not transitive.

Proof: Let us consider three point schemata, þI , þ2 , and þ3 .

(1) Reflexivity: Reflexivity follows immediately from the definition of

equality of point schemata.

(2) S]¡mmetry: Suppose that þ1 = þ2, that is, there is at least one instance

which satisfies both C*(p1) and C.(p2). This instance will then also satisfy

C.(þ2) and C.(p/) simultaneously such that þ2 = þ1.

(3)NoTransitivity: Proof bycounterexample.Suppose that þI = þ2 and þ2 =

p3. fne schemata are defined by:

þ1 = potnt<<x1.,y1>, C(þI)>,

where C*(xl.) = C"(yI) = Ø, artd, whereC( þI) = l(xt- 1)2 +(yI-2)' < 11.

Hence C"(þ1) = C(þ1). We are also given that

þ2 = pont<<x2,y2>, C(þ2)>,

where C*(x2)=C(y2) =Ø,and.C(Îr2) = l(x2- 3)t +(y2-2)t < 1.52¡. Hence

c"(þ2) = c(þ2 )' Finatlv

p3 = point<<x3, y3>, C( þ 3)>,

where c*(x3) = c*(y3) = Ø, andc(þ3) = t(x3 - 5)2 + (y3 - 2)', <,1). Hence

c.(þ3) = c(þ3).

From Figure 3.10 below we see that þl = þ2 and þ2 = þ3 are satisfied but

lhat þl + i'3. Thus transitivity does not hold.l
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Figure 3.10 Three point schemataþl, þ2 and p3 where þ1 = i,2,and þ2 -- þ3,
but þI + i,3.

So equality of point schemata is not an equivalence relation since it is not transitive. A

corollary of Theorem 3.1 is that a point schema can be equal with in infinite number of other

point schemata which are not equal with each other.

3.3.3 Line Schemata and Shape Schemata

In the preceding section we discussed the equality of point schemata. Similarly, two line

schemata arc equal to one another whenever constraints on one being equal to the other can be

solved. More precisely, two line schemata î I , î 2 ur" said to be equal when there is at least

one line instance which satisfies both the constraints both C.(i1) and C.O2)

simultaneously,denoted Uy ît =îZ.

For example, let us consider two equal line schemata I I and 12 , where the constraints on the

end point schemata of î I arc a circle and a rectangle, and the constraints on the end point

schemata of. î 2 urean oval and a rectangle, as we see below:

Figure 3.11. Two equal line schemata î t *ra îZ .

We see from Figure 3.11 that î t = î Z as the constraints on the end point schemata overlap at

each end of the line schemata. Since a shape schema is a finite set of line schemata, the

T]

t2
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relation on a set of iine schemata plays a crucial role in studying shape schemata. First,let us

give the definition of the collinear relation on line schemata.

Definition 3.5 Two line schemata Î1 an¿ î2 6t.r"î I + îZ) are collinear if

collinearity constraints on î I arta î 2 are solvable.

We note that the constraints in Definition 3.5 refer to C.Ú 1) ana C.( 2¡.

For example, Iet us consider two collinear line scl:em ata î I arra î 2 , defined as follows:

Î1 = fir,"-rchema<<sf¿ rt1., endl>, CO I)>,

where C*(startT) is a circle, C(end7) is a square, and C( î I¡ = 6, *.¿

î 2 = ßo"-"chema<<sfa rt2, end2>, CÚ 2)>,

where C*(start2)=C*(endl) andC*(end2) is acircle disfilled, and C(î2)=Ø .îl *raî2
are shown in Figure 3.L2. î I *ta î Z are clearly collinear as we can choose an instance of

each of îl *raî2 *n¡"nües on the dashed line and which also satisfies C.1Îl) and

c.O 2).

Figure 3.12. Two collinear line schemaa î I ora îZ .

Collinear line segments in shape graÍrmars form a co-class which share a corunon descriptor.

A shape can be divided into distinct co-classes according to different descriptors because a

relation on a set of collinear line segments is an equivalence relation. However, is a relation

on a set of collinear line schemata an equivalence?

î 2

l1
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Theorem 3.2 The colinearity relation on a set of line schemata is reflexive and

symmetric but not transitive.

Proof. Consider three line schemata î l, îZ,a¡raî 3

(1.) Reflexivity: Reflexivity follows immediately from the definition of

collinearity of line schemata.

(2) Symmetry: Suppose that a line schema Î/ is coltinear with a line schema

î 2 , thut is, collinearity constraints on î I ora î 2 ur" solvable. Symmetry

follows from constraint conjunction commutivity.

(3) No Transitivitv: Proof by counter example. As we see in Figure 3.L3, one end

pointschem^ot îl shares a constraintwithanendpoint schema of î2, and the

other end point schem a of î 2 shares the constraint with an end point schema of

îs.

The line schemata I I and 12 arc collinear as we can choose an instance of each

of Îl ana Î2 *ni"n satisfies the constraints on the endpoint schemata and

which lies on a straight line (see 
"oçîI ,î2¡ n Figure 3.13). Similarly the line

schemata î Z *ra î 3 *"collinear as we can choose an instance of each of î 2 at a

Î3 *f,i"t"r satisfies the constraints on the endpoint schemata and which lies on a

straight line (see co( 2 , î 3) ¡nFigure 3.L3).

However, collinearity constraints on î I an¿ Î3 are not solvable and hence

transitivity of the collinearity relation on a set of line schemata does not hold. I

l3

co(Il,l2) co(12, l3)

l2

t1

Figure 3.13. Line schemata î I ora î 2 ur" collinear, and line schemata î Z *raî S

are collinear. Flowever line schema ta î I arra î 3 ur" not collinear.
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Theorem 3.2 reveals that the collinearity relation on a set of line schemata is not an

equivalence relation, which differs from the corresponding relation on a set of line segments.

Another important relation in shape graÍunars is the embedding relation of both line

segments and shapes, which is a partial order. The partial order provides a base of a Boolean

algebra of shapes. In order to discuss embedding relation on a set of line schemata or shape

schemata, let us fi¡st consider a relation between a point schema and a line schema.

Definition 3.6 A point schema is coincident with a line schema if and only if the

constraint on the point schema being on the line schema is solvable.

As we see in Figure 3.14, there are only two possible kinds of relations between a point schema

þ *rda line schemu Î. On" is that a point schema is coincident with a line schema (as we

see in Figure 3.1a(a)). The other is that there is no instance of a point in the point schema

which lies on any instance of a line in the line schema (as we see in Figure 3.1aþ)).

(a) (b)

Figure 3. 1a (a) Point schem a þ iscoincident with line schema Î .

þ) Point schema p is not coincident with line schema Î.

The definition of an embedding relation is given:

Definition 3.7 A line schema is embedded in another if constraints on the end

point schemata of the first one being coincident with the second are solvable.

The definition of an embedding relation on a set of line schemata is based on that of a point

schema being coincident with a line schema. Two examples are shown in Figure 3. 15.

I î
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l2

îtt1

(a) (b)

Figure 3.15 (a) and (b) line schema Î/ is embedded in line schema Î2

Is an embedding relation on line schemata a partial order?

Theorem 3.3 The embedding relation on a set of line schemata is reflexive, not

antisymmetric and not transitive. Thus this relation is not a order

l2

Proof: Consider three line schemata î l,îZ,anaî3.

(1) Reflexivity: Reflexivity follows immediately from the definition of

collinearity of line schemata.

(2) Antisymmetry: Proof by counter example.

Suppose ¡¡a¡ î I is embedded n îZ . That is, the constraints on the end points of

îl A"ngcoincident w*¡î2 are solvable.If î2 isembeddedinî1, similarly,

the constraints on the end points of î 2 Aeng coincident wim Î/ are solvable.

However, there may be no intersection between p(I) and' p¡îz¡, the valid

instances otît oraî2.

(3) No Transitivity: Proof by counter example.

Consider the three line schemaa î I,î2,ora Î3 ,no*ninFigure3.l5below. Î1

is embedded in î 2 , arra î 2 is errbedded in i3. However, it is evident that Î/ is

notembeddeain Î3. f
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I2

îs

II

Figure 3.16 Line schema / 1 is embedded in I2,line schema l2 is embedded

in î 3 ,but line schema Î/ is not embedded in î 3 .

Since an embedding relation on a set of shape schemata is based on that of on a set of line

schemata, from Theorem 3.3 above the embedding relation on a set of shape schemata is not a

partial order. That is, so far a Boolean algebra of shape schemata can not be defined.

In order to define Boolean algebras in shape sdrema griurunars, some new concepts must be

int¡oduced in the next section.

3.3.4 Necessary Relation

Definition 3.8 Anecessary relation is a relation of two objects holding a certain

relation fo¡ all instances.

This definition emphasises a relation to be bome in all instances of two objects completeiy.

Notice that this is a concept enlarged from the relation between instances of objects, such as,

equality, collinearity, etc. Based on this definition above, the necessary equality of point

schemata is given belowr

Definition 3.9 Two point schemata are necessarily equal , denoted by ' = ', if the

constraints on the first point schema being not equal to the second one ca¡not be

solved.

It is evident from the definition of necessary equality of point schemata above that a point

schema is necessarily equal to itself because any instance is always equal to itself.

In the preceding section, the definition of equality of two point schemata emphasises that

two point schemata are equal if some instances of these two point schemata are equal. This

condition is much weaker than that of the necessary equality of point schemata. In other
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words, if two point schemata are necessarily equal, then they are identical (one can replace

the other). However, if two point schemata are equaL they are not necessarily identical.

Now let us investigate the important equivalence relation of point schemata.

Theorem 3.4 The relation of necessary equality on a set of point schemata is an

equivalence relation.

Proof: Consider three point schemata, þ1, þ2,and þ3.

(1.) Reflexivity: Reflexivity follows immediately from the definition of

necessary equality of point schemata.

(2) Symmetry: Suppose that þ1 = þ2 , that is, any two instances pl and p2, (pl

frorn þI andp2fuom þ2), are always equal. This also me¿ìns that the relation

thatp2 is always equal to pl is true. Thus, þ2 = þ1.

(3) Transitivity: Suppose that þl = þ2 andþ2= þ3.fnat is, any two instances

p7of. þ1andp2 of. þ2 are always equal, and any two instancep2' of. þ2 andpS

of þ3 are always equal. Without loss of generality, we may choose p2' to be p2.

Therefore, pl is always equal to p3. Thus, þI = þ3.

As reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity hold, the relation of necessary

equality on a set of point schemata is an equivalence relation. I

Now that we have discussed the relation of necessary equality on point schemata, let us

consider the relation of necessary collinearity on line schemata.

Definition 3.10 Two line schemata are necessarily collinear if constraints on the

fi¡st Iine schema not being collinear with the second cannot be solved.

By the definition of necessary collineari$,we know that two line schemata are collinear if
they are necessarily collinear.

Theorem 3.5 The relation of necessary collinearity on a set of line schemata is an

equivalence relation.

Proof: Let us consider th¡ee line schemata î l, î2,arraî 3

(L) Reftexivity: Reflexivity follows immediately from the definitíon of

necessary collinearity of line schemata.
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(2) Symmetr]¡: Suppose that line schema Î1 ir n"."rsarily collinear to î 2, thut

is, any instance n o¡ î I is always collinear to any instance tZ of î 2. Since a

collinear relation on two instances of line schemata is a symmetry, the instance

12 is always collinear to the instance 11. Thus, Î2 i, .,"."rsarily collin ear ø î I '

(3) Transitivity: Suppose that îl is necessarily collinear to î2, arrd. î2 ¡s

necessarily collinear to î 3. That is, any instance n o¡ î I is always collinear to

any instance 12 of 12, and any instance 12' of 12 is always collinear to any

instance no¡î3.

Without loss of generality, Let 12'be 12. Thus, 11 is always collinear to 13. and so

Î.¿ i, ,r"."rrarily collinear to Î3. I

We shall now discuss the relation of necessary embedding on line schemata. Before that, some

new notions need tobe introduced.

Definition 3.11 A point schema is necessarily coincider¿f with a line schema if

the constraint on this point not being coincident with the line schema cannot be

solved.

ConsiderFigure 3.lZbelow,consistingof alineschema I andapointschema p. We see that

the constraint on each endpoint of Î i, oval-shaped. The constraint on þ is arectangle.

It is clear from the figure that any line drawn between the ovals will pass through the

rectangle, that is, that p will lie on Î and so p is necessarily coincident with Î.

Figure g.L7. Apoint schema p which is necessarily coincident with a line schema Î

Based on the definition of necessary coincidence defined above, the necessary embedding

relation between line schemata can be given:

Definition 3.12 One line schema is necessarily embedded in another if the end

of the first one are necessarily coincident with the second line schema.

î
p

points
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Based on Definition 3.9 above giving the necessary equality of point schemata, the necessary

equality of line schemata is given below:

Definition 3.13 One line schema is necessarily equal '=' to the other if each of

the end points of the first schema is necessarily equal to the corresponding end

point of the second schema

We know that a partial order of embedding relation on a set of line segments plays a

fundamental rule in shape grammars because a lattice can be defined based on a partial order.

Furthermore, a Boolean algebra of shapes can be defined based on a lattice. Now let us tum to

a partial order of line schemata based on necessary equality.

Theorem 3.6 The relation of necessary embedding on a set of line schemata is a

partial order.

Proof: Consider three line schemata î l, î 2, *ra

(1) Reflexivity: Reflexivity follows immediately from the definition of

necessary embedding of line schemata.

(2) Anti-svmmetrv: Suppose that the line schema / 1 is necessarily embedded in

î 2 , fnut is, the end points of. î I arc necessarily coincident w¡t¡ î2. Suppose

also that Î2 ir r,".".sarily embedded in î l, ,hut is, the end points of î2 ar"

necessarily coincident witfr Î/. The¡efore, each of the end points of î I is

necessarily equal to a corresponding one o¡ î l . rnus Î1 : î 2 fro Definition

3.13.

(3) Transitivity: Suppose Urat Î1 isnecessarilyembedded nî2, and ttrat Î2 is

necessarily embedded in i3. That is, any instanc e tL of Î/ is 
"l*uys 

embedded

in an instan ce 12 of î 2 , "oa 
any instanc e 12' of, î 2 is al*^ys embedded in an

instance tS of î 3. Without loss of generality, let 12 = l2'. Therefore, ¿my insta¡rce

tl- of I I is always embedded in an instance 13 of / 3. Thus, / / is embedded in 13.

The relation of necessary embedding on a set of line schemata is reflexitive, anti-

symmetry and transitive. Hence, this relation is a partial order. I

It is straightforward to get a similar result for a necessary embedding on a set of shape

schemata based on the fact that the relation of necessary embedding is a partial order.

Theoretically, a partial order of necessary embedding on a set of shape schemata is a base to

define a Boolean algebra of shape schemata.

îs
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3.4 Summary

In this chapter we have examined the mathematics of shape schema and shape schema rules

and discussed basic concepts required in the representation of a shape by a schema. We have

shown, for instance, that the equality of shape schemata is not an equivalence relation. A

definition of shape schema grammars has been presented.

The concept of 'necessary' relation makes collinearity of line schemata a equivalence

relation, and a subshape relation of shape schemata a partial order which gives us a base for

discussing the Boolean algebra of shape schemata.
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Chapter 4

The Operation of Shape Schema
Rules

4.L Overview

In this chapter we present examples which demonstrate some characteristics of shape schema

graÍunars.

4.2Example L

The accessible point set of a shape schema, where this is the set of points picked out by all

point schema of a shape schema, can change after applying a schema to it. By this, we mean

that the range of constraints on a schema can change after applying a schema to it. We shall

demonstrate this with a shape example. Example 1 illustrates the generality of matching in

shape schema grammars and reveals that the range of constraints on a shape schema

increases after applying a rule schema to it. This example also reveals the difficulty in

graphically showing designs generated.

4.2.1, An Initial Shape

The initial shape consists of only one line segment (as seen in Figure 4.1).

Y

5
t end

4

3

2

1

Tt

t start

01 23 45 6 7 X

Figure 4.14n initiat shape consisting of only one line schema' // =

line-schema<<îsturt, îend>>, where îsturt= point<<2, 1>>, and

îend= point<<7,4>>.
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We described the initial shape with user-defined predicates in Chapter 1.

That is, the initial shape can be expressed as

.ît = shape .{îtl ,,

where

/ t = line-schema<< îstart, îend>> ,

îsturt= point<<2, 1>>, and

îend= poinl<<7, 4 >>.

The details of the interpreter of shape schema grammars will be introduced in Chapter 7

Here we introduce it simply.

First, certain predicate forms (. - ., .. - . . and &-), expressed in infix notation, for shapes and

relations between lines, or relations between a point and a line segment are:

Line lstart, Endl Aline segmmtconsists of twoendpoints,

Start and End.

Line IStarÈx, SÈarty, Endx, Endy] A line represented by x-

coordinate and y-coordinate

of its end points

Shape &- A-Set-of-Lines A shape consists of a set of line

segments.

See page 206 for a further discussion of these and other special predicates.

This initial shape is represented in the interpreter as follows:

initial_shape (rnitial-Shape) : -

Line ..-. - lStartx, Starty, Endx, Endy],

St,arÈx = 2, Starty = 1,

Endx = 7, Endy = 4,

Initiat-Shape &- [ Line ].
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4.2.2 A Shape Schema Rule

In this example we consider a shape schema rule whose left-hand side is a single line schema

and whose right-hand side is the left-hand side rotated 90 degrees about its centre

anticlockwise (as can be seen in Figure 4.2).

LHS RF{S

Figure 4.2 A schema rule.

The length of the left-hand side of this schema rule is equal to that of the right-hand side,

and both share the same centre. The left-hand side is a line schema with no constraints on it.

T?ris schema rule can be represented in the interpreter as:

l-hs (Singrl-e-Line-Rule, LHS) : -
Line l-, -, -, -i ,

LHS &- [Line].

rhs (Single-Line-Rule, LHS, RHS) :-
nth-1ine ( 1 , Line, LHS ) 1 

,

Line [StarEx, Starty, Endx, EndY],

Midx = (StarÈx + Endx) /2,
Midy = (StarÈy + EndY) /2,
rotaEe(LHS, t90, Midx, l.lidYl , RHS)2

1 nth_line(Nf h, Line, Slwpe) oulputs a line Line ftom a shape Shape wlth the number Nfh.
2 rof.ate(Shape,lAngle, Piootx, Piootyl, Rotatedshape) ouþuts a rotated shape Rotatedshape about a pivot
point with an angle Angle fuom a shape Shape.
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4.2.3 Applying a Rule Schema

We now consider a candidate line sdrema matching a target line segment. A line segment or

line schema can be represented parametricatty by the following equation:

p = start + k* (end - start), (EQ 4.1)

where Î = üne-schema<<sfar t, end>, C( Î )t with grounded end points, where p is any point
a

cn / and k is a line parameter satisfying 0 < k < L '

As defined in Chapter 3, (EQ 4.1) also represents a line schema whenever any end point of Î
is a point sdrema.

A point p is coincident with a line segment Î having end points start and, end 1f and only if p

satisfies (EQ 4.1), which implies that p is any point on Î (io.tn¿irr g start artd end).

Thus a line schema î' = fio"-rchema<<sfø rt', end'>, C( Î' )t is a subline of line schema Î =

line-schema<<start,end>, C(Î¡t ii and only if the end point schematastart' artd.end' are

coincident with Î, that is, start' artd. end' satisfy (EQ 4.1) i'e.:

start' = start + kr¡or¡'+(end - start ),

end' = start + krn¿,*(end - start) (EQ 4.2)

We note that there are two cases regarding the order of end points of /' , that is, k*on, 3 k*¿'

and k"no, 3 knon,. In other words, there may be two matches for a line schema matching a line

segment. The reason we consider these two matches as distinct is that we must order the points

involved in a match along the target line, else the operation of difference has a

nondeterministic outcome.

Tlrus, a line schema Î' matches a line schema Î whenever the end points start' artd. end'

satisfy (EQ 4.2).

The implication of a line schema matching a line segment and satisfying (EQ 4.2) is that

there might be an infinite number of instances of the line schema satisfying (EQ 4..2) for just

one match, and these instances will be transformed according to the right-hand side of a

schema rule. As a result, there might be infinite instances of a design generated by this match.

This is the core of a match in shape schema graûunars. They deal with all possible instances

for one match by constraint-solving which generalises matching, rather than dealing with
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whether just one instance matches one other instance by Euclidean transformations as in shape

graÍrmars. We will study this issue in detail later.

We now consider the application of the shape sdrema rule (shown in Figure 4.2) to the initial

shape (shown in Figure 4.1). In this case the problem is whether a line schema matches a line

segment. The left-hand side of the shape schema rule is regarded as a candidate line schema,

say

Î" = ün"-r.hema<< ôsrø rt, ôend>, C(îc )>,

where

ôstart= point<< ôsrart r, ôstarlr>, C(ôstart)> and

ôend= point<< ôen d r, êend. r>, C( êend)> .

îend

ôend
It

I c

cstart

t start

Figure 4.3. A ca¡rdidate line schema Îc matches a target line segment Îf .

The candidate line schema Îc matches a target line segment ît above (see Figure 4.3) if the

end points of the candidate line schema Îc satisfy (EQ 4.2). The equations of (EQ 4.2) maybe

rewritten as:

êstart * = î sturt x + k1* (î end * - î start r),

ôstartr= îsturty + k[-*(îendr- îstarty),

ôend,r= îsturt, + k2(îend r- îsturt*),

ôend,r= îsnn, + k2* (îend r- îstar-ty).

It is clear that either

kl- S k2, or

k2 <kL.

(EQ 4.3)

(EQ 4.4)

(EQ 4.s)

(EQ 4.6)

(EQ 4.7)

(EQ 4.8)
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where k1 and k2 arc parameters and? 3kL <L,0 < k2 <1-. These two options arise because of

the possible order of end points of the candidate line schema.

The two inequalities (EQ 4.4 and (EQ 4.8) make it possible that there be two alternatives of

matching for a candidate line schema to match a target line schema. Th"y can be shown as

follows (Figure 4.4):

îend îend

cstart

Tt It
Ic î,

cstart
ôend

t start t start

(K2< kl)

(b)

Figure 4.4. Two altematives of matching (a) and þ) corresponding to inequalities
(8Q4.7) and (EQ 4.8).

By solving the equations associated with (EQ 4.7), the ranges of each end point of the

candidate line schema along both x-coordinate and y-coordinate can be obtained. That is,

îsturtr=23 ôstartx< ôend*3 îend*=/, (EQ 4.9)

îstartr=lt ôstartv< ôendr< îenàr=4. (EQ 4'10)

By solving the equations associated with (EQ 4.8), the ranges of each end point of the

candidate line schema along both x-coordinate and y-coordinate can be obtained. That is,

îsturt,=23 ôendx< ôstart*Sîenà,r=/, (EQ 4.9')

îstanr=l< ôendv < ôstartrí îendr= 4' (EQ 4.10')

We discover that the end points of the candidate line schema (or the left-hand side) can be

anywhere on the target line segment under the condition of either the starting point of the

candidate line schema being less than its ending point, or the ending point of the candidate

line schema being less than its starting point.

We now consider an instance of a match, ),@ß,b)), where R indicates the schema rule

used. The end points of R

Figure 4.5 below.

*^
are fixed on the initiat shape 0 = shape(lltl). This is shown in

cend

(kl < k2)

(a)
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6
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4

3

2

îend

It ôend

Ic
1 t start cstart

123 4 5 6 7 X

Figure 4.5 An instance of a match.

),(m(R,Q) could be a general instance of a match as seen in Figure 4.5 or it could be one of the

three following special instances of a match.

t. )"r(m(R,þ¡¡, *n"r" îsturt = ôstart and' ôenà'beso., Îr b,rt ôend * îend

z. ),,(m(R,þ¡¡ , *t "r" îend= ôendand. ôstan lies on

*

3. )"(m(R,Q)),where îsturt= ôsnn and îend = ôend

Figure 4.6 A special instance of a match L,(m(R,Q)).

h a* ôsøn * îstarr

These three special instances are shown in Figures 4.6,4.7 and 4.8 respectively

Y

7

Þ

5

4

3

2

1

îend

ît
êend

Ic
t stqrt

12 3 4 5 6 7 X
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6

5

4

3

2

1

îenà = êetù

Tt
Ic

ôstart

t start

01234567 X

Figure 4.7 A special instance of a match L,(m(R,Q))

Figure 4.8 A special instance of a match L@( n, Q))

After performing the right-hand side of the schema rule, a generated design is

Y

7

6

5

4

.t

2

1

i¿nj = ôend

ît
îc

t start start

123 4 5 6 7 X

4Q,@(R,Q))) for an instance of a match )"(m(R,Q\, which is shown in Figure 4.9 below

Y
6

5

4

3

2

1

ôend'
/,..

.Y îend

î,
h

êend

^ 
î'>

t start cstart ôstart'

012 34 6 7 X

Figure 4.9. A new design is generated by rotating the embedded line schema
90 degrees anti clockwise about its centre.
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Generally a design is generated by h(l(m(n,QÐ),where I e{)",,À',,f,} *a R indicates

tlre schema rule used, otd b = shape({Îr¡¡. r"t h(f (m(R,bD =shape(T), where T = lî:, î,h,

îr'1, otd

I.î,' = Line-schema<<îstart, êstart>, C(î,')r, the left-most line segment with starting point

î s nrt and ending Poirrt ô start i

z. î,h = üne-schema<<ôstart', ôend'>, C(î,h)>, the central line segment produced by an

embedded line segment with end points cstart' artd cend'rotated about the centre of lt; and

g. î,' = line-schema<<ôend, îend>, C(1,')>, the right-most line segment with starting and

ending points cend and tend respectively,

where subscripts indicate the target shape of the schema and superscripts indicate the

position of the line segment on the target shape (see Figure 4.9).

Clearly,

Notice from (EQ 4.11) that with an increase in length of î,h , either î,' o, î,' (or both) is

shortened because the target line segment Îf nas a fixed length.

Let us focus on some special cases. (EQ 4'1L) becomes

lt'l =14'l .11'l .11'l

l'4 = le'l 
.lî'l

(EQ 4.11)

(EQ 4.12)

1f. hQ,,(m(n,ø))) = shape(Ð, where T = lî,0 , î,'l, urda correspondingty generated design is

shown in Figure 4.10below:

Y
6

5

4

3

2

1

ôend'

î,0 
ôend

o êstaft't start

01 2 3 4 5 6 7 X

Figure 4.10. A special case of the forrrula, that is, Itl = l1'l . l1'l
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(EQ4.11) becomes

if h]",(m(n,/Ð) =shape(T),where f =úl ,î,'¡,*rdagenerateddesignof thiscaseis

shown in Figure 4.11below:

Y
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6

5

4

3

2

1

ôend'

îendo

î,
h

î'..
^ >/ cstart
t start ôstaft'

012 345 67 X

Figure A.tl Aspecial case of the formula, that is, lÎtl = ll,'l - lÎ'l

Finally, (EQ 4.11) becomes

lî'l =11'l .lî'l

lt'l = li'l

(EQ 4.13)

(EQ 4.14)

if h(Lv(m(R,QÐ) =shape(T), where T = lî,0 ), and a generated design of this case is shown in

Figure 4.72below:
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2

ôend'

îend
o

î,
h

1 îrnrto ôstaft'

012 345 67 X

Figure 4.L2 A special case of the fonnula, îtl= î¡
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We now investigate generated designs by applying the sdrema rule to the initial shape in the

first stage, that is, h(xù.

4.2.4. Designs in h(xo)

Let us now consider the previous example in another way. Given the initial shape in Figure

4.L,Letus regard any fixed point p on the target line segment (except for its two end points) as

the common centre of a set of matching line segments, that is,

x=wl)( - L(m(R,Q))\,

where au,::y X includes a target lne Q and a single embedded line,

Î" = üo"-rchema<<ôstart, ôend>, C (Îc)> and

p=(ôstart+ ôend)/2,

(see Figure 4.L3 below).

Y

7

6

5

4

3

2

ît
îend

p ôend

1
t start cstart ( Ic

01234567 X

Figure 4.13 Some i¡stances of matdring whidr share

a coÍunon fixed point p, denoted by a solid dot.

We discover from Figure 4.L3 that for a given fixed common centre located on the left side of

the centre of the target line se ent Îf there is one and only one longest embedded tirr" 4i*

€ X, where

îk = Hne-schem a<< ôstart, ôend>,Ct /"1- I t

= line-schem a<<î sturt, ôend>, C( /å )>, and

p = (îstart+ ôend)/2.
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Then, there is one and only one longest line generated by the longest embedded line f*
rotated., that is, i *t I = L,(m(R,Q)) e X and' h(þ = shaPe(Tr), where Tr= 1î,h, 4'Ì' *"
longesr line is /j,, *¿ lt-l = llul = *t"" the length of the line segment with starting point

tstart and ending point p.

We note that the following dicussions are limited to just one case of matching as shown in

Figure 4.13.

Based on the instances of a match which share a common fixed point as a centre point in

Figure 4.73 above, some generated designs are shown in Figure 4.14 below:

Figure 4.14 Some instances of designs with a fixed common centre point
on the target line segment.

Similarly, we also discover in Figure 4.15 below that for a given fixed common centre located

on the right-hand side of the centre of the target shape there is one and only one longest
a_

embedded 1i." /,i* € X, where

î; = ïne-schem all ôstart, ôend>,cl /j- I t

= line-schem a<<êstart, îend>, C( ä )>, and

p=(êstart+îend)/2.

Again, f ¿,rr, f = twice the length of the line segment with starting potnt p and ending point

îend .

Y

t

01 23 45 6 7

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

îk

tend

o/
X
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p
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t

1Qc)c start
t

01234567 X

Figure 4.15 A set of matching line segments which share
a coÍunon fixed cmtre point, denoted by a solid dot.

Similarly, based on the instances of matching line segments in Figure 4.1.5, some generated

designs are shown in Figure 4.16:
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2

1

oI
tend

t stat't4
013 4 5 6 7 X

Figure 4.16. Some instances of designs share a fixed common centre point on the target
Iine segment.

Finally, for a special fixed common centre located at the centre of the target shape in Figure

 .lTbelowthere is one and one longest embedded fi"" h* G X, where

I* = line-schema<<ôstart, ôend>, c(ã)>

= line schema<< îs tuft, îend>, C( /-; )>, and

p = (îsturt + îend )/2.
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*

That is, there is an instance of matching, 2tç*çR,9)) , whose embedded line is equal to the

target Ltne lt. Some instances of a match are shown below:

Y
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4

3

2

1

îend

It
ôend

t start cstart ¡(Ic)
o 1 23 4s 6 7 X

Figure 4.17 Some instances of matches which share
a corunon fixed centre point - the centre of the target line segment,
denoted by a solid dot.

Then some correspondingly generated designs are shown in Figure 4.18:

Y
î;

7

6

5

4

3

2

o îend

,

1 "/t
123 4 5 6 7 X

Figure 4.18 Some instances of designs at a fixed conunon centre point

- the centre of the target line segment.

There is no shortest embedded line in X because there is an infinite number of points between

any two given points in one-dimensional space. Thus, for a given short embedded line, /*n,

where l/*"ltO, there is always an infinite number of embedded lines which share the same

centre whose lengths are less Uranll*"1.
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Let us summarize the observations made so far:

For any fixed point p on a target line segment Q (except for its two end points), which is

regarded as a common centre of a set of instances of matching line segments, say
l**^

X-{XlX= L(m(R,Q))}, where / includes a target shape Q, = shape({/t}) and a single
I

embedded line

Î" = fir,"-rchema<<ôstart, ôend),C(Îc)>, and

p=(ôstan+êend)/2,

then there is one and only one longest embedded line /'o- e X, and the corresponding

matching is l(m(R,þ)), where f e{A.,,h,,Â}. No shortest embedded line exists.

Let î,h = Iine-sche ma<<ôstart' , ôend'>, C(î,n )r. We also discover from Figure s 4.13,4.15, and

4.L7 that:

(1) The longest io i, g"n"ruted by the longest embedded line /,** at a common

centre p;

(2) p(êenà') forms a triangular range located above the target l¡e ît , anð. p(êstan')

also forms a hiangular range located below the target tine Îf . It is evident that both

triangular ranges exclude the target tine Îf itself, shown in Figure 4.L9:

Y

7

6

5

4

3

2

ôend')

îend

1
t start flôstart)
12 3 4 5 6 7 X

Figure 4.19 The ranges of end points of a candidate line schema rotated
are within two triangular ranges.

We summarise this result in the following:

In generated designs, p(ôend') and p( ôstan') form two triangular ranges in which there is a

gap - the target tine Îf between them.
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In effect, the property of the increasing ranges of. p(ôend') and p(ôstart') reveals an essential

character of shape sdrema graÍunars/ that is, the ranges of generated designs increase, which

is not tme for shape graÍunars.

In order to understand designs as the sequence of iterates of applying a rule (or rules) to a

target shape further, let us study the designs n h(h(x)) = h2 (xù. These will be discussed

the next section.

4.2.5.Designs in h2 (xo)

Consider the designs ø h(h(x))=h2(xù. Without loss of generality, let us choose an

instance oÍ h(xs) arbitrarily, say .îr = shape(T,c(3t)>, r=(l ,î,0,î,'l*d lt4 = lÎ'l . lÎ'l
*lî,'l,which is shown in Figure 4.20:

Figure 4.20. A design instance of h(xs)

Now any l@ß,b)\, where I e.{h,,A'",f,¡ "r,a b. = îr, consists of three lines and an

embedded line whidr is carried by one of the three lines, called a target line. Let us just focus

on a target lir," 1' which carries an embedded line because we have already discussed î,' *rd'

i' io tt 
" 

previous section.

Then,

h(l(m(R'QÐ) = shaPecT>, (EQ 4'15)

where r = $l ,î;,îln , î; , î,' )and f ê.{h,,L,,-h}, which is shown in Figure 4.2L:
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012 3 45 67
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îi
X
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1

01234567 X

Figure 4.2L Adesign instance of hz(xo)

si'." lî'l=lril*lî 'l*lril, u'" segments of this instance design or h2(x) satisfy the

following length formula :

lî4 = lî'l+ lr,'l+ ll,'l = l1'1.l4l* l,f l.l,;1.l4'l GQ 4 16)

Let us first note that when f in..""r"s in length ""til l/i'l =lî,01, that is, hQ@ß,bD) =

shape(T), where r =úl ,îln,î,') and f =î,both î| o'aî; nuu. zero length. Then (EQ

4.L6) becomes:

Itl = lî'l+ lî'l+ l1'l = l1'1. f l* |1'l GQ 4 17)

In other words, Itrre îlh can be reduced by reduction rules (introduced in Chapter 2) if

l¡ l=lîll

As we discussed in the preceding section, there is one and only one longest îlo øt all centre

points on a target lirr" Î'. There is therefore one and only one ffå reducible (when lPl= lÎ'l I

reducible, (see Figure 4.22below).
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01234567 X

Figure 4.?2 Aninsta¡rce design of h2 (x) which is reduced by reduction rules.

In the previous section we discussed ranges of end points of a rotated embedded line. These are

within different triangles. Let us now consider ranges of end points of a rotated embedded line

in a design ot h2 (x).

Let us consider î,u tob"a target line and investigate ranges of îlo n

h(l (m(R, QÐ) = shaPecT>,

where r = Úl ,î;, îln , îí , î,' )and f e {L,,h,,îl .

The ranges of end points of îlo ,for a particular instance, are shown in Figure 4.23:
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p(êend")

f

ît
flôstart')

01234567 X

Figure 4.23 Ranges of end points of îlo , for a particular instance,

at the second cycle operating on an instance from the first cycle.
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For any io tt"r" is the same result as we see in Figure 4.79.Let

âoo = ta" ,chema<< ôs tart" , ôend"r, C(î:o)r,

then p(ôstart") atd p(ôend") are within two different triangular ranges as shown in Figure

4.23 above.

Since ,î/ = shape<T>,T =lîrt,î,0,îr' ) waschosenarbitrarily, Tcould tumouttobeone of the

following cases:

1.T={î,0,î,,1,

2.T = {îf , î,0 ¡, o,

,.7 = 1î,h l.

Thus, the range p(ôend") is a square except for a a point schema point<<4, 7>>, shown as

follows:

Y
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Þ
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4

3

2

1

flôend")

12 3 4 5 6 7 X

Figure 4.24,Therange of p(ôend") of îlo ør all instances
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The range p(ôstan") is a square except for a point schema point<<2, 1>>, shown as follows:

Y

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

p(êstart')

01234567 X

Figure 4.25 The range of p(ôstan") of î{ ø, all instances.

We note that while the ranges of end points of line î,0 
^r" 

within two non-overlapping

triangles (Figure 4.19), those of end points of îlh are within two squares which overlap one

another (Figures 4.24and 4.25). This is a characteristic of shape schema grammars. In shape

graÍìmars, the focus of discussion is on an instance of a shape schema, thus, end points of each

line segment are fixed. In shape schema graÍunars, however, end points of each line segment

can no longer be fixed- they occupy ranges. It is clear from this example that the ranges of a

generated design increase in shape schema grammars.

4.3 Example 2

In this section we consider how to show generated designs which are schemata. We build

P(î) , a minimum box covering the range of constraints on a schema .î . The initial shape in

Example 2 is a shape schema instead of a shape (as in Example 1). However, this example

uses the same shape schema rule as that of Example 1.

4.3.14n Initial Shape

The initial shape of this example is a shape schema which consists of only one line schema,

shown in Figure 4.26. Eachbox, containing the end points of this initiat shape ,îf , represents

the constraints on the corresponding end point.
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t end)

Tt

flîstart)
X01 23 45 6

,,

Figure 4.26 Aninitial shape consisting of only one line schema.

Let us first consider the constraints on each end point of the line schemata.

^ît = shape<{ît>,

where

/t = line-schema<<isr¿rt, îend >>,

îsturt= point<< îstart*, îstartr>,

îend = point<<îend ,, tîend r>>.

The constraints on each coordinate of the end points of ît areas follows:

C*( îsnrtr) = { 0 < îstartr<21, C*(îsturtr) = { 0 < îstartr<11,

C*(îend,) = l4< îend,< 61, C*(tend, ) = { 4 I îendr35l

The initial shape is represented in the interpreter as:

initial-shape (Initial-Shape) : -
Line ..-.- [StarÈx, Starty, Endx,

0 <= Startx, SÈartx <= 2,

0 <= Starty, Starty <= 7-,

4 <- Endx, Endx <= 6,

4 <= Endy, Endy <= 5,

Initial_Shape &- [ Line ].

Endyl,
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4.3.2 A Schema Rule

We use the same schema rule as that of the previous example (defined in Section 4.2.2).

4.3.3 Applying a Schema Rule

Let us take the initial shape schema to be the target shape and the left-hand side of the

shape schema rule to be the candidate shape.

Let us first illustrate p(Ic) artd p(Ic ). The range of slopes of all instances of the target shape

schema is within l0r,0rl and is shown in Figure 4.27below. Since the candidate shape lies on

an instance line segment of the target shape schema if this candidate shape matches the

target, the slope of the candidate shape is also within leþezl.Therefore, the candidate

shape cannot be vertical or horizontal because of the constraints on its slope.

Y

þ

5

4

3

2

flîend)

flìstart)
2

X1 23 4 5 6

z
Figure 4.27. The range of slopes of all instances of the initial shape schema.

Now that we have considered the slope range of the candidate shape, let us now draw a

diagram (Figure 4.28) to show all valid possibilities for the candidate shape matching the

target shape schema.
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4.3.4 Showing Generated Designs

We shall first consider a generated design by applying the schema rule to the initial shape in

Figwe 4.26.

The candidate line schema matches the target line schema if the former satisfies (EQ 4.3),

(EQ 4.4), (EQ 4.5) and (EQ 4.6) ptus one of the inequalities (EQ 4.7) or (EQ 4.8). As before, we

shall just focus on one case of matches, which is equivalent to (EQ 4.9) and (EQ 4.10). That is,

îstanr3 ôstartr< ôendr3 îendr, (EQ 4.18)

îstartr< ôstartr< êendr{ îendr. (EQ 4.19)

Since0<îstartr<2,4<îendr<6,03îstartr<1,and43îenàr<5,theinequalitiesabovecanbe

written in the following way:

0S îstartr< ôstarlr< ôendr< îendr<6, (EQ 4.20)

0< îstano< ôstarto < ôendr< îendr<5 . (EQ 4.21)

Another important point we should keep in mind is tJ;rat ôstartalways satisfies (EQ a.3) and

(EQ 4.4). This means that it carmot exist beyond the range p(ôstart) (shown in Figure 4.28 (b)).

Thus, the line schema

Î' = tt"-r.hema<< îsturt, ôstart>, c(îr'), (refer to Figure 4.9)

is limited tn p(ôstan), that is, the length of. î,t maybe that of Î¡ excludng îend.

Similarly, ôend satisfies (EQ. 4.5) and (EQ 4.6) which me¿ìns r}.at ôend exists within p(ôend)

(shown in Figure a.28 (c)). Therefore, the line schema

is limited n p(ôend) too, that is, the length of î,' maybe that of Îf excluding tstart.

An important line schema in a generated design is

î¡I¡ = lrre-schema<< ôs taft' , ôend'>, C(îr' )> (atso refer to Figure 4.9),

whose end points are located in non-overlappingly triangular ranges (refer to Figure 4.L9).

The positions of these two triangular ranges depend upon the target line instance to which the

shape schema rule applies.
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A generated design is shown by its bounding box B which is based on the maximal and

minimal xy-coordinate of this design.

Therefore, the focus of showing the design shapecT>, where r ={îl ,î,0,î,' } is on þÚ,0)

because P Ú,0 ) indicates the major ranges of this design.

In order to obtain the maximal y-coordinate of this design let us first choose the following

three instances of the target line schema:

n = À.(îÐ= fine-schema<<îstanL, îendL >>,

whe¡e îsnnL = point<<0, 1>> and îendL = point<<4, 5>>;

n = L(ît)= line-schema<< îstart2, îend2 >>,

where îstart2 = point<<O, L>> and îend2 = point<<6, 5>>;

n = )'(îÐ = fine-sche ma<<îstart3, îend 3 >>,

where îstan3 = point<<O, 1>> and îend3 = point<<6,4>>.

It can be shown that the maximal y-coordinate of this design is at point<<!,6>> (see Figure

4.2g (b') below, where diagrams (a'), (b') and (c') display the ranges of î,h f.o, the different

target instance line segments (a), þ) and (c)).
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Figure 4.29. For three target instances (a), (b) and (c) there are corresponding ranges

oÍ î,0 , (a'), (b') and (c'), respectively. A maximal y-coordinate, denoted by a solid

dot, is at point<<l , 6>>.

We shall now choose another three instances of the target line schema in order to obtain the
minimal xy-coordinates of this design:

ru = )"(îl = üne-schema<< îstart4, îend4 >>,

where îstan4 = point<<O,0>> and îend4 = point<<4,5>>;
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ß= L(It) = line-schema<< îstaní, îend5 >>,

where îstartí = point<<0,0>> and îend5 = point<<6, 5>>;

rc= ),(îù = üne-scherna<<îsturt6, îend6 >>,

where îsturt6 = point<<Or 0>> and îend6 = point<<6,4>>.

We can see from Figure 4.30 below that the minimal xy-coordinates are at point<<-O.s, 4.5>>

and point<(S, -1)), respectively, for these three instance target line segments.
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flîstart)
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Figure 4.30 The rninimal xy-coordinates of this design are at point<<-0.s,4.5>>
and point<<S, -l)), respectively, in (a') and (c'), denoted by solid dots, for the

three instance target line segments in (a), þ), and (c).
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Finally,let us choose another three instance target line segments for obtaining the maximal x-
coordinate of this desgn:

tz = À'(îÐ = fine-schema<<îsturt7, îend7 >>,

where îstan7 = point<<2r 0>> and îend7 = point<<4, 5>>;

ß = h(îù = üne-sche ma<<îsturtï, îend I >>,

where îstan8 = point<<2r 0>> and îend8 = point<<6, 5>>;

p = )'(îù = Hne-sche ma<<îstart9, îend 9 >>,

where îstan9 = point((2, O>> and îend9 = point<<6,4>>'

We see in Figure 4.31 below that a maximal x-coordinate of this design is at point<<6.5,

0.5>>.
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Figure 4.31 The maximal x-coordinate of the design is at point<<6.5, 0.5>>,
denoted by a solid dot in þ') for the three different instance target line segments
in (a), þ), and (c).

Now let us d.raw BQend ) oÍ î,h, which is located in the upper triangular range. Based on the

results from Figures 4.29,4.30 and 4.31 above, it can be obtained from the following diagrams

in Figure 4.32.
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lowest line of upperlriangle ranges 1

X

1

1 23 4 5 6 123 4 s 6

(a)

BQenà)

X1 23 4 5 6

(c)

Figure 4.32 Thebowrdingbox on p(ôend ) is shown in (c), based on p(ôend') in (b).

(a) shows the boundary coordinates of p(ôend').

It is worth proving that any instance ), çôena"¡ of [' "urrrrot 
exist beyond the line segment

made of the two poínts denoted by two solid dots in Figure 4'32 þ\

Consider a line segment

/ = line-schema<<sfart, end>>,

where start = point<<-0.S, 4.5>> and end = point<<L, 6>>.

The xy-coordinate equations of line segment / can be parametrically expressed as:

px= startx+k*(endr- startr) = -0.5 +k*(1 + 0.5) = - 0.5 + 1.5k,

py= startr+k*(endr- starty) = 4.5 + k(6- 4.5) = 4.5 + 7'5k,

where p = point<<px,py)>is any point on l, andk is a parameter satisfying 0 < k < 1'

Let us now consider a line schema /0
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/0 = line-schema<<sført0,end) >>,

where

start} = point<<O, L>>,

endT = point<<end0*, endlr)) = 11ênd0r,5>>, and

C*(end|*) = { 4 < end}, < 6l-

The centre q of. l0 is

q = (startT + end0)/2. (EQ 4.24)

That is,

4,= (0 + end0,)/2= md|* /2, qr= (7 +5)/2=3. (EQ 4.25)

Both / and l0 are shown in Figure 4.33.

I (1, 6)

flôend')

c0.5,4.s)

X01 23 4 5 6

Figure 4.33 A line segment I between the two grounded points <-0.5, 4.5>

and <L, 6>, and a line schema /0 consisting of one grounded point <0, 1>

and a point schema dmoted by an empty dot'

ro, þ = shape({/0 }),lerus consider n(h@G,Q\)) = shape(Ð, where T = lî,01u""u.,r" llol

is maximal. Then,

Îo = ta"-rchema<<sfa rt', end'>, c(î,0 ),

where start' and end' are the points startl. andendl. rcspectively rotated about the centre 4 of

rc.

Here let us just consider end'.The xy-coordinates ol end' can be obtained:

€nd'r= -and7r+ 4v+ 4r=-5 + 3 + endL, /2=-2+endL, /2, (F,Q4.26)

*d'v- endL,+Qv- 4n- end1,+3- endL, /2 =3+endl-, /2. (F,Q4.27)

-
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Theendpointend'of iå lieson/ if andonlyif itsatisfies(EQa.22)and(EQ4.23),thatis,if

and only íf end', and end', satisfy (EQ 4.22) and (EQ.a.23), respectively.

Moreconcretely,wesubstitute end'r=-2+end1r/2artdmd'v-3+end7r/2(seenin(EQ4.26)

and (EQ 4.27))nto(F:Q4.22) and (EQ 4'23),tJ:ratis,

-2+ md7, /2=- 0.5 + 1.5k, (EQ 4.28)

3 + endL, /2 = 4.5 + 1.5k. (EQ 4.2e)

From (EQ 4.28),

-I+and'L, /3=k. (EQ 4.30)

From (EQ 4.29),

-1, + endI., /3 =k. (EQ 4.31)

We notice that (EQ 4.30) is identical to (EQ 4.31) which means that end' lies on /. Since the

case we have considered is tlt"t l/,'l is a maximal length, any end'of iå cannot exist beyond

the line segmmt / and at most lies on /.

Similarly, the bounding box on the lower triangular range of the rotated candidate line

schema can be found as follows (Figure 4.34):
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w

n

The uppest l¡ne ol lowgr lriangular ranges

p(ôstart)

þ

(b)

þ(ôstarl )

(c)

Figure 4.34 The bounding box on the lower triangular range of î,h . (a) indicates

maximal and minimal xy-coordinates of the valid bounding box of p(cstørt');

þ) inidicates p(cstart'); and (c) indicates þ(cstart') based onp(cstart')-

Thus, since a schema is shown by its bounding box, the third line schema io of tn" first design

should be shown as follows (Figure 4'35):

Y p(êend )

þ(ôstarf )

X

c

c

end'

stanl'

123 4 5 6

6

5

4

3

2

1

6

5

4

!t

2

1

XX

(a)

6

5

4

1

X

Figure 4.35 The third Iine schema io of Ut" first design associated with
the bor¡nding boxes of its end points.
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The processes of determining both the minimal and maximal xy-coordinates are shown from

Figures 4.29 to 4.34 above.It is clear tha| p(ôend)+ p(ôend) and BQstart')+ p(ôstarl ), that

is,anypoint peþ(ôend)or pep(êstarl)maynotbeavalidpointof p(ôend)or p(ôstarf ).

Bounding boxes give an overly "loose" visual impression of a shape schema.

Letusnowstudytheboundingboxesontheendpointsof iå more precisely and theoretically.

The problem of showing a shape schema is transferred to the problem of finding corresponding

bounding boxes, that is, obtaining both minimal xy-coordinate and maximal xy-coordinate. In

fact, we transfer solving min-max xy-coordinate problems into optimisation problems. These

will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7.

In order to show the line schema in of tn" first design generated., let us transfer this problem

into an optimisation problem, that is, let us build an objective function and find the constraints

associated with it.

First, let us consider obtaining the min-max xy-coordinates of just one bounding box of the

starting point of the line schema f,', b"."urr" the other bounding box of its end point can be

obtained in a similar way. We know *

ôstart'r=- ôstarty+k+h, and ôstart'r= ôstartx+k- h (EQ4.32)

* No* let us regard a rotation as a function rotating about a pivot point (h, k). Then, a newly generated
point from a old one is,

10
0l
00
cos0

sinO

0

10
01
00

h

k

1

0 -1 k+h
10k-h
00 1

(

Isometric transfo¡mations preserve the length of an instance of a line schema invariant, the area of an
instance of a shape schema invariant, and thðangle between two instances of two line schemata invariant.

\^/hen I = 90", the equation above can be rewritten as the following form:

x

v
1

That is, a new point <r', y'> is generated as follows when any point <r, y> is rotated about
the fixed pivot point (lx, k):

x =-y+k+h,
y = x+k-h.
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In addition, the end point ôstart= point<< ôstart*, ôstartr), C(ôstart)> satisfies both @Q a.3)

and (EQ 4.4), that is,

ôstartr= îsftfftx + k*(îend,- îstart*), (EQ 4.33)

êstartr= îsturtv + k* (îendr- îstarty), (EQ 4.34)

where kis a parameter satisfyng? <k51.

The constraints on the end points of the initial shape (Figure 4.26) or target shape and the

centre 4 of the initial line schema are:

O< îsturrr< 2, 0< îstartr< L,

43 îend ,< 6, 4< îend r< 5,

4x = h = ( îstart r+ îend ,) /2, (EQ 4.35)

Qv=k- ( îstanr+ îendr)/2. (EQ 4.36)

Let us take cstart',as an objective function. From (EQ 4.32) and (EQ 4.34) we have:

ôstartr=- ôstartr+k+h

=- îsturty- k*(îendr- îstarty) +k +h.

Flence, a general optimisation problem (OP.1) which finds the minimum x-coordinate of the

starting point of line schema io of Ut" first design is:

(oP. 1) mtn

s.f.

êstart' ,
0 3 îstart r< 2,

0 < îsturtr< 7,

4< îend,< 6,

4< îend r< 5,

0<k<1,
l¡=(îsturt*+ îend,)/2,

¡= ( îstartr+ îendr)/2,

cstart'r- - îstan, - k*Qend r- îstany) + k + h.
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Similarly, since max f(X) is equivalent to min Cf(X)), a general optimisation problem OP.2

which finds a maximal x-coordinate of the starting point of the line schema iå of the first

design is:

(oP.2) min ôstart',

s.t. O < îsturt r< 2,

0 < îstanr< L,

4< îend r< 6,

4< îend r< 5,

0<k<1,

¡=(îstart,+îend*)/2,
p= ( îstanr+ îendr)/2,

- cstart'*= îsturty + k*(îendr- îstarty) - k- h'

The solution of OP.L is

rntn êstart'*= Q. (EQ 4.37)

and the solution of OP.2 is

rrrax ôstart' x = Írin (- ôstart' ,) = 6.5. (EQ 4.38)

Following the same procedure as above, we arrive at solutions f.ot ôstart' , as follows:

min ôstørt'r= -1', (EQ 4'39)

max ôstart'r= min (- ôstaft'o) =5' (EQ 4'40)

All the solutions of (EQ 4.37), (EQ 4.38), (EQ 4.39) and (EQ 4.40) together provide two

coordinate points of theboundingbox on ôstart', that is,

min-point( ôstart') = point<<O, - 1>>,

max-point( ôstart') = point<<6.5, 5>>.

The results obtained above are the same as those formed by the discrete examination of

instances of the schema.
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Similarly, we can obtain a bounding box for the end point of line schema î,' W optimisation-

solving:

min-point( èend') = point<<- 0.5, (>>,

max-point( ôend') : point<<6, 6>>.

Finally, let us show the whole design with the corresponding bounding boxes of the line

endpoints (Figure 4.3ó)- The filled a¡ea indicates the overlap of the bounding boxes for the

two end points of the candidate line schema matching the initial shape schema.

1

1 2 3 4 5 6

Y

7 þ(ôend ) þ(êstan¡= þ(ôend)

þGend)= p(end)
î,

h

þ(ôstart )It

7 X

-1
pQstart)

Figure 4.36 The whole design with the corresponding bor:nding boxes
associated with line endpoints.

4.4 An Example of RuIe Behaviour from a Shape to a Shape

Schema

In this section we explore rule behaviour by applying the same shape schema rule to four

different initial shapes or shape schemata. The following examples deal with only one case

of matching.

4.4.14 Shape Schema Rule

Let us consider a shape schema rule. The left-hand side of the rule consists of a triangle

schema. The right-hand side of the rule consists of two sides of the same triangle schema

with the third side rotated 90 degrees about the centroid of the triangle, as shown in Figure

4.37.
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2',

3

3

+ a

2 1 2

Figure 4.37 A shape schema rule.

A key to applying this schema rule is to first determine the centroid of the triangle of the

left-hand side.

4.4.2Bxample 1

Example L is an isosceles triangle .î/, and is represented as follows:

,î,1 = shape 4î 1, î2, î sl,

where

Î/ = ür,"-rchema<<sfart1,andl >> = line-schema<<p1 ,P2)),

î 2 = l^-schema<<sf art2, end2 >> = Iine-s chema<<p2, P3 )),

/ 3 = line-schema<<sf art3, end3 >> = Iine-schema<<p3,Pl )),

pl = point<1l, !)), p2 = point<<6,7>> and p3 = point<<3.S, 7>>.

The initial shape î,1 is shown in Figure 4.38 below.

Y

<3.5,7>

Perpendicular

3

p2
<6,1>

X

7

6

5

4

3

2

I

pl
<1, Base

îz

01294s67
Figure 4.38 An initial shape 

- 
an isosceles triangle
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Now let us determine a centroid of this isosceles triangle. We know that the centroid of a

triangle is a point which is two-thirds of the distance from a vertex to the opposite side along

a median. The middle point of the base is

midb = point<<midb*, midbo;'¡ = point<<3.s, 1 >>.

Let us represent the perpendicular with a parametric equation for the given points midb and

end2, that is,

p = midb + k*(p3 - midb ), (EQ 4.41)

where p is any point on the perpendicular, and k is a parameter satisfying 0 <k < L.

(EQ 4.41) can be separated into two xy- parametric equations as follows:

px=ttidbx+k*(p3r- midb,), (F,Q4.42)

py= midby+k(p3r- midby). (EQ 4.43)

Hence the centroid , pc = pointllqC,Pcy)), of the triangle ís atp when k = 7/3, that is,

pc, = Px = midb, +lc(p3r- midbr) = 3.5 + (3.5 - 3.5) /3 = 3'5,

Pcy=Pv= midby+LÅ(p3r- midb, ) = 1+ (7 -1')/3=3'

Thus, pc = point<<3.s, 3>> which is shown as follows:

p3
Y

<3.5,7>
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

îs )î pc

p1
<1 Base

p2
<ô,1>

01294s67

Figure 4.39 The centroid of the isosceles triangle.

ît
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Let us take this isosceles triangle as a target shape. We have assumed that the left-hand

side of the schema matches this target shape. Without loss of generality, let us just consider

one case of matches. Then the right-hand side of the rule rotates this case 90 degrees about

the centroid of the isosceles triangle (see Figure 4.40). Since the target shape is a grounded

shape, the centroid of the target shape is grounded. Therefore, a pivot point point<<h, k>>>

is at point pc = pointllPC* Pcy>> = point<<3.s, 3>>. The result obtained is shown as

follows:

P3 4.5,t>

Y

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

p'2

Irlîs T2
o

p1
<1

p2
<ô, 1>

X01294s67

Figure 4.40 One design generated by applying the schema rule to
the target shape.

This result obtained is the same as that generated in a parametric shape grammar, since the

target shape is a grounded shape in this case.

4.4.3 Example 2

Example 2 is the s€une as the previous example except that the x-coordinate of one of the

vertices of the target shape (an isosceles triangle) is non-grounded. Consider the initial shape

schema

32 = shape<{I l, 12, I i} >

where

Î/ = h.,"-rchema<<sførtL,endL >> = line-schema<<p1 ,P2)),

l2 = Iine-schema<<sf art2, end2 >> = line-schema<<p2,P3 )),

/ 3 = line-schema<<sf art3, end3 >> = line-schema<<p3 , Pl )) ,

pl = point< 1L, !)), p2 = point<<6, L>> and p3 = point<<p3 r,7)>, where
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ît

C*(p3,)={23p3,<51

The initial shape schema .î2 is shown in Figure 4.41 below:

Y

î3

p1 p2
<1,1> Basg <6, t>

01234567

Figure 4.414n initial shape schema.

The bold line at p3 in Figure 4.42 above indicates the set of valid instances of the pointp3,

that is, p(p3). Since this initial shape is a shape schema, its centroid is no longer grounded.

Let us determine the centroid , pc = Poirtt11PC,, Pcy>>.From (EQ  .42) and (EQ 4.43) we have:

pcx=px=midb*+lt(p3*- midb, ) = 3.5 + (p3*- 3.5)/3,

Pcv=Pv=midby+lÌ(p3r-midbr) = L + (7 -1)/3=3,

where 2<p3rl5 and 0< k <1

Thus, p(pc) = {3 3pcr34,pcy = 3} is obtained from the equations above, and is shown in Figure

4.42be\ow:

Y
PrPgt

(pc)

p1 p2
<1' 1> Base <6,1>

X

7

6

5

4

3

2

îz

X

7

Þ

5

4

3

2

01294s67
Figure 4.42Thie set of valid instances of centroid pc, p(pc)
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The pivot point point<<h,k >> at the centroid is point<<pcr,3 )), where 3 Spcr< 4.

Two discrete designs are shown in Figures 4.43 and 4A4below when a pivot point<<h,k>> is

at point<<3, 3)), and point<14, 3)), respectively'

P<P3t

p'2

P@c)

p2
p'l <6,1>

X

Y

7

6

5

4

3

2
p1

<1,

01294 s67
Figure 4.43. An instance of designs at a pivot point point<<3, 3>>

Y
P@31

p1 p2
<1 <6, 1>

0123456p',17 X

Figure 4.44 Aninstance of designs at a pivot point point<<4,3>>.

All designs at the pivot point point<<pc*,3>>, where 3 Spcr< 4 are shown as follows

(Figure 4.45):

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

p'2
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Y

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Ptpq

P@c)rF

Extreme positions of instances
of line segment

X

1
<1, 1>

p2
<6, 1>

01294 567
a(P'l)

Figure 4.45 All designs at any pivot point point<<pcr,3>>, where 3 < pcr< 4.

4.4.4. Example 3

In Example 3 we again consider an isosceles triangle as the initial shape. Here, however,

vertex p3 now has no grounded coordinates at all. Let us consider the intial shape schema:

33 = shape .{î l, î2, î 3¡ ,r,

where

LI = line-schema<<súartL, ettdl >> = line-schema<<p1 ,P2 >),

î 2 = l^"-"chema<<sfø rt2, end2 >> = line-s chema<<p2,P3 )),

/ 3 = line-schema<<sf art3, end3 >> = line-schema<<p3 ,P7 )),

pl = point<17, 1)),p2=point<<6, I>> andp3 = point<<p3r,p3r>>, where

C"(p3,) = 12 < p3, < 5ì and C*(p3y) = {7 < P3y < 8l

This initial shape schema is shown below:
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Y PtPSt

Base <6, 1>)

I
7

6

5

4

3

2

1
1

<1
p2

X

Figure 4.46 An initial shape schema.

A bold rectangle covering vertex p3 indicates p(p3). Let us determine the centroid range of the

target shape schema, that is, pc =point<1Pc',Pcy)>.

pcr=p,=midbx+l!(p3r- midb*) = 3.5 + (P3*- 3.5)/3,

Pcv=Pv=midbv+k(p3r- midbr) = 1+ (P3y- L)/3,

where 2<p3*15 and 7 3P3, 38.

By solving the equations above, we obtain that

C*(pc,) = {3 < pc,S4l andC(pcr) = {3 < pct<70/31

Tlrus, p(pc)=c"(pc*)wc*(pcù = l33pc,<4,33pcr3L0/31, which is shown inEígure 4.47

below

Y PtPs¡

Base

01294 s67

01234567

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
1

1t)<1

Figure 4.47 p(pc) = { 3 3pc,3 4, 3 3pc, <t0 /31.

p(pc)

E
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Four different design instances are shown, following from when a pivot point point(h,k) is

located at four discrete points, point<<3, 3>> (Figure 4.48) , point<<4, 3>> (Figure 4.49),

point<<4, l0/3>> (Figure 4.50) and point<<3, l0/3>> (Figure 4.5L), respectively.

Y p(p3)

p

(pc)

p
<1,

I

p1 1>

X

7

6

5

4

3

2

01294s67
Figure 4.48 An instance design at a pivot point point<<3, 3>>

Y p(p3\

p p2
<1,1> <6,1>

o 1 z g 4 s 60,12
X

Figure 4.49 An instance design at a pivot point point<14,3)>.
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Y p(p3)

p2

P@c)

p
p2

<6,1><1' 1>

0 1 2 3 4 5 6p',V
X

Figure 4.50 An instance design at a pivot point point<<4, L0/3>>.

Y p(p3)

P(pc)t=

p p1
<1,1>

X
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I
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

2p

p2
.6, 1t

Figure 4.51 An instance design at a pivot point point<<3, L0/3>>-

Finally, any instance of a design at any pivot point point<<h, k>>, where 3<h<4and 3<k
10. + , is shown as follows (Figure 4.52):
J
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8

7

6

5

4

3

2

Y p(p3)

P@c)E

Extreme positions of instances
of rotated line segment

X

'2)

<6, 1>
1 o(p

<1, 1>

01234567

Figure 4.52Instances of designs at any pivot point<<h,k>>.

Notice that the range of a pivot point is within a rectangle, and both a (P'1) and a(p'2) are

within parallelograms. This means that the rotated line segment stays vertical and the same

Iength, and moves as either h or k, or both, of the pivot point <h, k> changes.

4.4.5 Example 4

Example 4 is a shape schema,

34 = shape.{î I, î2, î 3l ,,

where

Î/ = ho"-rchema<<sført7,endL >> = line-schema<<p1 ,P2)),

I 2 = line-schema<<sf art2, end2 >> = line-s cherna<<p2 , P3 )) ,

/ 3 = line-schema<<sf art3, end3 >> = line-schema<<p3 ,P1 >),

pI = point<<pLr,plv>>, where

C(plr) = {0 < pl* < 71, C.(PIù = {0 < p1, 3 7},

p2 = point<<p2r,p2v>>, where

C(p2,) = {5 < p1, < 7l¡, C*(p2v) = {0 < p2, < 1.1, and

p3 = point<<p3r,p3y>>, where

C*(pS,) = {2 < p3,351 and C"þ3y) = {7 < p3y < 8l
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p(pt)

=f,

This initial shape schema is shown in Figure 4.53 below:

Y p(p3)

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

p(p2)

X

Figure 4.53 An initial shape schema.

In order to determine the centroid of this initial shape schema, we have to first find the mid-

point of its base side. This is complicated because the two end points of the base side are point

schemata instead of points. Thus, the middle point of the base is also a point schema'

Therefore, the xy-coordinates of the mid-point of the base line schema are the following:

midb, = (p1, + p2r) /2 ,

midbr= (plv+p2y)/2.

Since pl,r, plr, p2r, and p2, are real schemata, bolh midb, and midb, are real schemata. Thus,

p(midb,) = {2.5 <midb,< 4} and p(midby) = {0 3midb, < L}, which is shown below:

p(p3)

p(p2)

X

01294s67

o 1234 567

Y

pp(

I
7

6

5

4

3

2
)
1

I

Figure 4.54 The mid-point of the base side is a point schema.

p(midb\

IrI =f,
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Now let us determine the range of the centroid of the intial triangle schema. Recall that the

xy-coordinate of the centroid pc of a triangle is decided as:

PCx = Px = midb, + k*( p3, - midb, ),

Pcv = Py = midby + k*( P3, - midby ),

where

2.5 3 midb * I 4 and 0 < midb, < 1.,

2 < p3r< 5 and 7 <p3vl 8, and 0 < k < 1.

Thus, we know that

7 /3{pc,<13/3 artd7 /3 Spcr310/3,

thatis, p(pc)={7/3<pc,313/3,7/3Spcr<ll/Sl,whichisshowninFigure4.55below:

Y p(ps)

p(p
p(p2)

X

8

7

6

5

4

3

2
1)

1

0 1234 567

Figure 4.55 The centroid of the target shape schema, p(pc).

After obtainng p(pc),let us consider instances of designs at different boundary vertices of the

pivot point<<h,k >>, such as point<<7/3, 7/3>>, point<<L3/3, 7/3>>, poínt<<L3/3,

10 / g>>, and point<<7 / 3, 10 / 3>> (see Figures 4.56, 4.57, 4.58 and 4.59).

Pþc)

p(midb)
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X
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Figure 4.56 An instance of a design at a pivot point point<<7 /3,7 /3>>.
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Figure 4.57 Aninstance of a design at a pivot point point<<13/3,7 /3>>
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Figure 4.58 An instance of a design at a pivot point point<<13/3,'J.0/3>>.
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Figure 4.59 An instance of a design at a pivot point and potnt<<7 /3,\0/3>>

Let us determine the ranges of the end points of the rotated line schema, that is, a(p'l) nd
a(p'2).We have the following:

L1. / 3 < p'7, < 23 / 3, -2 < 
P' L, < 2,

L1, / 3 < p'2, 3 23 / 3, 3 < p'2, 3 8.

A design is shown fotlowing (in Figure 4.60) for any a pivot point point<<h,k>>.
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Figure 4.60 An instance of a design at any pivot point<<h,k>, Ø>,
where 3 <h<4 and 3< k<10/3.

We discover from the above figure that

1. End points of the rotated line schema are still within their rotated ranges.

(Centroid)

PþC)

ITNN

E
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2. My instance of the rotated line schema is not necessarily vertical because its end

points only need to be restricted to their rotated ranges.

3. For any instance of a line schema, its length is preserved after it is rotated because

isometric transformations preserve distance invariant.

4. The rotated line schema moves within ranges as shown above as the pivot point

changes.

5. Any instance of the rotated line schema also moves within ranges as shown above.

4.5 Comparing Shape Schema Rules with Shape Rules

First, recall that a shape grammar consists of an initial shape and a set of shape rules. The

form of a rule is d + P, where ü ís a shape, called the left-hand side of the rule, and p is

also a shape, called the right-hand side of the rule, based on the definition given by Stiny

(1980a).

A rule A + þ applies to an initial shape ]u whenever there is a transformation ? such that

î(a) < T .hereplacement formula for a new shape generated is I -Íy - r(a)l+ T(þ) .

The transformations employed here are called Euclidean transformations (Stiny,1980a),

which consist of art isometry au:rd scale, or finite compositions of them. An isometry includes

translation, rotation, and reflection. Thus, the general expressions are listed as follows for

the plane Euclidean transformations (Krishnamurti, 1981):

(1) Translation (through h units in the x-coordinate and k units in the y-coordinate):

1Jc,!) -) <r + h,y +k>

(2) Rotation (about the origin through a counterclockwise angle of 0 ):

1x,A) + <xcos9- ysin9, xsin9 + ycost>

(3) Reflection (about (a) the x-axis, and (b) the y-axis):

(a) <¡, A) è 1r,-A),

(b) <r, !> + <- x,A>

(4) Scale ( a uniform scale, that is, change of size through a scale factor, c>0):

<x, a) -) <cx, cy>
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Since this scale is a uniform one, it becomes a similarity. In other words, Euclidean

transformations consist of an isometry *d a similarity.

A shape and the shape transfonned r¡nder an isometry ate congruenf. Two figures are congruent

if they "differ only in location." In addition, a reflection changes the orientation of a figure to

which it applied, and has period 2 (refer to Chapter 6).

In order to explore some equivalence relations over shapes, let us start from an algebra U. A

shape is in U if it is made up of elements from U (Sti.ty, 1991). A shape is in Uo if it consists of

points; in Ur if it consists of lines; and in general, in U" if it consists of n-dimensional

hyperplanes. This thesis focuses only on shapes in Ue and U1, though similar results could be

expected for higher dimensions.

The method of determining a transformation I , (refer to Section 2.4 of Chapter 2), implies

the following important aspects:

Equivalence Relations of ShaPes in Uo

Case L. All shapes consisting of a single point in Us are equivalent under Euclidean

transformations. In effect, given a pair of points p1. andp2,there is always a translation f
such that T (p1) = p2.

Case 2. All shapes consisting of two points in Uo are equivalent under Euclidean

transformations. This has been proved by Krishnamurti (1981).

Case 3. All shapes consisting of three points in Uo are equivalent under Euclidean

transformations. This has also been proved by Krishnamurti (1981).

The same results for equivalence relations of shapes in U1 can be obtained as:

Equivalence Relations of ShaPes in Ul

Case 1. All shapes consisting of a single line segment in Ul are equivalent under Euclidean

transformations. (This matches Case 2 for shapes in Uo. )

Case 2. All shapes consisting of two or three line segments and having three end points are

equivalent under Euclidean transformations. Determining a transformation ? is decided by

three points which afe not collinear. (This matches Case 3 for shapes in Uo )

Although there are two cases of equivalence relations in U1, (shown in Figures 4.6'l' arÅ 4.62)

they provide a \ ¡ay to let us explore the relations between a shape rule in shape gr¿ülmars

and a shape schema ruie in shape schema grammars.
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The three kinds of equivalent shapes in U1 under Euclidean transformations are

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.61Three kinds of equivalent shapes in U1. (a) A shape consisting of
a single line segment. @) A shape consisting of two line segments and three end
points. (c) A shape consisting of three line segments and three end points'

Equivalence relations in U1 under Euclidean transformations are special cases. Most shapes in

U1 are not equivalent. Even a square and a rectangle are not equivalent to one another. Some

simple nonequivalent shapes are shown below

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.62 Most shapes ate not equivalent under Euclidean transfororations in U1

Based on the equivalence relations obtained above, and taking Example L as an example

associated with the rule schema in Figure 4.2,let us conside¡ situations in which a shape rule

and a shape schema rule might be said to be equivalent'

First, the replacement formula in shape schema grammars is similar to the one in shape

graÍrmars. For a schema rule CU + B the formula is

| = (y - m(d)) + m(þ) ,

where m is a matching instead of a transformation. A matching finds a candidate shape

schema as a subshape of a target shape schema by constraint-solving. There are only two

matches between a candidate line schema and a target line schema, as shown below (see

Figure 4.63):
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Figure 4.63 Two matches between a candidate line sdrema and a target
a

line segmml It = Iine-schema<<îsturt, îend >>, where îsturt = point<<2, 1>>

and îend= point<<7, 4>>.

A derivation tree for this example is shown below:

+ 
- 

Amatch
(7,4)

(2,1l

(3, s) (3, 5)

(ô, 0) 0)

Figure 4.64 A derivation tree for Example 1 in a shape schema grarnmar

The derivation tree in Figure 4.64 indicates the following facts:

i.. There are two matches for a candidate line schema matching a target line segment.

2. The results generated represent all possible instances.

3. In this case, each node except the root of the derivation tree is a shape schema, and the root

is a grotrnded shape schema.
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Now let us consider replacing the shape schema rule of this example with a shape rule in

shape grammars.

(2,21

(3,1)
+

(1 ,1)

(2,0)

Figure 4.65 A shape rule.

Since all shapes in U1 consisting of a single line segment are equivalent under Euclidean

tra¡rsformations, a line segment under Euclidean transformations is equivalent to a line

schema. Therefore, this shape rule in Figure 4.65 above is equivalent to the shape schema

rule in Figure 4.2 in the sense that it generates the same set of instances as this shape schema

rule.

However, a shape rule applies to a target shape in shape gr¿ütmars if and only if there is a

transformation (one of the Euclidean transformations, or a composite of them) which makes

the left-hand side of the shape rule a subshape of the target shape. Note that this

emphasises an instance matching another instance. Thus, there is an infinite number of

matches existing for this shape rule applying to the same target shape; therefore, there is an

infinite number of results generated corresponding to these matches. In addition, there are two

possible Euclidean transformations which determine ? from the mapping of two

corresponding pairs of points (refer to section 2.4 n Chapter 2); therefore, there are two

matches in response to these two transformations. An intuitively drawn partial derivation

tree is shown below:
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an ¡nstance for one match

an instance for the other match
(7,41

-+ 

- 
a match

(2, 1)

(3,5)

(6,0)

\

Figure 4.66 A derivation tree for Example 1in a shape grammar

Comparing the derivation tree in Figure 4.66 wlt}:. that in Figure 4.64, we notice that:

(1) For any instance of a generated design from the two matches (there are only two matches)

in Figure 4.64, lhere is always one corresponding to it from one match in Figure 4.66.In effect,

there is a corresponding relation of generated designs between these derivation trees.

(2) Even though a shape rule in this case can theoretically replace a shape schema rule, there

is an infinite number of results generated which in practice leads to difficuities in building

the derivation tree.

4.6 Comparing Shape Grammars with Parametric Shape Grammars

Stiny (1980a) states that parametric shape graÍunars are an extension of shape grammars in

which shape rules are defined by filIing in the open terms in a general schema. A rule schema

consists of a pair of shape schemata, a + P, where d, and B are called the left-hand side

and the right-hand side of the rule schema, respectively.

Y
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The applications of a rule schema ü à þ is to first specify values to both sides of this rule

schema by u. assignment g to determine a shape rule, g(ø) + 8(þ), that is, choosing an

instance shape rule from the rule schema. Then, this shape rule assigned S@) + g(p) is

applied to a target shape lr whenever there is an Euclidean transformation ? which makes

g(a) a subshape of the target shape. Finally, a design / is generated by the replacement

formula

| - (v - rls@)l)+ rls(þ)1.

It is clear that the difference between a parametric shape gr¿ütmar and a shape grammar lies

in the rules. In the former, shape schema rules ¡ather than shape rules are employed.

Parametric shape grarnmars capture all potential shape rules by shape schema rules.

An initial shape is a shape, and transformations are Euclidean transformations in both

parametric shape graÍunars and shape graÍlmars'

Let us again take Example 1 as an example in a parametric shape grarrunar, that is, an initial

shape is that shown in Figure 4.1 and a shape schema rule is that shown in Figure 4.2.

In this parametric grammar, the first thing to do in applying a schema rule U + þ to a

target shape is to choose a shape rule by assigning the schema ruIe g(ø) + 8(P). Without

loss of generality, let g(ø) + g(P) be the shape rule in Figure 4.65. Then, the shape rule

g(A)+ S(B) arr¿ the target shape in Figure 4.1 compose a shape grammar which is the

sarne as one we have discussed in the preceding section (Section 4.5).

In this example we find the interesting result that a shape grammar/ a parametric grammar

and a shape schema grammar are equivalent because a line segment under Euclidean

transforrrations is equivalent to a line schema in U1.

4.7 Kinds of Rules

Stiny (1980b) structurally divides the application of shape rules into the following two

kinds:

Type L: <x, Ø> -)<s + t, Ø>,

TypeZ: <s+t, Ø>+<x, Ø>,

where r is either the shape s or shape f, and Ø ís thLe empty set indicating that no labels are

associated with shape in either type of shape rule.

The application of shape rules of type 1 and type 2 respectively correspond to addition and

subtraction in the procedure of rule applications.
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Actually there is an additional type of shape rules as:

Type3: <s, Ø>+<s' Ø>,

where s' is a shape which is generated by changing only the spatial relation of shape s , that

is, without changing the number of line segments of shape s.

In general, a rule is one of the three types above, or a composition of them (see Fígure 4.67

below) . In particular, Euclidean transformations are normally used in ruIes of type 3 because

they can change the location, orientation, reflectiory or size of an object.

p3 p3

(b)

p6

p5

Type 1

Type2

p p2 pl p2 pl p2

(a)

4

Type3: + +

Figure 4.67 Three types of shape rules. There are two shape ruIes of tyPe 1 shown.
Shape ruIe (a) is an inscribed square grammar (Stiny, 1980a) and in shape rule þ)
a rectangle is added to the right-hand side of the target shape.

4.7 Jl, Functional Rules

After discussion by types above, let us now consider classifying shape rules in another way

under one matdr.

A shape rule (or rule schema) is a functional rule if and only if for any ), ltnS¡ there is one

and only one A, (RHS) corresponding to it, that is, one-to-one corresponding. Otherwise, a

shape ruie (or rule schema) is a non-functional rule.

Note that although the definition of a functional rule looks like the definition of a functiory

a firnctional rule does not hold the properties of a function, such as being able to form

composites of functional rules (as you can with functions).
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It is clear from Figure 4.67ftom the definition of a functional rule that Vpe (2), type (3) and

rype (1) (a) are functional rules, and type (1) þ) is a non-functional rule.

Let us represent these two rules of tyPe 1 in Figure 4.67 as:

(1) Inscribed square rule:

ths (Inscribed-square, LHS) :-
P1 = poinE(X1 , Y1),
p2 = poinE(Xz, Y1),

P3 = poinE(X2, Y2),

P4 = point (X1, lf2l ,

Linel-.-. [P1, P2],

Line2 . -. lP2, P3l ,

Line3 .-. [P3, P4],

Line4 .-. [P4, P1],

LHS &- [ Linel,Line2, Line3, Line4

rhs (Inscribed-square, LHS, RHS) : -
nth-line(1, Líne1, LHS),

Linel [X1, Y1, X2, Y1],

MídX1 = (Xl- + X2 )/2, MidYl = Y1,

nth-line(2, Line2, LHS),

Line2 lX2, YL, X2, Y27'

MidX2 = X2 , MidY2 = (Y1- + Y2 )/2,
nth-fine(3, Line3, LHS),

Line3 lX2, Y2' X1, Y2l,

MidX3 = (X2 + XL \ /2, MídY3 = '{2,

nth-line(4, Line2, LHS),

Line4 lxl , 't2, xL, Y1 ],
MidX4 = Xj_ , Midy4 = (y2 + Yt l/2,
Line5 [MidX1, MidY]-, Mídx2 , MidY2 L

Line6 tMidx2, MidY2, MidX3, MidY3 l,
LineT [MidX3, MidY3, Midx4, MidY4 ],
LineS tMidx4, MidY4, MidX1, MidYl l,
RIIS &- [Line1, Line2, Line3, Line4, Line5,
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Notice from the inscribed square grammar above that IHS(X1,Y7,X2,Y2 ), that is, LHS

depends on a set of variables {X1, Y1, X2,yZ }, and RHS(X1, y'J.,Xz, Y2 ) also depends on {X1,,

Y!,Xz, Y2 ). Therefore, in the inscribed square rule for any instance L (tUS) there is exactly

orte L (RHS) corresponding to it, thus, the inscribed square rule is a functional one.

(2) Added rectangle rule* :

ths (Added-rectangle, LHS) : -
P1- - point(Xl-, Y1 ),
P2 = poinL (X2 , YL) ,

P3 = poinL(X2, Y2) ,

P4 = point(Xl , Y2) ,

Linel [P1, P2],

Line2 lP2, P3 L
Line3 [P3, P4],

Line4 lPA, P1l,

LHS &- [Line1 ,Lírre2, Line3, Line4] .

rhs (Added-rectanlge, IJHS, RHS ) : -
nth-Iine(1, Linel, LHS),

Linel [x1 , Yt, x2 ' Y]-) ,

p5 = point(X3, Y1), //Determine xy-coordinate of
nth-Iine(2, Line2, LHS),

Line2 lX2, Yt, X2, Y2f,

P6 - point(x3, y2') , //Determine )<l¡-coordinate of

// A shape is represenÈed by maximal Iines.
Linel' ..-.. [X1-, Y1 , x3, Y1 ],
Line2' ..-.. [x3, Y1 , X3, Y2 ],
Line3' . . -. . [X3 , Y2, 7'L, Y2 7 ,

Line4'..-.. [X1 , Y2, XI , Y1 ],
Line5' . . -. . lX2, 'II , X2, Y2 L
RHS &- [Line1' , Line2' , Line3' , Line4' , Line5'] .

point

point

P5.

P6.

Notice from the added-rectangle rule above that LHS(XL,y'J.,X2, Y2) depends on a set of

variables {X1, Yl., X2,Y2l.

Flowever, RHS(XI, yL,X2,y2,X3 ) depends on {X1, YL,)(2,y2,X3l because a valiable X3 is

introduced when determining the xy-coordinates of points P5 a¡rd P6.

'F The label is omitted from this rule.
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For any L (tnÐ in the added-rectangle rule there is more than one instance 2 lnAS¡

corresponding to it because RHS is determined by five independent variables. Thus, the

added-rectangle rule is a non-functional rule.

However, non-functional shape rules (or rule schemata) have been used widely in the

literature of parametric shape grammars. Some examples are grammars for traditional

Chinese lattice designs (Stiny, 1977), Palladian villa plans (Stiny and Mitchell, 7978a),

Heppewhite chair-back designs (Knight, L980), Japanese tearooms (Knight, L981), the

architecture of Guiseppe Terragni (Flemming, 198L), Frank Lloyd Wright's prairie houses

(Koning and Eizenberg, t98l), and the Chinese house (Chiou and Krishnamufü,1995).

4.7.2 Some Nonfunctional Rule Schemata in the Literature of Shape

Grammars

First, let us consider the Palladian grammar (Sting and MitchelJ'7978a), in its stage 7 - grid

definition (ten ruIes in total), whidr are shown below (Figure 4.68):

lR'

1 (0,0) A 2A A+
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Figure 4.68 The rules of the Palladian Grammar - gild definition (Sttng and Mitchell, 1978a)
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Notice thatrule L,rule 3,rule 5, and rule 7 in Figure 4.68 above are nonfunctional rules. For

instance, rule 1 above indicates that for an initial shape on the left-hand side of the rule

there is an infinite number of possible rectangles on the right-hand side of the rule

corresponding to it. This is because the dimensions of these rectangles on the right-hand side

are determined by the assignments used to apply the rules that generate the grid. In rule 3, f.or

any instance of its left-hand side rectangle, its right-hand side is the left-hand side to which

two rectangles whose dimensions are not grounded are added. These two added rectangles

bring extra variables to its right-hand side and make rule 3 a non-functional rule. In the same

way we can look at rules 5 artdT , which are also non-functional rules.

Next, let us consider the rules of the Hepplewhite-style chair-back grammar (Knight, 1980).

There are four shape schema rules in total in the parametric shape granìmar for generating

chair-back designs. The following shows them (Figure 4.69):
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p2 P2 pô=point<<p6 
x,p6y>, Ø>

p1
p1

+ p5 = po¡nt<<p5 
x, 

p5 
y>, 

ø>

p,4 = point<<p4 
,, P4

p3 p3

A

--+
2

,'úy'' Ø' *'úy'' "

p9= po¡nt<<pg 
x, 

p9 
y>, Ø>

pl0 = point<<pl0 
x, 

p10y>, Ø>
pô = point<<p6 ,D6 >,Ø>xy

3 -+

p7=point<<p7 
x,p7y> , Ø, P8=Po¡nt..PB x,Pgy>,ø>

4a <sQ, {(0,0):A}> * .sO, 0>

4b <sQ, {(0,0): B}> + ..Q, 0t

4c <sO,{(0,0):*}> + <sq, 0>

4d <st, {(0,0): o}> * <sq, 0>

Figure 4.69 Shape schema rules of Hepplewhite-style chair-back designs.

Rule l above indicates that the right-hand side of the rule consists of a triangle identical to

that of the left-hand side, divided by a line with parameterized end points p4 and p5 which

satisfy centain constraints (see Section 2'3 of Chapter 2).

It is evident that there is an infinite number of shapes on the right-hand side corresponding to

an instance on the left-hand side' Thus, rule 1- ís a non-functional one.

The rest of the rules in Figure 4.69 are functional rules.

1
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Thirdly, let us consider Frank Floyd Wright's prairie houses (Koning and Eizenberg, !981). h

is interesting to find that all its rules are non-functional. The reasons are that:

1. The first two rules locate fireplaces, and schema L produces a single-hearth

fireplace, schema 2 a double-hearth one. Both can be used to locate a fireplace at any

point on a site.

2. The right-hand side of the rest of the rules always adds a three-dimensional

rectangular Froebel-like block that corresponds to the volumetric spaces in prairie-

style houses. The height of blocks is fixed, but their length and width may vary.

Finally, let us consider the grarnmar of Taiwanese houses (Chiou and Krishnamurti, 1995). In

Stage L - establish the fortunate numbers, both rules are non-functional:

(0, o) *

Iol
-.[

I

I

K It-
I]

OL

w

ì"

n
+ 6J

II+lK'
I

o
-t1

h

K

+
I

olK'
I

2

Figure 4.70 The wo rules of Stage t - Establishing the fortunøte numbers

Rule f. in Figure 4.70 above indicates the orientation generated, and KK' indicates the axis of

symmetry, .ÞÕ indicates the number of main buildings, IIII indicates the number of bays in a

building, and ÇlQ indicates the number of secondary buildings. This rule defines the axis of

symmetry, and the orientation of the axis is a function of a number of parameters.

Rute 2 produces the fortunate dimensions of the building. The dimensions satisfy the

following constraints for the height, h, the depth, d, and the width, w:

d

I

I

I

arK
I

h = fi.,(orientation, OO ),
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w - f*(orientation), and possibly w S h,

d = fa (orientation), and d = 1.3 x h.

Thus, both rule 1- andrule 2 ate not functional rules.

Similarly, we can find in stage 2 - generate the central room in the principal building that its

rule 4, rule 5 and rule 6 also are non-firnctional rules, etc.

We notice from the literature of paramehic shape grañìmars shown above that non-functional

rules are accepted and used widely. In order to explore the difference between shape schema

grammars and parametric shape grarnmars, let us take the Palladian grammar stage 7 - grid

dfiinition as an example and discuss the resulting derivation tree in the next chapter.

4.8 Recognising Emergent Shapes

It is fr¡ndamental in shape grammars that the subshape relation over shapes permits the fulI

recognition of emergent shapes in the maximal line representation and by implication in the

result of derivation sequence of rules on shapes. Recent discussions of emergence have added

such things as the discovery of implied shapes by considering the carrier lines of a shape as

comprising a target shape (Gero and Yan,1993 and 1994). Shape grammars Preserve this fulI

generality over shape schemata. Two shape schemata ã arrð, û such that â is a subschema of

6 i*pti"s that all instances of ã f}rat are subshapes of instance of 6 are exPressed in the

subschema relation. Thus, emergence is no more/ or less, an issue in shape schema gr¿ulunars,

than, it is in shape grammars.

4.9 Summary

In this chapter we first discussed some fundamental characters of shape schema Srarrunars

through an example (Example 1). The distinguished results obtained were:

1. A match depends on constraint-solving whictr deals with a set of instances rather

than just a single instance shape like shape Srammars.

2. A generated design is a shape schema which represents all possible design

instances.

3. The fanges of a generated design increases when applying a shape schema rule

recursively.
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Ttre second property implies that with recursive applications of a shape schema rule a

currently generated design includes more design instances which might include unexpected,

unpredictable consequences of design.

In Example 2, we showed a generated design which we explored by bounding boxes which give

an overly "loose" visual impression of a shape schema. In order to obtain the maximum and

minimum xy-coordinates of a shape schema, we transferred this shape schema associated

with its constraints into a nonlinear optimization problem which determined the xy-

coordinates of the boundingboxes.

Thirdly, by applying the same shape schema rule to a series of different initial shapes

which ranged from a shape to a shape schema, we clearly demonstrated the behaviour of

shape schema rules, revealing the possibility of unexpected designs being generated and

giving reasons for this happening.

Fourth, we considered and compared equivalence relations between shape rules and shape

schema rules. We showed that a shape rule can be equivalent to a shape schema rule, that is,

a shape rule can replace a shape schema rule under certain circumstances 
- 

any two

instances of a shape schema rule are equivalent to each other with Euclidean

transformations. Although this is the case, a shape rule requires an infinite number of

Euclidean transformations so that it generates the same designs as a shape schema rule,

which has been intuitively demonstrated through Example 1.

Finally, in order to classify rules amongst shape gratrunars, parametric shape gramrnars and

shape schema gr€unmars/ the definitions of both a functional rule and a non-functional rule

were given. Meanwhile/ we also noticed from the literature of parametric shape Sramamars

that non-functional rules are accepted and used widely.
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Chapter 5

Derivation Trees and Shape
Schema Rules

5.L Overwiew

In this chapter we will explore shape schema rules with respect to derivation trees.

5.2 Derivation Trees of the Palladian Grammar in Both Parametric

Shape Grammars and Shape Schema Grammars

Here let us take the Palladian grammar Stage L 
- 

grid definition as an ex¿unple to explore

the difference between shape schema gr¿ülmars and parametric shape grammars.

As every grid generated by the rules in Figure 4.68 of Chapter 4 consists of a (2m + L) xn atray

of variously dimensioned rectangles, where m andn are integers such lfrat m 2 0 and n >0,Iet

m e {0,L,2l andn e {7,2,31tr-the following generations of grids.

As the dimensions of rectangles are integer multþles of the r¡nit measure, let us choose just two

integers, 1 and 2. Thus, a rectangle might be one of the four following cases (Figure 5.L):

1 2 1

22

2

Figure 5.1 Possible dimensions of a rectangle.
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Hence, structurally, there are the following possible grids generated*

lfl= 0 rfi=1 lfl =2

ll =1

l7=2

D=3

Figure 5.2. Atl possible grids when m e 10, 
'J', 2l artd n e {'1., 2, 3}.

In order to compare derivation trees between shape schema graÍunars and Parametric shape

grammars, let us just focus on defining grids when m ='J. atd n = 3 in Parametric shaPe

grammars. We saw in Section 4.7 of Chapter 4 that ruIe L, rule 3, rule 5, and rule 7 in Figure

4.68 are nonft¡nctional rules. At the same time, the effect of a composite rule, which is made of

both functional rules and non-functional rules, will be shown. The following diagrams show

all the grids generated in parametric shape Srarnmars.

* 
We dis"o,rer that when m=0 and n e {2, 3}, and n=1 and m e {1,2}, the grids above in Figure 5'2 are excluded

in the Palladian grammar. If the grids mentioned above were to be included in the Palladian grammar, the

following rr¡les would have to be added to it.
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Figure 5.3 The grids generated in parametric shape grammars.
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Note that each node of the derivation tree indicates a grid which has exact dimensions, that

is, each grid is a grounded shape. There are thirty-two grids generated il, m = I and n = 3. In

effect, grid L0 and grid 1 in Figure 5.3 above are equivalent, that is,

grid 10 <+ grid 1.

Similarly, there are the following equivalence results:

gndlz <+ gttd 3,

grtd1.4 <+ grid 5,

grid 16 ë gnd 7,

grid25 e grid L8,

grid27 ë grid 20,

gríd29 ë gtid 22,and

grid 31 ë grid 24.

Thus, there are twenty-four distinct grids which are shown in Figure 5.4 below

Stiny and Mitchell (1978b) study the enumeration of plans for m = 1- and n = 3 which are

independent of dimensions of the interior spaces in the initial pI**. There are twenty

possible room layouts for any initial plan. As we have discussed, there are 24 distinct grids

(or plans) generated, because two grids or plans are distinct if they are not identical ol one

cannot be obtained from the other by rotating it 180 degrees. Thus, if the dimensions of the

rectangles are the integers L artd 2, there are in total 24x20 = 480 distinct layouts.

* 
It ir it t"tertine that Stiny and Mitchell informally abstract away dimensional variation in a manner

analogous to tha't achjeved by the formal machinery of shape schema gr¿üunars.
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Figure 5.4 Alt distinct grids generated when m = 7 and n = 3 f,or rectangles with
dimensions of integers 1 and 2.
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In order to compare shape schema gr¿rmmars with parametric shape gramm¿us, let us first

consider applying the same rules of the Palladian graÍunar in Figure 4.68 above to the same

target shape in a shape schema grarnmar rather than in a parametric shape grammar. We

shall then compare them with respect to their derivation trees.

As we discussed in Example L, nodes other thøn the root of a deriaation tree generated in

shape schemß grammars øre shape schemata. This is shown below for a Palladian shape

schema grarnmar:
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rule9

rule9

rule4

In Figures 5.3 and 5.5, a composite rule is used, for instance, in Figure 5.3 indicates a

composite rule which consists o1(rule4 " rule9 " rule9 " ruleT ).

Note that a composite rule consisting of ftnctional rules may not be a functional rule.

By comparing Figure 5.5 with Figure 5.3, we discover that the derivation tree of the shape

schema grarrunat in Figure 5.5 appears simpler than that of the parametric shape grammars

in Figure 5.3 because sctremata embody all possible instances.

With respect to matches, we have observed the following properties:

Property_].. In parametric shape gra.rrunars, although a rule becomes a rule schema, a match

deals with only one instance of a rule schema matching a target shape.

Propert]¡ 2. In shape schema grammars, a match handles all possible instances of a rule

schema matching a target shape or a shape schema.

Propertv 3. The same schema rules of parametric shape grarnmars can be used in shape sdrema

Srarnmars.

We also make the following observations from these derivation trees in both Figure 5.3 and

Figure 5.5:

1.. In the latter, nodes are shape schemata. In the former, all nodes are shapes'

2. In the latter, non-functional rules cannot be identified from inspection of a derivation tree

because nodes are shape schemata which include all possible instances. However, non-

functional ruIes can be identified from inspection of a derivation tree for a parametric shape

granìmar because all instances are shown separately.

3. In the latter, there are eighteen nodes in total. However, there are sixty-four nodes in total

in the former

4. The latter contains all possible design instances which are associated with the constraints

on the generated shape schemata. In particular, it is easy and logical to choose any instance

from a node under its constraints. However, it is hard to generate all instances of designs in

the former.

In order to illustrate Property 1 above, let us gror:nd the first node of the derivation tree in

Figure 5.5. As we know lhat rule 3 and rule 7 are non-functional rules, the rest of the nodes are
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still schemata in spite of the first node being grounded (there are four instances of a rectangle

schema whose dimensions are integers 1 and 2), as shown in Figure 5.3 (if ruIes are functional

the rest of the nodes under a grounded node are shapes; this will be discussed in a later

example) (see Figure 5.6).

J(0,0) A

rule 1 /---
/ A' -\

A A /- ---r ¡ A A It
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AAA
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I

I
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I

I
I
l

¡A' (( )

Figure 5.6 For a grounded node, the rest of the nodes are still sdremata becatse rule 3
andrule Z are non-functional rules.

5.3 Derivation Trees in Shape Schema Grammars

In this part of the chapter some ex¿unples are presented which reveal some characteristics of

shape schema grammars. The first example with an initial shape illustrates how a

derivation tree generated in a shape schema grammar is different to that in a shape

grarrunar. The second example illustrates how the range of constraints on a generated shape

schema may increase as the stages in the shape schema Srarnmars increase.

s.3.14 Shape Schema Rule

A rule sctrema, whose left-ha¡rd side is a shape sdrema consisting of two line schemata which

share a corunon end point, and whose right-hand side is the left-hand side in which one line

schema is reflected relative to the other, is shown below:

c

I
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L1 e LLz-L-2
0 L1

Figure 5.7 A shape schema rule.

Since the left-hand side of this rule schema is a shape schema, its lines are schemata, and

even the angle 0between the two lines is a schema.

The schema rule can be represented by

ths(Rulel{ame, LHS) :-
Linel ..-.. l-, -, x, Yl,
Line2 . . -. . [X, Y, -, -1 ,

IJHS &- lT,inel, Line2].

rhs(RulellÍame, LHS, RHS) :-
nth-line(L, Line1, LHS),

nth-line (2, T'íne2, LHS),

A><is = Line2,

reflect(Linel, A:<is, Linel' )*

R¡IS &- [ Line2, Linel' ].

It is clear that this rule schema is a functional rule. It may be classified as being of type 3 in

Section 4.7 of Chapter 4.

5.3.2 Example 1-

Example 1 considers two initial shapes ^îa and 3å. ¡actr of them consists of two line segments

andboth share a corunon end point.

* reflect(Shape, AxisOfReflection, ReflectedShape).
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That is,

3a = shape <4îa1, îa2¡>>,

where îaI = line-schem a<<startaL, endal'>>,

îa2 = line-schem a<<starta2, enda2>>,

startal, = point<<O, O)),

endal = point(<L, 2>>,

starta2 = point<<1., 2>>, arrd

enda2 = point<<2, 0>>.

And

.îb = shape 4îul , îb2)r,

where îbI = line-schem a<<startb'|, endbL>>,

îb2 = line-schem a<<størtb2, endb2>>,

startbL = point<<O, 0)),

endbL = point<<1, 2>>,

startb2 = point<<1, 2>>, arrd

endb2 = point<<3, 0>>.

They are shown as follows:

<1,2> <1,2>

Ibl b2

<0,0> <2,0>
<0,0> <3,0>

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8 Two initial shapes 3a arrd 3b.

As we discussed in Chapter 2, a matching is a process of finding one shape schema to be a

subshape schema of another. A match in shape schema gtaÍunars is realised by constraint-

solving. More precisely, a line schema matches another if and only if constraints on the first

one being a subline of the second one can be solved; that is, two end points of the first one
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coincident with the second line can be found. Furthermore, a shape or a shape schema matches

another if and only if constraints on the first one being a subshape of the second can be solved;

that is, constraints on each line schema of the first one being a subline of one of the line

schemata of the second one are solvable.

In Section 4.2 of. Chapter 4 a two-line match was discussed, which illustrated the idea of

matches and at the same time demonstrated the meaning of constraint-solving in shape

schema graÍrmars.

Thus, the left-hand side (a schema) of the shape schema rule in this example can match each

of the two initiai shapes ,î¿ and îb twice.

It is evident in this example that there is one and only one special instance of a generated

design, which we shall call the "maximum instance", for which all other instances for one

match are subshapes. This occurs when the instance of the left-hand side is identical to the

target shape. Lr our representation of the derivation tree, each node will be shown with

respect to this "maxinum instance" of the generated design. The following discussion focuses

only on this "maximum instance" of a generated design because all other instances of this

generated design are subshapes of this "maximum instance".

First, let us consid.er two matches taking respectively îa2 arrð, îaI as axes of reflection in

the initial shape ôa. Then the first result is generated. by reflecting startal- about îa2,

forming a line schema

|al = line-schem a<<størt'al-, end'a7>, C(|at)>,

and the second result is produced by reflecting mda2 about îaI ,forming a line schema

7 a2 = Iine-schem a<<start' a2, end' a2>, C(? a2 )> .

Similarly, we take îUZ *ralAl respectively as ¿rxes of reflection in the initial shape .îb.

Similar results are obtained, which are shown in Figure 5.9 below. Each node of the following

derivation tree (except its root) represents all possible instance shapes of designs consistent

with constraints on it. Although each node of the derivation tree except its root is drawn

graphically by a maximum instance of a design, it covers, in this case, infinite design

instances.
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<1,2> <1,2>

laI

?a2 <1,2>

0> <2,0>

a2 tbI b2

<1,2> I'aI 7øz

<3, 0>

7øt <3,3>

<0,0>

<1,2> <1,2><-1.2, 1,6> <3,2, 1.6>
<-1.8,2.4>

aI Ia2
îu 2

<0,0> 4,0>
<0,0>

(a) (b)

Figure 5.9 (a) indicates the designs derived from initial shape 3a , arrd (b) shows the

designs derived from initial shape ôb. ¡odr (a) and þ) are generated by the same

shape schema ruIe.

Recursively, we apply the same rule schema again to the shape schemata (note that target

shapes are shape schemata) with results f¡om the first rule application. ln Figure 5.9 (a)

(derived from ,î¿ ) there are two matches in a cycle of rule application. For example, there

are two matches for the left-hand side design which consists of îal arra î'a2. Then, two

designs are generated by reflecting the end points startal. ard. end' a2 about î'a2 *,d, î a I ,

respectively.

Similarly, we apply the same rule schema to the right-hand side design which consists of

îa2 arrd, î'oI nFigure 5.9 (a). There are two matches, and then two designs are generated by

reflecting end points enda2 and. start'ø7 about ?al arrd, îa2 , ,."p"ctively.

Notice in the two cases above ttrat ïa2 is identical to îa2 after reflecting it about îaI , arrd,

|aI also is identical to îal after reflecting it about îa2 ¡terms of "maximum instance".

The generated designs are shown in Figure 5.10 below for initial shapes îa and 3b,

respectively.

We make some observations from the partial derivations trees below which will be used

later:

1. The distance-preserving of a reflected line segment is apparent, because reflection is one of

the isometric transformations which preserves distance invariant in terms of a certain

instance.

b1

0>
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2. A distance between a point and an end point of an axis of reflection is equal to that between

a mirror image of this point and the same end point of the axis of reflection. For instance, for

end point startaL = point<<0,0>> and its mirror image start'aL = point<<3.2, 1'.6>>, tl:re

distance between startal andendal" is equal to that between start'a'L and endal.. This is a

property of a reflection.

3. One of the designs is identical to the original (the initial shape) after applying the same

rule an even m¡rnber of times because a reflection has period 2.

<1 2>
<1,2>

<0,0> <2,0> <0, 0> <3,0>

<3,3>

<-1.2, ,2> <1,2>
<3.2, 1.6> <-'t.8,2.4>

<1,2>

<2,0>

<1

<0
<0

,/\
<-0.64,3.52> <0.6,4.2> <1,2><1,2>

<0.6,4.8>

<1 <1
<-1.2,1.6> <-1.8,2.4>

<0,0> <2,0>
<3,0><3.2,1.6> <1,2> <0,0>

<1,2>

(a) (b)

Figure 5.10 Two partial derivation trees (a) and (b) for initial shapes îa and îb,
respectively.

Note that since the angles between the two line segments of the ínitial shapes 3a ard îb ate

grognded, all other instance designs are contained by a "maximum instance" design on a node

of the derivation tree.

5.3.3 Example 2

In the previous section we discussed a derivation tree of a shape schema gr¿unmar, which is

shown in terms of a "maximum instance". Each node (excePt roots) of the derivation trees in

Figure 5.10 above contains all possible design instances consistent with constraints on it. In

this section we tum to another essential aspect of shape schema Sraln'mars.

This example considers a¡r initial shape schema rather than an initial shape, as shown in

Figure 5.11 (a) below. It consists of a line segment and a line schema as follows:

.î = shape<<Íî1,î2>>,

<3
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where

Î/ = ho"-rchema<<sf ørt1-, endl.>>,

startL = point<<0, 0>>,

endl. = point<<1, 2>>, arrd

î 2 = l¡.-schema<<s tørt2, end2>>,

start2 = point<<1, 2>>,

end2 = point<<enil2r,0>>, arrd

C (end2r) = lend2* e 12, 3ll.

That is, end point end2 = poinb<<end2, 0)), where end2, e 12, 3j, is either point<<2, 0>>, or

point<<3, 0>>. The dashed line between two dots indicates that these two dots are

constraints on possible positions of the same end point'

Note that this shape schema 3 includes precisely two instances shown in Figure 5.8 above.

<1.2><1,2> <1,2>

ît T
( I I îz lI2 2

-a \
<0, o> <2,0> <3,0> .0,0> 4,0> <0, O> <3,0> /

(a)
\-

(b)

Figure 5.11 (a) An initial shape schema ,î. çU¡ ffre two instances of this initial
shape schema.

There are two matches only between the rule schema and the target shape schema in Figure

5.11 (a) above. The designs are generated by reflecting end points startl = point<<O,0>> and

end2 = point<<end2r0)>, where end2re {2,3} about îZ *ta îl 
^" 

axes of reflection,

respectively. The derivation tree, after applying the rule schema to the target shape schema

for the first cycle, is shown in Figure 5.12 below:
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<'1,2>

ît
<0,0> e.,o>

a
<3,

2

0>

<-1.8,2.4>

\ 2 <1,2>

<.1.2,1.6>
TI

<0,0> 4,O> <3,0>

T

Figure 5.12 A partial derivation tree generated after applying the rule schema to the

initial shape schema .î.

We discover the following from the derivation tree above:

L. If an axis of reflection is a line, then the range of constraints on a mfuror image of a point (or

a point schema) is the same as that of this point. For instance (see the left generated design in

Figure 5.12 above), a mirror image of point end2 = point<<end2* ,0)), where end2, e {2, 3} is

point end') = point<<end'2x, end'2r>), where C*(end'2r) = {end'2re[-7.2, L-1"8]] and

C(end'2r) =lend'2re{7.6,2.411. The range of constraints on end'2 is the same as those on end2

in terms of numbers.

2. However, if an axis of reflection is a line schema instead of a line whidr produces different

descriptors, then a range of constraints on a mirror image of a point (or a point schema) will be

more than that of the point, that is, a range of constraints on a mirror image of a point will

increase.

For instance (see the right-hand side generated design in Figure 5.72), a mirror image of point

start'L,, where startl,= point<<O,0>>, is point

start' 1, = point<(s tart' L r, start' 1r>),

where

C*(start'1r) = lstart'7, e {3.2,3}} and C*( start'7r) = lstørt'lre {1.6, 3}}'

Now the number of constraints on start'l becomes two. However, the number of constraints on

point startl. is one because this point is grounded (without loss of generality, here we think of

constraints discretely).
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Note that an axis of reflection being a line schema which produces the same descriptor does

not give rise to the growth of the number of constraints on a generated design. For example,

consider an axis of reflection which is a line schema with one end point which is a schema,

â = üne-schema<<sførta, enila>>,

where

starta = point<<2, startar>> and C*(startar) = { størtøre {0, L}}, and

enda = point<<2, 3>>.

Since this axis of reflection produces a single descriptor, the number of constraints on a mirror

image p' = point<<3,z>> of a point p = point<<\,2>> is the same as that of this point,

which is shown in Figure 5.13 below:

an axis of reflection
<2,3>

a point þ, Þ! a^nrorimage of the pointo
<1,2> <3,2>

4,1>

L.e, o'

Figure 5.13 The number of constraints on a mirror image of a point is the same as that
of the point.

Lr order to illustrate this clearly, let us first examine the contents of the derivation tree in

Figure 5.12 above, that is, showing every instance of generated designs in Figure 5.L4.
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I1

<1,2>

2

<0, o> e,o> <g, o>

<-1.8,2.4>
<3, 3>

1
<1,2> Irl

<3.2, 1.6>

a
<2,0> <3,0>

I2
<0,0>

(a) (b)

r t2 <1,2> I

+

-¡

(1)

(3)

(4)

<0,0>

<-1.2,1.6>

T1

<1,2> ,I
<3.2, 1.6>

4,O>

î )

t- -lT

îz

T2 î,1
<3, 3>

<1 2> <1,2>
<-1.9,2.4>

(21

T1

<0,0> <3,0>
-.t

î <3,3>

<1,2>

î2

4,O>

<1,2> î,1

îz
<3.2, 1.6>

<3,0>

Figure 5.14 Contents of the derivation tree generated after applying the ruIe schema

to the initial shape schema .î.

Let us compare Figure 5.L4 with Figure 5.9 above' We discover that:

1,. The root ,î of the derivation tree in Figure 5.14 includes just two instances whidr are

the roots .îa and 3b of. the derivation tlees (a) and þ) in Figure 5.9, respectively. ln

other words, the root ,î is equivalent to the roots .î¿ and 3b .

2. There are six instances of generated designs in Figure 5.14. However, there are four

generated designs in Figures 5.9 (a) and (b) together which are the first four design

instances in the derivation tree of Figure 5.14.
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The r:nexpected and interesting results are the last two design instances in Figure 5.L4

which are generated from the root ^î using the same shape schema rule.

3. Distance-preserving holds in Figure 5.14. The range of constraints on a reflected

shape schema increases. In spite of this, a reflection still preserves the length of a

line-reflected invariant. For example, line schema î'I i"amirrorimage of line

schema î1,*h.r.

Î'/ = lir,"-rchema<<sfø rt'1, end'L>>,

endl-' = point<<I,2>>,

start'7 = point<<start'1.r, start' 1r>>,

C* (st art' 7. *) = {start' 1 * e {3.2, 3}}, C*( størt' 1y) = {start' 1' re {L.6, 3}},

Î1 = Ur,"-rchema<<sfø rtl., endl>>,

startl. = point<<0, 0>>, and

endl = poínt<<l., 2>>.

It is clear urat I Î1 I = ",lf +lj = ^15 
,arrd, I î'1 I = (I-3.Ð2 +Q-I.6)2 =rÆ o'

(1-3)'+(2-Ð2 =J5.Thus,tîIl=lî'ltI I',I I =

After discussing the application of the shape schema rule in the first cycle, let us now take

the two designs generated from the first cycle as target shapes and apply the same shape

schema rule to these target shapes, respectively. Then, the derivation tree grows as follows:
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Figure 5.15 The partial derivation tree is generated by applying the rule schema to

target shape schemata referred to.

In order to illustrate the derivation tree of generated designs in Figure 5.15 above, let us first

consider all instances of the nodes (a), (b), (c), and (d) of this derivation tree, shown in Figure

5.16 below.

The number of these design instances increases dramatically. There are twenty instances of

designs in total, and eighteen distinct instances because the reflection has a period 2.

Now let us compare Figure 5.16 with Figure 5.L0. We notice in the latter that there are

totally six distinct designs together in the two derivation trees generated by applying the

same shape schema to two different initial shapes .îa and .îb at the second cycle. However,

there are eighteen distinct instances of generated designs in the former which include the six

distinct designs in Figure 5.10. In other words, there are twelve instances of designs which are

'unexpected' results in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16. AII instances of generated designs from the nodes (a), (b), (c), and (d)
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Both of the examples above reveal some essential characteristics of shape schema grammars

from different aspects. First, Example 1 demonstrates that each node (except its root in this

case) of a derivation tree is a schema (only the "maximum instance" is shown on the

derivation tree here). Then, Example 2 demonstrates unpredictably generated designs and

explains the reason an axis of ¡eflection is a line schema, the range of constraints in the

mirror image reflected increases.

5.4 Equivalence with a Shape Grammar

Recall from the previous section that all shapes in U1 consisting of two or three line segments

associated with three end points are equivalent under Euclidean fransformations. This means

that the shape rule sdrema in Figure 5.7 cartbe replaced by a shape rule, as shown in Figure

5.12. Thus, a shape granunar is formed if one of the initial shapes in Figure 5.8 (a) and þ) is

considered.

4,3> <2,3>

<1 <3,1>

<2,0> 4,0>

Figure 5.17. A shape rule.

Let us take .îb as an initial shape and investigate the derivation tree generated by the

application of this rule. First, let us consider matching in this shape grarunal. There is an

infinite number of matches existing because there is an infinite nr¡mber of subshapes of .îb (in

both shape grammars and parametric shape grammars a match may involve an Euclidean

transformation).

Additionatlf , for a subshape of .îb there are two matches because of the two possible orders

of corresponding end points between this subshape and the left-hand side of the shape rule'

Therefore, a d.erivation tree of this shape granunar is shown in Figure 5.1'8 below:
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Comparing this derivation tree with that in of Figure 5.9 (b), we find that the former is
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nodes. However, in the latter, each node except its root is a shape schema, and there is only a

finite number of nodes.

Another fact is that this shape graÍunar is equivalent to a parametric shape grarnmar which

consists of the initial shape .îb and the shape rule schema in Figure 5.7. This is because:

(1) A difference between a shape grarunar and a parametric shape grammar is that a shape

rule schema replaces a shape rule in a parametric shape grammar.

(2) In our case a shape rule is equivalent to a shape rule sdrema. As a result, a shape grarnmar

is equivalent to a parametric shape grammar.

Thus, in this special case/ a shape grammar, a parametric shape granunar, and a shape

schema graÍunar are equivalent. By compaing Figure 5.18 with Figure 5.9 (b), we c¿m see that

this shape grammar is equivalent to the shape schema grarnmar in Example 1 in Section 5'3.

5.5 Summary

In this section the following consequences have been demonstrated:

1. A node of a derivation tree in shape schema grammars is a schema, if either the initial

shape or the rule is a schema (or both are schemata). A node of a derivation tree represents

all possible designs associated with constraints on it, although just a "maximum instance" of a

design is displayed.

2. The range of constraints on a node of the derivation tree typically increases at each stage,

which provides unpredictable designs. There is no established mathematical term which

describes this phenomena.

3. Although the tange of constraints on the shape schema increases, the properties of

isometrics are pteserved, such as, lengths being preserved, angles between two lines being

preserved, efc.

4. In special cases, such as that of Example 1 above, a parametric shape grammar and a shape

schema grammar may be equivalent. However, this only happens in special cases of

constraints on the schemata in parametric shape grammars and shape schema Srammars.
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Chapter 6

Bifurcation and Derivations in Shape
Schema Grammars

6.1 Overview

In this chapter we examine the behaviour of derivation sequences in shape schema glammars

using bifurcation theory, which is the mathematical of qualitative change in dynamic

systems. We suggest that this provides an insight into the behaviour of these sequences.

6.2 Preliminaries of Bifurcation Theory

Given a fi¡nction / : S + 91 and an initial value 16,let us consider the sequence of iterates of

ro under the function / :

xo, fQò, f U@ù)' fÇÇ@ò))' "' (EQ 6'1a)

This is called ø discrete dynamicnl system (Devaney, 1989). We are interested in the

eventual behaviour of the points x,f!),f'(x),...,fn(x) as n becomes large, where

f'(*) = Í(f (x)), lt (*) = f ÇU@))), ..., and so on. Let xn = f(x). Then the iterates of xe

under/can be written as the solutions of the following equation:

xn*t = f(xn) (EQ 6.1)

In the literature of dynamics and bifurcations, such equations Éìre called maPs. Let us first

introduce some fundamental concepts which play a dominant role in the theory of dynamical

systems from Devaney (1989).

T}re forward orbit of x is the sequence of points x, f (ò, f' (x) , ..., and is denoted by O* (x) ,

that is, O*(x)={x,f(x),f'(*),...}.If.f is a homeomorphism, tlre backward orbil of. x,

O- (x) - {r, Í -' (x), f-' (*),...} . T:ne fuIt orbit of x, O(x) = O. (x)U O- (x)'

It is important to realise that a forward orbit of x, O* (x) , is a sequence of discrete points, not

an interval. This is one of the main reasons for the complexity of such dynamical systems.
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The point xisafixed pointlorf rf f@)= x. The poínt: isaperiodic point of period nrf f(x) =

r. The least positiven for whichfi(r) = r is called theprime periodof x.Pern(fl denotes the

set of periodic points ( not necessarily prime) of period n. Fix(fl denotes the set of fixed points.

The set of all iterates of a periodic point form a periodic orbit.

Maps might have many fixed points, even infinitely many fixed points. For instance, the

identity map /(x) = r fixes all real points. The map /(x) = - x fixes the origin, while all other

points have period 2. Maps with intervals of fixed or periodic points are rare. Most

dynamical systems have isolated periodic points or fixed points.

In order to demonstrate an example, we tum to a geometric method, called stair-step diøgrøms

(Hale and Kocak, 1991), for the solution of one-dimensional maps. We plot the graph of the

function/and show the diagonal, the 450 line. Since lc,+t=f(xn) in (EQ 6.1) above, Iet the

horizontal axis be x, and the vertical axis be xr*1. The vertical line from r0 meets the graph of

f at (xs,f(xs)) = (xo, x1). The horizontal line from this point intersects the diagonal at (4, x).

The vertical line from this point intersects the horizontal axis at x7. By repeating the same

steps we obtain

O* (xù = {xo, Í(xù, Í21xs),...1 .

It is important to notice that the fixed points of (EQ 6.1.) above correspond to the points of

intersection of the graph of /with the diagonal.

Let us take some examples of linear maps from Hale and Kocak (1991) and draw stair-step

diagrams. Consider the linear maP

f(x) = ax, (EQ 6.2)

where ø is a real parameter. Notice that the slope of /'(x) is a.

If xn = f (x), then (EQ 6.2) becomes:

(EQ 6.3)

The forward orbit of an initial value x6 is the sequence of xn = anxl' fot n = 0' 7' 2' "" The stair-

step diagrams lor a =2.0,a =0.5,a = -0.5, a =-2.0,a =L anda = -'J- are shown in FigUre 6.1'

below.

axn'Xn+7
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Figure 6.1 Stai¡-step diagrams of the linear map/(r) = ax' fot a = 2.0, a = 0'5,

o = -O.S and ø = -1.0, a = 2.0 and a = -7. (Note that cases (a) to (d)come from Hale

and Kocak, (1991)).

We observe from this figure that the forward orbit is monotonically increasing or decreasing

on one side of the fixed point if a > 0. Oppositely, a forward orbit jumps alternately to either

side of the origin and is no longer monotonic tf a <0.

In particular, we are interested in the stair-step diagrams in Figure 6.1 (e) and (Ð when ¿ = 1

and a = - 1. When a = 7, f(x) = ax is the identity map and has infinitely many fixed points.

When ø = - L, the linear map is a reflective map in which each point is periodic, with period

2.

Bifurcation theory is the study of possible changes in the structure of the orbits of a maP as

parameters are varied.
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Generally, let us assume that the map f has a fixed point at x = 0i if not, let us change the

coordinates to make it so. Then, map F()', x) dependingon L is the following

FQ", x) = f(x) + )",

F(0, x) = f(x) (EQ 6.4)

(EQ 6.4) is called a perturbation of. f ,

We refer to the number of orbits and the direction of the flow on the orbits as t}:re orbit

structure of a map or the qualitatizte structure of the flow. At a given parameter value, a maP

is said to have a stable orbit structure if the qualitative structure of the flow does not change

for small variations of the parameter. A parameter value for which the flow does not have a

stable orbit structure is called a bifurcation aalue, and the point at which the flow becomes

unstable is said to be a bifurcation point and then the map is said to be at a bifurcation point.

An isometry playes an important role in design. Let us study the perturbation of an isometry

First of all, let us consider the perturbation of the identity map /(x) = r, that is ,

FQ',x)=xlh,

where L e I, and I is an interval of reals

We discover that the sequence, lx¡, xt, x2, ...J is increasing with a constant step Â¿ when r n*1 =

F(),s,xn) for a constant Lo> 0. However, the sequence, {t¿, X7,J(2,...}, is decreasing with a

constant step )"swhen xn*1 = F(ho, xr) for a constant Lo< 0. It is evident that the parameter Â =

0 is a bifurcation value because perturbation F(Â, x) does not have a stable orbit (see Figure

6.2).

It is interesting to note that the fixed points of an unperturbed identity map,f(x) = Í/ comPrise

the diagonal as we discussed above. For any fixed parameter L+ 0, the perturbation of the

identiÇ map becomes a monotone map (every forward orblt of f, lxo, x7, rz, ...j, is a monotone

sequence, that is, xn+72rn). The 'step length' of iterates isl Llf.or )'+0.
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Figure 6.2 Stair-step diagrams of the perturbation of identity map:
(a) for Â> 0 and þ) for Â < 0.

Now let us turn our attention on the perturbation of the reflective maP, f@) = -x. Its

perturbation is:

F(L,x)=-x+h

where Â e I and I is a¡r interval of reals.

F(L, x) = -x L, L>O F(L, x) = + ),, ),<0

(a) (b)

Figure 6.3 stair-step diagrams of the perturbation of the reflective map f(x) = -a.
(a) shows the case Â > 0, and þ) shows the case Â < 0.

From the definiton above, the unperturbed reflective map,/(z) = -x, has period 2' Any fixed

point of xn*,= (t)nxn is a stable point. Comparing Figure 6.3 with Figure 6.1 (b), we notice that

the perturbation of the reflective map f@) = -x has a stable orbit structure. That is, the

parameter .1, does not affect the stability of the reflective map itself, which reveals a good

stability in spite of having period 2. For sufficiently small Â, the perturbed map F has a

unique fixed point near zero whose stability type is the same as the stability of the fixed

point zero of the unperturbed map /. For each value of the parameter L, every fixed point of

the one-parameter perturbation

,2

\
\
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0
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F(),, x) ='ï * 2v

has the same stability type as that of the fixed point lor À'=0.

Let us consider an isometry in 2D (inctuding translation, rotation and refiection) which has

the following form:

x'=ax+by+h, A'=ctc+dy+k, ad-bc=+7 (EQ6.5)

(EQ 6.5) maps from the set of all ordered pairs <x,a) of real numbers to the set of ordered

patrs <x',y'> of real numbers.

(EQ 6'.5) can be changed to the following form:

F(L, z) = f(z) + )., (EQ 6.6)

where 
^ 

= (!), rø) = sz, r = (:'r),, = (:)

Therefore, (EQ 6.6) is a perturbation of /. We have discussed translation (a perturbation of an

identity map) and reflection (a perturbation of a reflective map) in one dimension above. Let

us now give the conesponding results for two di¡nensions as follows:

1. (EQ 6.6) becomes a translation if ø = d = 1, and b = c = 0, that is, g =

translation moves h andk along the x- and y-coordinates respectively.

2. (EQ 6.6) becomes a reflection tÍ. ad -bc = -7'

(; I Then the

3. (EQ 6.6) becomes a rotation if a =d=cos|,b =-sin9 and c = sin),lhatis,8-
( *:t^ tt"'^ì.Then, 

the perturbed map (EQ 6.6) becomes
[-sin6 cos9)

F(L,z) = gz+ L= [j::i :ï:)0.(Ð

Then there are fixed step-lengths ft and k of the iterates along the x- and y-coordinates

respectively.

Although the results above are very special cases in dynamics and bifurcations (Hale and

Kocak, 1991), they occur in design when an isometry is used.
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6.3 Examples

In the set of schemata created by all applications of a rule in a shape schema grammar, let us

identify by some decision procedure one instance of the resulting schemata, aPPly the ruIe

again to this instance and similarly identify one instance of the resulting schemata according

to the same decision procedure. Continuing this process of derivation, we can regard this

sequence of instances as a discrete dynamical system to which the theory of bifurcation

applies.

A discrete dynamical system can be picked out of any shape schema grarunar design space by

matching three choices: which ¡ule is applied, which instance of the match is selected, and

which instance of the result is selected.

6.3.1Example 1

We begin with a typical shape schema gr¿ürmar with one recursive rule. A shape schema rule

is shown in Figure 6.4 below. Its teft-hand side consists of two quadrilateral schemata 3, and

3,. Its right-hand side is similar to this left-hand side except that the left quadrilate¡al

schema í¡ is translated half way along the line between its centroid ô¡= point<< ô¡r, ô¡y),

c(ôr)> and ôr= point<< ê,*, ôry>, c(ô,)>, that is, along the x-coordinate h= (ôu+ ô,*)/2,

and along the y-coordinate k -- (ôtv+ ô,ì/2.

Jt

Figure 6.4 A shape schema rule.

The initial shape is shown in Figure 6.5 below. It consists of a grounded square .î1 with sides

givenby î1.,î2,¿¡*a î¿*raof asquareschemaî2 withsidesgivenAyî5,îA,îZ,arraî5.

For clarity, we constrain the centroid of .î, to three possible discrete points rather than to

being any point within a range of constraints. The centroid of 3r may be at point<<4.5, 0.5>>,

point<<4.S, 1.5>> or at point<<4.5, 2.5>>. The initial shape 3s is therefore given by

îo = shaPe<1ît, î2, î3, î¿, î5, î6, î2, î8]>,

S¡J¡

tôt a

as shown in Figure 6.5 below
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Figure 6.5 An initial shape schema.

Let us regard the initial shape as Ie, then the map/ is

In¿=f(Ir) forn=0,7,2,.... (EQ 6.7)

@Q6.n canbe divided into

)Cn¡1= )tnth and (EQ 6.8)

An+7=Un*k, (EQ 6.e)

where <h,k> depends uPon a matctr.

Let us first consider the derivations lor l7= fQs), which are shown in Figure 6.6 below

2

1 t5
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Figure 6.6 The derivations for I1=f(Is). (a) indicates the generated design. (b), (c)

and (d) indicate each instance of the generated design.
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Now let us consider 12 = f!l, based on 11, shown in Figure 6.7 beLow

Y

(a)

3

2

0 1

1 2 3 4

5 x

5 x

x

234

(b)

(c)

(d)

1

3

2

3

1

3

Y

Y

0

2

0 12345

1294

Y

2

1

0 5 x

Figure 6.7 The derivations f.or 12= f(I). (a) indicates the generated design. From þ)
to f) we indicate each instance of the generated design.
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1
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Figure 6.7 The derivations f.or 12=f(11). (a) indicates the generated design. From þ)
to (j) we indicate each instance of the generated design (continued).

We note from Figure 6.7 lhatthe centroid of the square schema .î, is an asymptotically stable

point for the centroid of the sequence of generated designs. Since this centroid can have three

possible positions (point<<4.S, 0.5), point<<4.S, 1.5>> or point<<4.S, 2.5>>), there are

corresponding asymptotically stable points. In order to illust¡ate this situation,let us consider

the derivation for ls = f(12), based on Figure 6.7 (e), which is shown in Figure 6.8 below'
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Figure 6.8 The derivation based on Figure 6'7 (e)'

Now let us consider stair-step diagrams for (a), (b) and (c) of Figure 6.8 above. They are shown

in Figure 6.9 below.
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Figure 6.9 The stair-step diagrams (a), (b) and (c) correspond to Figure 6.8 (a), (b) and

(c).

We note from Figure 6.9 that the three diagrams of the x-coordinates are the same. In this

example we have drawn a stair-step diagram for each of three matches of the rule. In Section

2xt3xz4
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6.3 we noted that a discrete dynamical system can be picked out when at each stage we are

consistent in our selection of rule instance, match instance and result instance. In Figure 6.9 (a)

these conditions are only fulfilled begiruring with the target shape .I1, since the match

instance for 1¿ is not consistent with the match instance for 11,12 and /3 (there is only one rule

match and only one result instance for each match). The derivations shown in Figure 6.7 þ),

6.2 (ù are the only ones which fulfil these conditions. The stair-step diagram for the r-

coordinate of the centroids for these derivations will be the same as in that of Figure 6.9 (a),

but the stair-step diagrams for y-coordinate will differ. The apparent bifurcation (change of

flow) in Figures 6.9 (b) and 6.9(c) is due to our taking different instances of the match with the

target shape schema. A similar effect would be seen in a grammar where there are multiple

rule instances and. result instances if we are not consistent with the choice of instances from

stage to stage. Although the stair-step diagrams can still be interesting in demonstrating the

behaviour of the system, there will typicatly be so many potential combinations of instances

that understanding the behaviour will be difficult'

6.3.2Example 2

This example just focuses on the stair-step diagrams of Figure 5.15 of Example 2 in Section

5.3.3 of Chapter 5.

we saw from Figure 5.15 that the point <0, 0> comes back after applying the same shape

schema rule twice because a reflection has period 2. However, it also 'brings' some extra

results.

Now let us illustrate these by stair-step diagrams. For example, <3'2,1"6> is a mirror image

of <0,0> about the axis of reflection, and both <0, 0> and <-1'4, -0'2> are mirror images of

<g.2, \.6> about the same axis of reflection of different matches. Their stair-step diagrams

along the x-coordinate are shown in Figure 6.10'
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Figure 6.10 some stair-step diagrams along the x-coordinate relating to

Figure 5.15 of Example 2 in Section 5'3.3 of Chapter 5' '

We noted from Figure 6.10 that l,2= )c¡in (a) and x2* xs in (b), and x4= x2irr (c) and x4'Ê x2 irt

(d). However, it is interesting to note that there is always an instance which comes back to

the original position.

6.3.3 Example 3

The third example is chosen to illustrate the phenomenon of bifurcation. In this case/ we

shall be careful to establish the following three conditions:

L. Our rule and initiat shape admits only one match'

2.Our rule is functional'

3. We choose at each step of rule application, one schema instance, using a uniform

decision procedure.

21
0 1 x22 g x1

3

2

3

2

1

x
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A shape schema rule is shown in Figure 6.11. below. Its left-hand side, consists of a point

schema and a line schema, where the point schema lies on the perpendicular to the middle

point of the line schema, that is,

3r = shape< lî , þ1, c( E) >

where Î = üne-schema<<3tart, ênd>,C( i )>, [, is U:te vector along Î artd'Eris the vector

along the line joining p to the mid point, mid, of Î, and ir'í, =g

The right-hand side, consists of the point schema of the left-hand side and a line schema

which is parallel to the line schema of the left-hand side whose end points lie on the lines

joining the point schema to the end points of the line schema of the left-hand side, that is,

î, = shape<lî', þ\, c('î,)>,

where Î' = üo"-r.hema<<.îrarl', ênd'>, C1Î')>, and

îtart' = þ + kr*(îtart - þ), (EQ 6.11)

ênd'=þ+k"*(ênd-þ), (EQ 6.12)

(EQ 6.13)

where k, is the slope of the line joining of p and Start' , and k, is the slope of the line joining of

þ and ênd'.

îî,

õ
6' ø.p

ke ,itort' mid'
'k Is

îtart mid ênd 
,,,

Figure 6.7L. A shaPe schema rule.

The grey line on the right-hand side indicates the replaced line schema from the left-hand

side.

We assume a function l"s exists such that

In*1= l'¿(f(Ir)) for n = 0, 1,2,3, ""
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where /e indicates the initial shape and/is a rule. This is in the form of (EQ 6.1a) of iterates

of 1, under the function (a rule)/. La satisfies

Ic(l)= q+a(mid- q), q e{start,end},

where c¡ is a parameter which we can define. In the sequel we pick o from the interval

cre [0.01, 0.05].

The initial shape consists of a point and a line segment, that is,

3o = shape<{î0, þol,

where

â = Iine-schema<<statt0, end}>>,

start} = point<< 0, 0)),

end| = point<< 8,0>>, and

þ, = point<<4,2)),

shown in Figure 6.12below:

<4,2> a po

<0,0> <8,0>

Figure 6.72 An initial shaPe 3¿.

For cr = 0.01., the sequence of derivations is shown in Figure 6.13.

lo
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Po<4,2> a
I

<0,0>

f( t)

f 2(t)

f 3(t)

<8,0>
lo

.?o

f 4(r) ... f 11 (r)

+lo

Figue 6.13 The forward orbit for parameter a = 0'01'

However, when the parameter changes, for cr = 0.05, say, the sequence of derivation is shown

in Figure 6.14. The correponding forward orbit is changed dramatically'
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<4,2> aþo
¡

<0,0>

f(t)

f2(t)

<8,0>
îo

.a p0

Po

f 13 (t)

f 23 (t)

t27 l\

t25 (l)

t26 (r)

Figure 6.14 The forward orbit when parameter a = 0'05'
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We now consider the stair-step diagrams along the x- and y-coordinates, respectively, for o.--

0.01 and cr = 0.05. We show the sequence of iterates along the x-coodinate and y-coordinate for

cr = 0.01 in Figure 6.15. We note from it that the destinations of xn*t= f(xn) artd yn*1= f(y) ate

4 and 2 respectively. This iterate of the rule appears to lead towards a fixed point.

44

3

0

2 3 4
'g "''1r

45

2
ls '- rtt

34

1

tl
lt
tl
lt
II

lt
tl
il

2

1

0
45 ,1,o ,2 v2yo y1

1

Figure 6.15 Stair-step diagrams along the x- and y-coordinates, respectively, for s =
0.01.

Similarly, the sequence of iterates along the r- and y-coordinates for a = 0.05 are shown in

Figure 6.L6.

3 ¿50 L¡n"

45
0..une

,o y1

4

3

4

2

1

,2,1 ,3

x29

y2
'1g

yg

v I .t

2 3

'27

Figure 6.16 Stair-step diagrams along the z- and y-coordinates, respectively,

4-2 2

for a = 0.05.
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In this case the sequence of ite¡ates for both r- and y-coordinates first increases and then

decreases. The point at which the direction of flow of the forward orbit suddenly changes is a

bifurcation point.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter we have demonstrated fixed points and bifurcation points in the iterates of a

rule in shape schema grammars. We can see similar pattems in other derivations by drawing

a stair-step diagram for the x- and y-coordinates of some consistent point in sequences.

It is interesting to note the behaviour of forms generated iteratively in the Program

DiscoaerForm (Carlson and Woodbury, 1994), described in Section 2.5.1. In DiscooetForm

there are similar cases where very small changes to replacement rules can result in major

changes in the form of derivations. DiscouerForm operates on an instance not a schema, in both

initial shapes and derived shapes. In a shape schema grammar, there may potentially be

radical changes in the behaviour of derivations for some instances, and/or fixed points for

some instances, and/or reflective behaviour for some instances, all within the same schema.

Bifurcation theory therefore provides an interesting insight into the reasons for the

complication and unpredictability of derivation sequences in shape schema graÍìmars.
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Chapter 7

Issues in Computer
Implementations of Shape Schema
Rules

7.1 Overwiew

In this chapter the properties of collinear line schemata and comPuter implementations of

shape schema rules are presented. The discussion in Section 7.2 - 7.8 is based on Woodbury's

shape schema grarnmar interpreter (Woodbury, 799n-

7.2The Properties of Colinear Line Schemata

We begin with a discussion of colinear line schemata because many operations of shape

schemata are based on operations on collinear line schemata. Let us first consider a set of n

simultaneously colinear line schemata Ec = ú 1, î2, ..., în\. Consider the possible relations

between the line schemata in this set Ec. Suppose that

¿r=1î1,î2,îs,îq.

There are several types of connections possible, such as those in Figure 7.L below. Intuitively,

the connected line schemata in Ec= ú 1, î 2, î S , î 4 can form some 'brid.ges'. Structurally,

ttre¡e are differences between these 'bridges'. For instance, all line schemata in Figure 7.7 (l)

contribute to a 'bridge', while only three of the line schemata in Ec= Ú l, î 2, î S, î ¿l ¡o

Figure T.I (Z)and (3) d.o so. Line schemaaî4 artaî2 respectively do not contribute to the

'bridges' they lie on. In Figure 7.1(4) only one of of the line schemata builds the bridge. The

formal definitions of a 'bridge' is given by the following:
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Definition 7.7 A bridge b of a set of n simultaneously collinear line schemata Ec =

ú 1, î 2, ..., în\ is a line schema which is produced by some line schemata in Ec

on which constraints being connected are solvable. The arity of a bridge b is the

number of line schemata which form this bridge, denoted by lb l. A bridge is

called a special if lúl =n.

Forexample,thearityof thebridge lb I =4inFigure7.7(1), lb I = 3inFigure7.1,(2) and(3)

because theline schemata î¿oraî2 
^r"embeddedinthebridges, 

respectively, and lb I =l
in Figure 7.L (4) because the line schemata î Z, î S arra î 4 are embedded in the line schema

î1m*forzrsabridge.

So the bridge in Figure 7.1, (L) is a specialbridge.It is evident from the definition above that

a special bridge is a bridge, but a bridge might not be a special bridge. The relation between a

special bridge and a bridge will be discussed later.

Figure 7.1 Some bridges of ¿¿= 1î 1, î 2, î 3, î l¡, 1t¡ is a special bridge; (2), (3), and
(4) are bridges.

Next, without loss of generality, let us consider just one arr¿mgement* of a set of colinear line

schemata ¿, = 1î I, î Z, î Sl which forms a special bridge. There is an arrangement of Ec, fot

instance, ordered. connected. line schema a {î I , î Z , î I in Figure 7 .zbelow.

* 
Arrangement wlth repetitions of n out of m elements - A finite sequence a=(ai7, '..,a¡n) of.

elements from some set A = {a7,...,a^1.I1 allthe terms of ø are distinct, then ø is called an

arrangement without repetitions. The number of arrangements of n out of m elements with

repetitions is mn, and that without repetitions r, (m)" = m(m - 1) .'. ( m -n '1) (Encyclopaedia

of Matlremalcs,1992, Vol. L, pp 256).

ît

îz

I1

T1

îz

t4
(2)

)

I2

(1)

(3)

î î3 î¿ 3

ît

(

îs î4

I 4I3îz
4
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ît îz T3

Figure 7.2 A special bridge.

First, let us observe that a special bridge of two collinear line schemata is an arrangement,

that is, there are two connecting possibilities for one line schema to connect with another. For

example, let us consider two line schemata

Î/ = üo"-rchema<<sfø rtl, endl>> artd

î 2 = l^"-"chema<<sfa rt2, end2>>.

There are four possible special bridges formed by the two line schemata î I ora î 2, th^t i",

for a given line schema Î1, th"r" are two possible alternatives for another line schema Î2 to

form a special bridge with it 
- 

one of the end points of î 2 Veng coincident with Î/, and

line schema Î1 n"r two alternative positions. By the rule of product* there are four possible

special bridges formed which are shown in Figure 7.3 below:

startl endl endl staftl

star2 end2 starP end2

sta¡t1 endl endl startl

end2 star2 end2 sta¡12

Figure 7.3 The four special bridges in an arrangement of a set of two collinear line
schemata.

* RuI" of Product If X can happen in x ways and a distinct event Y in y ways then (X and

Y) can happen in (xy) ways (Cohen, 1978, p13).
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Similarly, there are eight special bridges formed from Ec= ll I, 12, I 3| by the rule of product

which are shown in Figure 7. below

Figure 7.4 Eíght special bridges in an arrangement of a set of th¡ee collinear line

schemata ¿r= 1î 1, î Z, î Sl .

Let us summarise this result in the lemma 7.1below:

Lemma 7.1 There can be 2n special bridges in one arrangement of a set of n

collinear line schemata Ec.

Let us now consider permutations* of a set of n collinear line schemata Ec. Without loss of

generality, Iet Ec = ú 1, î 2, Î¡) rrr¿ let us study permutations each of which forms a special

bridge. Since there are 3l ( = 6) arrangements, shown in Figure 7'5 below:

* permutation of r elements - A finite sequence of length z in which all the elements are different, ie. a

permutation is an arrangement of n elements without repetition. The number of permutations is P(n) = n! =

n(n -7) (n -Z) -. (2) (1) (Enryclopaedia of Mathematics,l992,Yol.7,pp I27)'

startl endl end2 endl startlendS end2 end3
star2

startS start2
sta¡13

startl endl endl staftl end2end2 stafts staftS

starP star2 end?end?

sta¡'tl endl start2
endl sta¡'tl star2

endS end?

end2 sþrtg
end2 s,o,rts

startl endl endl staftl end2 staftSend2 starl3

stat2 starP
end?endS
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t1

î

îs

T]

îz

T3

îz

(1)

(3

(5)

îs

(2)

I3

4

îz

(6)

I

îs

î3

îz

)

I1

I]

ît

)

TI

2

( )

Figure 7.5 There are six permutations of Ec = $ 1, î 2, Î3¡, eacn of which forms a
special bridge.

Notice, in fact, that the special bridges (L) and (ó) in Figure 7.5 above are equivalent in terms

of end points. This is because the end points of both special bridge (1) and (6) are composed of

the end points of line schemata î I unaÎ3. th"r"fore, just one of both needs to be considered.

Similarly, the special bridges (2) and (4) are equivalent, and the special bridges (3) and (5)

also are equivalent. Thus, just half of these permutations distinctly forming special bridges

need to be considered in terms of end points, giving us the number of symmetric permutations*.

Let us investigate the properties of special bridges.

Theorem 7.LThe number of special bridges produced from a set of n colínear line

schemata Ec, denoted tlt (n), is

nl
tlt (n): 

t2" .

Its recu¡sive formula is tlt (n):2n tþ (tt- 1), (n > 1)

tþ (1) -- t.

* 
The set of permutations of a set (except for the singleton set) can be divided into two equal sets A, B such

that P: A- B isabiiectionwherePisthereflectionrelation. Symmetric permutationsof asetcanbe

generatedbychoosingoneof thesesetsÁ or B anditeratingthroughthechosenset. Andthenumberof

symmetricpermutation is 4 : + if the set has n elements."2
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Proof. Recall that the nr:mber of effective permutations is P, = 4 fro* th""2
discussion above, each of which can generate 2n special bridges from Lemma 7.1.

By the rule of product, there are V @) = !2^ "p."i^l 
bridges.

It is evident that V/(1) = 1. Since Ø(n) ^n 2n(n-l)!^n-t, _a-
2

n!

2
V(n-r),

the recursive formula is true. I

Now let us consider the property of general bridges

Theorem T.2Thenumber of generalbridges produced from a set of z collinear line

schemata Ëc , denoted iy 1n¡, is

n!* 2'
v(n)=îþç"-¡¡1

Its recursive formula is

V@)=2níy@-L)+n,

ít¡$) =t.

The relation between special bridges ttl @) andnon-simple bridges iy 1n¡ is

V@) =
V(n)

2

Proof. Letus think of how to construct a general bridge. First, we select h (h < n)

line schemata f¡om Ec and let them form a special bridge, and then we let the

remainder of Ec be embedded in this special bridge.

Therefore, in order to create a special bridge formed by just a single line schema

1

ttl(i)

(n\
t¡(1), there "t" [rJ 

ways to select one line schema from Ec. To create a special

bridge formed by two line schema t!/ (2), there "r" lil ways to select two line
\2)

schemata from Ec. Similarly, to create a special bridge formed by n line schemata
(n\

t¡l(z), there are | | ways to select n line schemata from Ec.

\n)

Thus, by the rule of sum* the number of non-special bridges is

* 
RuIe of Sum lf. event X can happen in ¡ different ways and a distinct event Y can happen in y different
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v@) =(î)',', .(i)r,r,. .(T)r,

since r¡r(n) =!z^ *. (;)
v2l.

(EQ 7.1)

, (EQ 7.1) can be rewritten as:

2nv@) -(:)i,.(:)i*.

rl(n - r)l

n!
){ )

nt 1!.,, n! 2l n, , , n! ftt .rn
=--¿ 'T - -...----ll(n-l)|2 2l(n-2)t / nl(n-n)|2

zr 22 2n
+ 

-+...+-
(n-I)r. (n-2)l (n- n¡t

Inordertodeterminetherelationbetween ltl@)a d íy1n¡,tetusrewrite (EQ7.2)

in the following form:

qr(n)-ir(#.år. .#)
w@)( 2' 22 2n I:-
2 [Cr-I)tz^-' 

' (n-2)t2^-' ""' (n-n)12^-t )

n!
)

n!

2

(EQ 7.2)

- w(n) 2l 22

(n- n)t
2

,*'),

2n
+ ++

2 2 n

I

w(n-2)
I...+-

V(n-n)

(EQ7.3)

It is evident that Vr(1) = l'. Since V@) =h V@ - 1), (EQ 7'3) can be rewritten

as:

rø(z) €l I= 2 àrt Ø

ú(n)=ry\#

ways then (X or Y) can happen in (r + y) ways (Cohery L978,p73).
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^-2r\srl
?*vØ)

=2níl¡@-l)+n

Since rir(Q) = 0 and V0)= l, the following recursive forrrula is true:

ú(n)-2níy(n-l)+n,

ú(t) = t. I

7.3 Implementation

With the above preliminaries in place we now describe the implementation of shape schema

gtanmars in the Ioæ" prograûrming language CLP(fi) which shares the following

behavioural properties with its antecedent Prolog.

(a) It is an almost declarative language allowing one to focus more cn objects and their

relations instead of on procedures.

þ) Its t¡nification mechanism offers a powerful pattem-matching capability

(c) It has implicit backtracking and meta operations, which simplify the code for complex

tests involving many inter-dependmt factors.

The CLP(S) language is a specific instance of the constraint logic ProgÌamming (CLP) scheme.

Its operational model is similar to that of Prolog. A major difference is that unification is

replaced by a more general mechanism of solving constraints in the domain of uninterpreted

functors over real arithmetic tenns. A CLP(fr) Program is a collection of rules. The definition

of a rule is similar to that of a Prolog clause, but it differs in two important ways: rules can

contain constraints as well as atoms in the body, and the definition of terms is more general.

The data structwe for an implementation of shape schema Slammars consists of four parts:

real schemata, point schemata, line schemata, artd shape schemata. We will introduce them

oneby one.
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7.3.1 Real Schemata

In Chapter 3 the following fundammtal definitions have been given:

a real schema Î = real<<r, c(î)>,

a point schema p = point< 1x,A), C( þ)> ,

a line schem u î = üne-schem a<<staft, enit>, C(î )> and,

a shape schema ô = shaPe<L, C(3)>'

Flere an implementation in the CLP(S) language will be described as folows:

A variable is a sequence of alphanumeric characters (inctuding "-"), eitherbeginning with an

uppercase alphabetic character or an underscote "-". Variables consisting of an underscore

only are anonymous variables and always represent a new variable.

A real schema has real constraints, with a predicate sreal(X) which is defined by the built-in

predicate reat(X) that enforces a constraint that X can take only real values.

sreal (sreal (v2lR) ) : - real (lrÀR) ,

An operation on a real is implemented as follows:

sr¡a¡(sreal (\¡ÀR) ,vAR) ,

whe¡e svar extracts the variable out of a sreal

7.3.2Point Schemata

A point schema is a pair of real schemata X and Y in a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate

system with a predicate point(X,Y) whidr must satisfy the rule below:

poi¡t (poinE (x, Y) ) : - sreal- (X) , sreal (Y) .

An example of operations on point coordinates is

minus (point (x1, Y1 ), poi¡E (l<2, Y2 ), vector (Xr' Yr) ) : -

sva¡(X1,X1v),

svar(Yl,YlV),

sr¡a¡ (X2 ,X2v) ,

sr¡ar (y2 ,y2Vl ,

)(r = XlV - X2V,
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Yr = Yl-V - l2V.

plus (point(x1,Y1),vector (x2,Y2),point (xr,Yr) ) : -

svar:(Xl-,X1V),

svar(Yl,Yl-V),

XrV=X1V+X2,

YrV=Y1V+Y2,

svar (Xr,)(rV) ,

svar(Yr,YrV).

The rule minus exPresses that point (xL, Y1) minus poinE (x2 ,'Ì2)

vector(xr,Yr) , and the rule plus exPresses that a Point pointr(x1,Y1)

point point (xr , Yr ) along a vector vector (x2 ,Y2) .

forms a vector

moves to another

7.3.3 Vector Schemata

A vector is represented as n reals (for z dimensions) and can be exPressed with the Predicate

ve c u o r (X1,X2,...,Y\rr)'

vector(vecÈor(-,-) ).

vector (X, Y) : - real (X) , real (Y) , ! -

The operation on a vector is as follows:

scalar(vector(X1,Y1), ParameEer,vector (X1 * ParameÈer,Y1 * Parameter) )

7.3.4Line Schemata

A line schema consists of a pair of end point schemata and is repesented by a predicate

line_schema which has three arguments: lines and line segments both are lePresented as

two points with the predicate line-schema, that is,

I ine-s chema ( SEartPo int., ErdPo int, Enbedding ),

where StartpoinÈ and EndPoint are the starting Point and ending point of this line

schema/ and eÍÌbedding is a container used to contain the line schemata embedded in this

line schema'.

* 
In implementations of shape granunars (Krishnamuti and Giraud 1986, Chase 7989; Tapia 1'996) the line
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Some operations on a line schema are as:

The first operation is:

line-schema (StartPoint, EndPoint, -)
point ( StartPoint) ,

point (EndPoint ) .

lstartPoint, E¡dPointl : -

where ' .-. ' is an infix operator, and its first argument,

line-schema(StartPoint, EndPoint, -),

isalineschemaandthesecondargurnent, IStartPoint.,EndPoint] , isalistwhichcontainsthe

two end points of this line schema;

The second operation is:

Line-schema (StarÈPoinE, EndPoint, -)
point ( SÈartPoint) ,

point (EndPoint) ,

coords (StartPoint, X1, Y1),

coords(EndPoint, X2, Y2) .

lx1, Yl_, x2, v2l:.-

where '..-..'is an infix operator, and its first argument,

line-sche¡na (StartPoinÈ, BrdPoint, -),

is a line schema and the second argument, lxl ,v1,,x2 ,v2l , is a list of X and Y coordinates of

the end points of this line schema, respectively;

The third operation is:

line-sche¡na (-, -, Ernbeddingr) G Bnbedding

where '@' is an infix operator, and its first argument,

line_schema (_, _, Èribedding),

is a line schema and the second argument, Enbedding, is a structu¡e containing the line

schemata embedded in this line schema.

A line represented by a parameter is implemented as follows:

line (LineSchema, Point, Parameter) :-

segment data structu¡e is 'line (StartPoint, EndPoint)', without the third argument for line schemàta above.
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Li¡reSchenra .-. [SPoint,,EPoinÈl,

¡ni¡l¡s (EPoinÈ, SPoi¡rt, l,ineVector ),

scala¡ (Linevector, ParaÍieeer, NestLinevector ),

plus (SPoj¡c, Ne\rLinevector, Point) .

where r,inesche¡na is a line schema, Point is any a Point m the line and parameter is a

Parameter of the line.

A tine segment represented by a parameter is implemented as follows:

line-segrnenÈ-closed (LineSchema, PoinÈ , ParameEer) : -

tine (Li¡reSchenra, PoinE, Pararnetser) ,

Paraneter >= 0, Parameter <= 1.

that is, a line segment is a line with a parameter Pa¡anetser (0 < earameter I l). Similarly,

the¡e are the following tfuee types of line schemata:

Iine-seg¡nents-clos+sÈartsioi¡È (Linesche¡na, Point, Parameter) : -

line (LineSchema, PoinÈ, Parametser) ,

Para[ieÈer >= 0, ParameEer < 1.

where the line sdrema line-seg¡ner¡t-closed-sÈartJoínt has a closed starting point and, a

open ending Point, that is, 0 ( Parameter ( 1.

l ine-segment-c losed-end3oint ( LineSchema, Point, Parameter ) : -

line (LineSche¡na, Point, Parameter),

Paraneter > 0, ParameÈer <= 1-

where the line schema line-segrment-closed-endJoint has a open starting point and a. closed

ending point, that is, 0 ( Paramet.er I l.

I ine-segrnenE-open ( LineSchema, Point, Parameter ) : -

line (LineSchqna, Points, Parameter) '

Pa-raÍietser > 0, Parameter < 1.

where the line schema line-segmenr-open has both a op€n starting point and an oPen ending

point, that is, 0 < Parameber ( l.
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7.3.5 Shape Schemata

A shape schema consists of a set of line schemata (labelled points are omitted from this

discussion -their addition is simple) and is represented by a predicate shape.

A shape is implemented as follows:

shape(l,ines) &- Lines.

where '&-' is afr extractor predicate, and its fust argument, shape (Lines ) , is a shape and the

second argum.ent, Lines, is the set of line schemata associated with the shape* .

T.4Matching

For a target shape schema and a candidate shape schema, the purpose of a match is to find

one object to be a subobject of another. In shape schema granunars matching discovers ways of

ernbedding a candidate sdrema into a target schema sudr that all lines of the candidate

sdrema become embedded sublines in some reduction of the target schema.

The propefies of the representation of shape schemata make an implementation complicated

because a match must recognise a ca¡rdidate shape schema to be a subshape of a target shape

schema exhaustively and completely under the criteria of constraint solvability.

Let us first present the implenentation of matching, and then analyse it logically:

match(TargeE, CandidaEe, l{atched, Ur¡l'fatched) :-

candidate-a:zangerent (Candidate, ltuÍiber, candidaEe-Arrangement),

Earget_a-rrange¡nenE(Earget, lùumber, Target-Àrrangenent, Unltfatched) 
'

Íìaech_a¡rangemer¡È (Caridídate-Arrangerien t , Target-Arrangerìent , Àrrangement ) ,

ernbed:nraEches (Àrrangernent, MatchedlJines ),

I'fatched &- llatchedLines.

This indicates that a candidate shape, ca¡rdidatse, matches a target shape, Target, and

produces a part of this target shape which matches this ca¡rdidate shape, Matched, with the

' There is a difference in the data structure for shape between shape grammars and shape sdrema Snmma¡s'

In implementations of shape grammars (Krishnamuti and Giraud 1986; Chase 1989; Tapia 1996) a shape

consists of a set of ceclasses, and line segments of each coclass share the same descriptor, that is, a shape S

= shape(ASetOCoClass). However, in an implementation of shape schema graÍunars we only consider that a

shape schema consists of a set of line schemata because a co-dass formed by sorre line sclremata depends on

the constraints on them being solvable. Therefore, in shape schema gÌanunars, a shape schema is defined and

represented by a set of line schemata.
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other part of this same target shape which does not match this candidate shape, ur:Matched,

if the following three predicates are satisfied:

L. Generate a k-arrangement of the candidate shape, candidate-Arrangement,

2. Generate a corresponding k-arrangement of the target shape, Target-ArrangemenÈ,

which matches the k-arrangment of the candidate shape above, Matched, and a

subshape which does not match the candidate shape, unMatched.

3. Permute the k-arrangement of the candidate shape, Candídate-Arrangement, and

make each of thembe embedded in eadr line schema of Target-Arrangement.

After reviewing the implementation of matching above, we now focus cn the arrangements of

both a candidate set of collinear line schemata and a target set of collinear line schemata

which reveal the whole Process of matching.

In order to understand the rule match above, let us first consider the rule

candidate-arrangement .

7.4.L Arangements of a Candidate Shape Schema

A candidate_arrangement is obtained by partitioning u candidate shape schema into

distinct sets of collinear line schemata, and producing bridges in each of these sets' Let r¡^s first

present its implementation as follows:

candidate-a¡rangement ( Candidate, Nurù¡er, Candidate-Arrangement ) : -

n¡>artition(Candidate, Number, partition)'

open-bridge-al 1 ( Parti t ion, Candidate-Arranqement ) .

wherenJarririon divides a set Tinto n (1 Sn< lTl) parts, and open-bridge-a11 produces

all possible bridges in each part of the partition above.

7.4.2 Atrangements of a Target Shape Schema

A targeg_arrangement is obtained by selecting some line schemata from a target shape,

then, partitioning them into distinct sets of collinear line schemata, and finally forming

special bridges in each of these sets.

The implementation of arrangements of a target shape schema is presented as follows:
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targeÈ_arrangement ( Targets , Number , Tatget-ArrangemenE , NoÈInTargetÂrrangernent ) : -

ge-n-subset(Target, NuÍìlcer, Subset, NotlnTargetÀrrangement)'

njartition(SubSeb, Nunber, Partit,ion),

bridge-al 1 ( ParEítion, TargeÈ-Arrangement ) .

where se_n-subser generates all of the subset B (m <lB l< I Al ) from a set A for a given value

m, and.bridge_a11 produces all possible special bridges in each part of the partition above'

7.5 Necessary Reduction

We have discussed the necessary relation in Chapter 3, which makes equality and

collinearity be equivalence relations and embedding be a partial order.

The implementation of necessary reduction is as follows:

necessarlz-reduce ( Shape , ReducedShape ) : -

same-t!æe ( Shape, Reducedshape) ,

necessala¡-reduce-ar.uc ( Shape, Reduced.Shape ) .

necessarar-reduce-aux ( Shape , ReducedShape ) : -

f irs E-and-res t ( Firs tL ine, Shape, Res tShape ),

necessar!¡_reduce_one(FirstLine,RestShape,ReducedLine, ReducedBl0neShape),

f irs t-an-d-res t ( Reducedline, Reducedshape, RestReducedShape ),

necessar)¡-reduce-ar¡x ( ReducedBlÓneShape, Res tReducedShape )'

nece s sary-reduce-aux ( Shape, ReducedShape ) : -

e¡rpty(Shape),

erq¡Èy(ReducedShaPe) .

In necessar¡r-reduce-one(oneLine,Shape,Reducedf,ine,Reducedshape), the first argument

oneLine is a line of the shape shape/ the second argument shape is the shape in which a line is

removed as the first argument, oner,ine, its the argummt Reducedline is a line which is

reduced with all lines in the shape shape under necessary reduction ruIes, and the fourth

argument Reducedshape is a shape in which all the lines can be reduced with the line oner,ine

necessarily being removed.
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7.6 Sum

The operation of sr¡n cn two shape schemata is an operation of sum cn sets of collinear line

schemata which are necessarily reduced from these two shape schemata. The

implementation of the operation of sum is presented as follows:

sum ( CandShape , Targshape , Sr¡nShape ) : -

append ( CandShape , Targshape , Shape ) ,

necessale¡-reduce ( Shape , Su¡tuShape ) .

The operation of sumon a candidate shape Candshape and a target shape rargshape generates

the final shape sumshape: first, concatenating these two shapes, and then producing the

srunshape by necessary reduction'.

7.7 Difference

The operation of dif ference is to remove embeddings generated by matching from target line

schemata. That is, now let u.s consider the implementation of the operation of dÍfference,

which amounts to removing the embedded lines in each line of the given shape.

diffe¡ence (Shape, Differer¡ce) : -

tl¡I>e (shape, shaPe) ,

f irst-and-rest (FirsEline, Shape, Rest),

dif ference (FirstLine, Resultl- ),

append (Resu1t1, RestResults, Difference) ,

difference (Rest, RestResulÈs ) .

difference (Shape, Shape) : -

e¡pty(Shape).

* 
Compared with implementations of shape graÍunars (Krishnamurti and Giraud 1986; Chase 1989), this

operation of sum in shape schema granuna¡s seems simpler and characteristic, because it captures the featu¡e

of shape sdrema grammars.
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difference (Line, ResultShape) :-

Line .-. lstart,End],

E¡pe (Result,Shape, shaPe) ,

T,ine @ Enlceddedlines,

difference ( Start, End, Embeddedlines, ResultShape) -

di f f erence ( SÈart, End, nnl¡eddedLines, ResultShape ) : -

e¡¡pty (tnbeddedr,ines ), !,

same-tlæe ( ResultShape, Btç>ty ),

eÍq>ty(Irrq>trY) ,

add-non-trivial-1ine ( Start, End, ltrIE¡ty, ResultShape)

difference ( Sta¡È, End, Enloeddedl,ines, ResultShape) : -

f irs t-and-res t ( F irs tÊnbedded, Enbeddedlines, Res tÊnbedded ),

FirsÈÊnbedded .-. lFirstEnd,NewStart],

add-non-trívia1-1 ine ( S tart, Firs tEnd, Res tResu1 E, Resul tShape ),

di f f erence ( Newstart, End, Res tErnlcedded, Res tResul E ) .

add-non-Èr ivial-l ine ( S tart, End, Resul t Shape, Resul tShape ) : -

Start /= End, !.

add-non-trivial-1 ine ( SÈart, End, RestResulÈ, ResultShape ) : -

NewLine .-. [Sta.rt,Ehd],

f irs t-and-res E ( Ne\,vline, Resul t Shape, Res lResu1 t ) .

7.8 Limitation of the Non-lineaf Equation Solver of CLP(91)

FIere we turn our attention to another ft¡ndamental feature of CLP(S): its constraint solver, in

particular, a non-linear constraint solver using a delay medranism (Jaffar and Michaylov,

7e86).

Depending on the power of the constraint satisfaction algorithm, the actual determination of

the solvability of a constraint may be delayed until it is sufficiently special to be solved. In
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CLP(9t), non-lineil constraints are delayed until a sufficient number of variables within them

are gror:nded so that the constraint becomes linear'

In practice there are constraints of four different forms:

functor constraints, e.g. X= f(Y, a, g(Y))

linear equations , e.g. 3+X + 8*Y = 10

. linear inequalities, e.g. 5*X > 9 + Y

non-linear equations, e.g. X = Y*Z,T= pow( X,Y), Y=sin(X).

Let us only discuss the non-linear constraint solver here. For example, a non-linear equation

X=Y *Z+10

canbe solved when either Y or Z becomes grounded and then this equation becomes a linear

equation.

Recall from Chapter 3 that a line can be represented by a parametric equation

p = start + k*(end - start), (FQ7.4)

where pisany pointonthisline having errdpoints, start artdend, arrd k is a line parameter

This line becomes a line segment if 0 *<7'

(EQ 7.4) is a non-linear equation if at least either start or end is . The problem is

that the CLP(fi) system cannot solve this non-linear equation cnits ownbecause in this case

the parameter k and either start or end rrray be always which the delay

mechanism of CLP(S) can not handle.

7.9 Oatput of CLP(91)

Although the CLP(9T) system cannot deal with the non-linear equations in shape schema

gr€üunars, it does ouþut some useful information. An imPortant feature of the CLP(fi) system

is its ability to ouþut the collected constraints of a successful derivation in a special form. In a

typical derivation, thousands of constraints may be collected, and printing them out without

simplification would lead to an unusable answer'

The CLP(S) system attempts to simplify the constraints in two ways: by projecting the

constraints onto a set of target variables (those appearing in the original goal or given by the

user in the argument of the predicate dump), and by eliminating redundancy in the constraints'
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It is very useful to obtain the coded form of the constraints with respect to given target

variables. The predicate dump/3 carries out this mission. There are three arguments because

it is not sufficient to simply provide the variables to be projected upon (the first argument)

and the variable that receives the coded form (the third argument). The second argument is a

list of tenns that are to replace the original variables in the coded forrr, and hence the

tength of the two lists must be the same.

There are two reasons for having sudr a second argumertt. First, it is inconvenient to

manipulate a coded fonrr containing variables that have the original arithmetic constraints

still imposed cn them. Second, in many cases it is more convmient to manipulate

representations of the coded forms with syntactic constants replacing the variables. The terms

resulting from manipulation can then have the original (or other) variable substituted into

place easily.

Any end point is ouþut with const¡aints relating to this end point. With the predicate

dump/3 we can obtain any md point and the corresponding constraints cn it. We can utilise

them in another way to solve this problem, instead of CLP(9T). This is introduced in the next

part.

7.L0 Non-linear Constrained Optimization Problems

Because of the limitations of non-linear constraint solving in CLP(S), we have to employ a

non-Iinear constrained optimisation solver. That is, we transform the information of the

predicate dump/3 of CLP(fi) into a non-linear constrained optimization problem for each errd

point of a line schema of a shape schema.

The goal of using non-linear constrained optimization is to find both a lower bor-rrd and an

upper bor¡nd for each coordinate of each end point in a shape schema. Each end point, e.g' þ, is

then graphically located in a box which indicates the bormds of the constraints cn this end

point, P(þ,). Flowever, this doesnotmeanthat any mdpoint within this box satisfies the

constraints, only that there are some end points within this box which satisfy the constraints.

First let rs consider a non-linear constrained optimization problem. The objective functiorU

f(x),tobe minimised or maximised may be subject to constraints which may be in the form of

equatity constraints, g¡(x) (i =1, ..., m), ot inequality constraints, 8¡@) < 0 (i = m, *1, ..., m). A

general problem (GP) description is stated as:

(GP) minimize/(r)
refrl

subject to: g¡(x) = 0, i = 7, ..., tne
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S¡@) <0 i = me+l, ..., ffi

where x is the vector of design parameters, (re S" ), / is the objective function (/ 
' 
S" =+ S),

and g is the vector of equality and inequality constraints þ: Sn + S^).

The objective function/(x) in our problems is only a one-dimensional vector which is either an

x-coordinate or a y-coordinate of one end point, e.g.,f(x) = x.

Each x-coordinate (or y-coordinate) has both a lower bot:rrd and an uPPer boutd which

corresponds to the minimised and maximised objective function/(x), that is,

(GPl) minimize ¡
xe9ll

subject to: gi(x) -- 0,

g(x) <o

produces a lower bor¡¡rd for r. And

(GP2) minimize (- r )
refrl

subject to: g¡(x) = 0,

g(x) <o

i = 1, ..., rlle

i = me*1, ..., m

i = 1, ..., me

i = mea1, ..., m

produces an upper bound for x.

In order to solve the non-Iinear constrained optimisatiory the optimisation 'toolboxl of

MATLAB is used. The name MATLAB stands f.or matrix laboratory. MATLAB is a technical

computing environment for high-performance numeric computation and visualisation, which

also features a family of application-specific solutions called its Toolbox.

MATLAB is usually used in a command-drivm mode; whm single-line commands are entered,

MATLAB processes them immediately and displays the results. MATLAB can also execute

sequences of commands that are stored in files. Together, these two modes form an interpretive

environment.

Disk files that contain MATLAB statements are called M-files because they have a file type

of '.m' as the last part of the file name. Two types of M-files can be usedz scripts andfunctions.

Scripts, or script files, automate long sefJumces of commands. The statements in a script file

operate globally cn the data in the workspace. Scripts are useful for performing analyses,
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solving problems, or designing long sequences of comrnands that become cumbersome to do

interactively.

Functions, or function files, provide extensibility to MATLAB. They allow the adoption of

new frrnctions to the existing functions. An M-file that contains the word 'function' at the

beginning of the first line is a function file. A fr¡nction file differs from a script in that

arguments may be passed, and variables defined and manipulated inside the file are local to

the function and do not operate globally on the workspace.

We transform the coded form of constraints on each end point into a format of MATLAB which

includes a ftrnction file and a script file so that the optimization toolbox can be used. There are

two corresponding script files which include starting guesses and the optimization toolbox

functions, because both a lower bound and an upper bound of an X-coordinate (or a Y-

coordinate) of an end point are generated by GP1 and GP2, which are written into two function

file s.

7.1L Frame of Interface

The interpreter of shape schema granìmars with the optimisation toolbox from MATLAB and

an interface constitute a prototype shape schema rule system which operates with shape

schemata and shows the results obtained graphically.

We take advantage of the capabilities of CLP(9T) in which the interpreter is implemented,

such as symbol-manipulation capabilities, constraint solvers, and its ouþut features.

However, we have to employ optimization techniques to manage non-Iinear equations because

of the limitations of the non-Iinear equation solver of CLP(9î) as described previously. This

results in using the optimization toolbox of MATLAB which finds a lower bound and an uPPer

bor:nd of both X-coordinate and Y-coordinae of each end point of a shape schema.

A shape schema is shown in an envfuonment of Tk/Tcl which shows both a rule applied to a

cu¡rent target shape schema and results obtained from an application of the rule. Each md

point of the shape schema is associated with a box which indicates the bounds of this point.

Thus, the shape schema grarrunars system is made up of three subsystems: one is an interpreter

in CLP(fr), one is an optimization solver r¡nder MATLAB and the last is a display system with

Tk/Tcl.

The structure is shown below (Figure 7.6):
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User

Shape schema grammar

interpreter

(cLP (R) )

Optimization solver

(MATLAB)

(rk/TcI)

Display

Figure 7.6 The structure of a prototypical shape schema rule system

7.12 Examples

Some examples are presented in this section to demonstrate some characteristics of shape

schema graÍìm¿üs.

7.12.1Example L

Let us first discuss the example presented in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4 in terms of CLP(fr). The

initial shape 3t is a shape schema which consists of only one line schema, as shown in

Figure 7.7. Each box, containing the md points of this initial shape ,îf , represents the

constraints on the corresponding end point.
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Figure 7.7 An initial shape consisting of only one line schema.

That is,

,ît = shape<lItl>,

where

/t = line-schema<<îstan, îend >>,

îsturt= point<<f îsturtr, îstanr), and

îend = potnt<<îend ,, t îend, >> .

The constraints on each coordinate of the end points of. ît are as follows:

C"(cîsnrrr) = { 0S îstartr32l,C*(îstanr)= Í0< îstartrSTl,

C*(îendr) = {4< îend,<61, C*(tendr) = { 4 < îendr<51.

The initial shape is represented in the interpreter as:

initial-shape ( Inítia1-Shape) : -

Line ..-.. lstartx, Starty, Ðrd;c, Endy],

0 <= Startx, SEartx <= 2,

0 <= Starty, Starty <= l,

4 <= Erdx, Ðrdx <= 6,

4 <= Ðrdy, Eedy <= 5,

Inítia1-Shape &- [ l,ine ].
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7.12.L.L A Shape Schema Rule

We corrsider a shape sdrema rule whose left-hand side is a single line schema and whose

right-hand side is the left-hand side rotated 90 degrees about its centre anticlockwise (Figure

7.8).

LHS RI-{S

Figure 7.8 A schema rule.

The length of the left-hand side of this schema rule is equal to that of the right-hand side,

and both share the same centre. The left-hand side is a line schema with no constraints on it.

The schema rule is represented in the interpreter as:

ths (Single-Line-Ru1e, IÍIS) :-

Line..-.. 1_,_,_,_1 ,

IJHS &- lLine] .

rhs(Single Line-Ru1e, LHS, RHS):-

nth-line ( 1, Line, LHS),

Líne ..-.. lStartx, StarEy, Ðtdx' Endy],

Midx = (Startsx + tutðx) /2,

Midy = (Starty + F;ttdy) /2,

rotate(LHs, [90, Midx, MidY1, nxs).
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7.L2.L.2 Display

The interface of the interpreter above can ouþut the matched part llatched and unmatched

part unuatched of a target shape after applying a shape schema rule to it. The following

results show the matched part uatchea of the target shape associated with constraints m

MaE.ched.

l,fatchedShape = shape( [

line-schema(point( TStartx, Tstarty ), point
l1ine-sche¡na-(point(cstartx, cstarÈy ), point(cEndx, ctrdy ),

TStarÈx <= 2

0 <= TStartx

TStartY <= 1

0 <= TStarty

TÈrdx<= 6

4 <= TEndx

EEndY <= 5

4 <= TErdy

0 <= Tl-

Tl- <= 1

T1<T2

T2<= I

0<=T2

Cstartx - TsÈartx = (lEndx - TStartx)* T1

csbarty - Tstarty = (fEndy - Tstarty) * 11

CEndx - TSEa.rEx = (TEndx - Tstartx) *T2

CEndy - Tstarty = (TEndy - TStarty) *T2

(TEndx,
_) | _r)r)

TEhdy )

Notice that the matched part of the initial shape is a shape schema associated with its

constïaints. The ieft-hand side of the shape schema rule is embedded in the target shaPe,

that is,

line-sche¡na(point( Tstartx, Tstarty ), point(TEndx'
l1ine-sche¡na(point(CStartx, Cstarty ), point(CÈrdx, CÈrdy ), -) l-])l).
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The last four equality equations are that constraints cn the left-hand side of the shape

schema rule which is a subshape of the target shape are solvable becasue this left-hand side

matched the initial shape.

The following shows the first design obtained after applying the sc-hema rule to the initial

shape schema.

Shape = shape(l

line-sche¡na(point (TStartx, TstarÈy), poinÈ (Cstartx, Cstarty

1íne-sche¡na(point(cEndx, cEndy), point(TEndx, lEody), -),

line-schema(point(SÈa¡tx, SÈasÈy), point(Endx, Endy)' -) I )

TSÈarÈx <= 2

0 <= TSEarÈx

TStarty <= l

0 <= Tstarty

Ttrdx<= 6

4 <= Ttrdx

TÈrdY <= $

4 <- TEndy

0 <= Tl-

TL<=1

TT<T2

12<= I

0<=T2

StarÈx = O.5*CEndy + O.s*CEndx - O.s*Cstarty + O-s*Cstartx

SLarty = O.5*CEndY - 0.s*CEndx + 0.s*Cstarty + O.s*Cstartx

Endx = -0.S*CEndy + O.s*Cfrrdx + 0.5*Cstarty + 0.S*Cstartx

Endy = 0.S*CEndy + 0.S*CEndx + 0.S*CStarEy - 0.S*CStartx

Cstartx - Tstartx = (TEndx - TstarÈx)* T1

Cstarty - TsÈa.rty = (TÐxdy - Tstarty) * Tl-

CEndx - TstarÈx = (IEndx - Tstartx) *T2

CEndy - Tstarty = (lEndy - Tstarty) *T2

) , -) ,
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Recall the generated design from Section 4.2.3 of Chpater 4 (shown below):

Y
6

5

4

3

2

1

êenà' îend

h

I
ôend

I,

cstun
t start êstart'

012 945 67 X

Figure 7.9 A generated design.

Notice from the ouþut of the firstly generated design above that this generated design

consists of three line schemata where the first two line schemata are rePresented as:

line-schema(point(Tstartx, fstarty), point(CStartx, csuarty ), -)'

line-schema(point(CE¡:dx, CEndy) , point(TÞrdx, TEndy) ' -),
whiclr correspond to [/ ana i' n figr-,r" 7.9 above.

The third line schemata is represented as:

line-schema(point(SÈartx, Sta¡ty) , point(ÊIdx' Endy) , -)
which is generated by rotating the line schema embedded in the target shape in the ouþut of

the matched shape above and corresponds to î,h tnFigseZ-9.

Now let us build the non-linear or linear constrained optimization problems. Each variable of

a line schema of the design obtained by applying the schema rule to the target shape

corresponds to two non-Iinear or linear constrained optimization problems: both share the

same constraints in the ouþut of the matched shape above, but have different objective

functions. For instance, an internal variable Tstarts represents the x-coordinate of the starting

point of the first line schema of this shape. A minimisation optimization problem which

conesponds to a function fite of MATLAB, e.g. f-min-L-1.m, produces a lower bound, and a

maximisation optimization problem which corresponds to another function file of MATLAB,

e.g. f_max_l_l.m, produces an upper bound. They look as follows in the format of the

Optimization Toolbox of MATLAB (Figure 7.L0).
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fuacÈío¡ lf, sl = f-min-l-l(Y)

SObj ective fi¡¡tction :

f = y(1);

tEquality consÈrai¡¡Ès

tlnequality consEraint.s

s(1)= y(1) - (2) ;

e(21= _1y(L));

f,uncËion tf, ftl = f oax-l-l (Y)

tobjecÈive fi¡nction:

f = - y(1);

SEquality constraints

SInequality conscraints

g(1)= y(1)-(2);
e(2)= -(y(1));

Figure 7.10 Two function files of MATLAB which produce a lower bound and an uPPer

bound respectively.

where the user-defined name of the function file:

f 
-MaxOrMin-L 

ine Index-Po intCoordi da È e Index

indicates that a function file represents the l-th line and l-th point coordinates of the l-th line

if the Linelndex is i and the PointCoordidatelndex is 7, and a line has four coordinate Points.

For example, MATLAB function files of the first line schema of this design

line-sche:na(point(Tstartx, Tstarty), point(Cstartx, cstarty ), -),

are as:

f-mac-1 1 and f-min-1-1 <+

f-mac-1-2 a¡rd f-¡n-in-1-2 <+

f-mæc-1-3 and f-rnin-1-3 <+

f-mæc-1-4 and f-rnin-1-4 <+

TStarÈx

TStarÈy

CStartx

CStarEy
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A list of function files below are built which correspond to each variable of a line schema of

the ouþut of the generated design above.

f-mæ<-L-1 .m

f-næc-l--2.m

f-mæc-L-3.m

f-mær-l--4.m

f-mæc-2-1 .m

f-mæ<-2 2.m

f_max-2-3.m

f-rnax-2-4.m

f-mæ<-3-1 .m

f-mæ<-3-2.m

f-max-3-3.m

f_mæ<-3-4.m

driver-design.m

f-lrún_L-1 .m

f-rnin-1-2.m

f-rn-in-1-3.m

f-min-1-4.m

f-¡n-in-2-1 .m

f-n-in-2 2.m

f_¡n-in-2-3.m

f_rn-in-2-4.m

f-min-3-1 .m

f-nin-3-2.m

f_nr-in-3-3.m

f_min-3-4.m

L,
2,
3,

4,
7.,

2,
3,

4,

L,

2,

3,

[,

0.000000,

-0.000000,
0.000000,

-0 .000000,

0.000000,

-0.000000,
4.000000,

4.000000,

0.000000,

-r-.000000,

-0.500000,
-0 .000000,

2.0000001.

r_.0000001.

6.0000001 .

s .000000 I .

6.0000001.

s.0000001.

6.0000001.

5.0000001 .

6.s000001 .

5.0000001.

6.0000001.

6.0oooool.

The last file above is a script file which runs these function files in the Optimization ToolBox

of MATLAB. The results obtained from the function files above a¡e shown below:

Iine index ¡ro:lnt index lower bound upper bound

I1,
t1,
t1,
t1,
12,

12,

12,

t2,
t3,
I3,
[3,
t3,
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Let us first show the generated design line-by-line above. The lower bounds and upper bor.rrds

of the first line schema

line-schema(poinÈ(Tstartx, TStarEy), poÍnt(CStarÈx, cstarty ), -),

arel

t1,
[1,
[1,
t1,

L,

2,
3,

4,

0 . 000000,

-0. 000000,

0.000000,

-0 . 000000,

2.0000001 .

1.0000001 .

6.0000001 .

s.0000001 .

which mearns that the bound constraints on the fi¡st line schema are

0 <rstartx <2, 0srstarty <L,

0 lcstartxS6, 0Scstartyl5,

which is shown below (Figure 7.11)

Y

6

5

4

3

BQstart)

þ(stan) 2

0 1234567 X

Figure 7.11. The fi¡st line schema of the design.

The smaller box of Figure 7.L1 indicates the constraints on the lower end point of the first line

schema of the design, which is drawn at the centre of the smaller box, and the bigger box

indicates the constraints on the upper end point of the first line schema, which is also drawn

at the centre of this bigger box.
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Similarly, the lower bounds and upper botmds of the second line schema

sdrernline-schema(point(CEnù<, cEndy), poinE(TEndx, TEndy), -)

are:

Bound constraints on this second line schema are

0 ScBndx<6, 0 S cBnarÉ 5,

4lrrnaxló 4 S tnndy( 5,

which is shown below (Figure 7.12) as p(ôstart), þ(îstart), p(ôend), B(îend)

Y

þ

5

4

3

2

1

þ(êend)
p (îenà)

0 1234s67 X

Figure 7.l2The second line schema of the design'

The lower bounds and upper bounds of the third line schema

line-schema(point(SEartx, StarEy), poinÈ(Endx, Endy), -)

0.000000,

-L.000000,

-0.500000,

-0.000000,

12,

Í2,
12,

12,

L,

2,

3,

4,

1

2

3

4

0 .000000,

-0. 000000,

4.000000,

4.000000,

6.0000001 .

5.0000001 .

6.0000001.

5.0o0oool.

6 .500000 l

5.0000001

6.0000001

6.0000001

afe:

t3,
t3,
[3,
t3,
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The bound constraints on this third line schema are:

0 lstartxl6.5, -1<starty 35,

-0.5 < Endx I 6, 0 S nndyl 6,

which is shown below (Figure 7.13):

)

4

l
)

1

\

123456

Y
þ(ôend )

þGstan)

0 7 x

Figure 7.l3The third line schema of the design.

The upper box of Figure 7.13 indicates the constraints crt the upper end point of the third line

schema of the design, which is drawn at the cmtre of the uPPer bo>; and the lower box

indicates the constraints on the lower end point of the third line schema, which is also drawn

at the centre of this lower box.

The whole design is shown as follows (Figure 7.14):

1

123456

Y
þ(êen¿ )

þ(êstarf )

0 7 X

Figure 7.74 ttre fust design generated.
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Now we can see a design generated by a schema rule and a target shape graphically

(Figure 7.15). Since there a¡e constraints on the design, the diagram is not easily understood.

Figure 7.15. Ouþut from the graphic interface.

7.12,2 Example 2

This example shows how we can recognise emergent shapes in shape schema grammars. As in

shape granìmars and parametric shape grarnmars, emergent shapes as subshapes are inherent

in the shape schema formalism and for¡nd as a matter of course by its interpreter. The initial

shape consists of five line segments, as shown in Figure 7.76betow:
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Y
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9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10 11
X

Figure 7.16 Aninitial shape consisting of five line segments.

This initial shape is represented in the interpreter below:

initial-shape ( Shape) : -

Linel ..--. 10,4,t0'8J,

Line2 ..-.. [10,0,4,11-],

Líne3 . . -. . l7 ,tl ,t,01 ,

Line4 ..-.. [0,]-,1-1,11,

Line5 ..-.. 1L0,4,0,51 ,

Shape &- [Linel,Line2,Line3,Líne4,Line5] .

The goal of this example is to recognise emergent triangles of the initial shape. In effect,

there are five emergent triangles in this initial shaPe, whidr are shown in Figure 7.L7 below:
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Figure 7.17 Five emergent triangles.
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7.a2.2.7. A Shape Schema Rule

A shape schema rule, named rotated-triangle, is shown in Figure 7.18 below. Its left-hand

side is a triangle schema and its right-hand side is this left-hand side totated L80 degrees

about its centroid.

+>

Figure 7.18 A shaPe schema rule'

This shape schema rule is represented by the interpreter:

lhs (rotated-triangle, Triangle) : -

Linel .-. [Start]., Endll* ,

t,ine2 .-. ISEart2, fnd2],

Line3 .-. [SÈart3, End3],

Êrd1 = Start2,

End2 = Start3,

Erd3 = SÈart1.

rhs ( ro tated-Èriang1e, Triangle, RotaÈed-Tr iangle ) : -

centre (friangle, tX,Yl ) ,

rotate (Triangle, t L80, x, Yl , Rotated-Triangle)

7 .72.2.2 Detecting Emergent Shapes

Matching in shape schema grarnmars depends upon constraint-solving rather than Euclidean

transformations.

lsÈart, End] means that a line consist of two end points, sÈarc and End*_.
LLne
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Notice that since this initial shape is grotrnded, lower and upper bcrrrd boxes of an end point

are coincident with it.

The following figures (Figure 7.79 and Figure 7.20) show two detected emergmt triangles in

Figure 7.77 (7) and (4):

Figure 7.19 An emergent triangle of Figure 7.17 (7) rotated-
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Figure 7.20 An emergent triangle of Figure 7.77 (4) rotated

7.12.3 Example 3

The aim of this example is to show that schema rules are generalisations of shape rules.

When the same shape schema rule applies to different initial shapes, there are different

design results generated.

The initial shape of this exanple is a shape - a half-hexagon as shown below (Figure 7.21)

(Mitchell, 1990).

Figure 7.21 A^ initial shape - a half-hexagon.
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This initial shape can be represented by the interpreter as:

initial-shape (Hhexagon) : -

Linel- ..-.. [0,0,4'0],

l=pow(3,0.5),

Line2..-.. [4,0,3,Y],

Line3 ..-.. [3,Y, ]-, Yl ,

Line4 ..-.. [1, Y, 0,0],

llhexagon &- ll,inel, Líne2, l,ine3, Line4l

7.72.3.1A Shape Schema Rule

A schema rule is shown in Figure 7.22 beLow.Its left-hand side is a quadrilateral and its

right- hand side is the left-hand side combined with the left-hand side reflected about its

right-most side.

+

Figure 7.n A shape schema mle'

This shape schema rule can be represented in the interpreter as:

ths (half-hexagon, Quadrilateral ) : -

Linel . . -. . lxl 'YL 'X2 ,Y2l ,

Line2 . .-. . ÍX2,12,X3,Y31 ,

Line3 . .-. . [X3,Y3 ,y'4,Y4] ,

Line4 ..-.. lx4,Y4,xl'YtJ,

Quadrilateral &- [Line].,Line2,Line3'Line4l .

rhs (ha1f-hexagon, Quadrilateral, RHS) : -
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nth-line (1, Líne, Quadrilateral) ,

reflect (QuadrilaÈeral, Line, Reflected) ,

sum (9uadrilateral, Reflected, RHS) .

7.12.3.2Designs

In order to illustrate matching clearly, let us label the left-hand side of the shape schema

rule in Figure 7.23below.

a d

b
c

Ca

Figure 7.23 Tlrre left-hand side of the shape schema rule is labelled'

As we saw in Section 4.L of. Chapter 4 there are two matches of a line schema matching

another. There are eight matches (shown in Figure 7.24beLow) of the left-hand side matching

the initial shape 
- 

a half- hexagon shown in Figure 7.22 above.

d ba

b

a a

d

d
d

b

Figure 7.24 Eight matches of the left hand side matching the initial shape 
-a half- hexagon.

b

d

c

c

a

c

c

a
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Thererfore, there are eight generated designs (shown in Figure 7.25) Ítom these eight matches

in Figure 7.24 above.

a,

b a dc

c d

a b

b a

d

a a. b

Figure 7.25 Eíghit generated designs.

Let us compare these generated designs in Figure 7.25 wíth those in Half-Hexagon Table

Grammar (Mitchell, 1990,p1,43-t47).The designs of the first two rows of Figure 7.25 above can

be generate d.by rule 2 and ruIe 3 . The designs of both the third row and the fourth row can not

be produced by the rules of the Half-Hexagon Table Grammar.

Some gmerated designs are shown in Figure 7.26below:

b

ab

cd

c d

cd

b
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7.L2.4 Example 4

This example demonstrates that when the same rule applies to the different initial shapes,

there are differently generated designs. This exmple is a varialtion cn Example 3 where

initial shape is a trapezium shown tnFig:reT'27.

Figure 7.27 A trapezium initial shape'

This initial shape can be represented by the interpreter as

initial-shape (Trapezium) : -

Linel- ..-.. [0,0,4,0],

Líne2 . .-. . f4,0,4,2J ,

r,ine3 . . -. . 14,2,2 ,21 ,

Line4 ..-.. 12,2'0,01 ,

Trapezium &- [Line]-, f'ír:e2, Line3, Line4l.

After applying the same shape schema rule in Section 7.12.3 above to this initial shape

above, the generated designs are shown in Figure 7'28'
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Figure 7.28 Some ouþuts from the graphic interface.
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7.L2.5 Example 5

This example demostrates that the same shape scherna rule applying to different initial

shapes produces different results.

A shape schema rule is shown in Figure 7.29:

Figure 7.29 Ashape schema rule

It can be represented in the interpreter as:

ths (ha1f-horagon-chinese3aEtern, LIIS) : -

Linel-..-.. lx]- ,Yt,x2,Y2l ,

Line2 . . -. . lX2,Y2,X3 ,Y3l ,

Line3 ..-.. [x3,Y3,X4,Y4] '

Line4 ..-.. [X4,Y4,X1,Yl] '

LHS &- [Line1,Li¡¡e2,1'íne3,Line4] .

rhs ( hal f-hexagon-chineseJattern, LHS, RHS ) : -

nth-Iine ( 1, Line1, lfiS)'

nÈh-line (2,I'ine2, LHS),

Linel ..-.. [x0,Y0,-,-],

Line2 ..--. ¡-,-,712,Y27'

tra¡rs late-vector ( [X0, Y0 ], lx2, y2 l, TVec tor ),

translate (LHS, 1\Iector, TranslaEed),

nth-line ( 1, Tlinel, Translated) ,

Tl,ineL ..-.. [1X0,T1¿0,-,-],

rotaÈe (Translated, [ -90, TXo, TYo ], RotatedlHs )'

SUM(IJIS, ROTATCdIJIS, RIIS) .
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There are two different initiat shapes, one is a half hexagon, the other a trapezium, as shown

in Figure 7.30.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.30 (a) is a half hexagon and (b) is a trapezium.

These two initial shapes can be represented as:

iniÈia1-shape (tlhexagon) : -
y=portr(3,0.5),

LineL ..-.. [0,Y,4,Y],

l,ine2 . . -. . 14,Y ,3 ,2*!J ,

Line3 . . -. . 13 ,2*Y, t' 2*Y) '

Line4 ..-.. L!' 2*Y, 0,Y] ,

Ilhexagon &- [Linel , Line2, Line3, l,ine4]

initial-shape (Trapeziun) : -
Linel- ..-.. [0,3,3,3],

Line2..-.. Í3,3,3,41 ,

Line3 ..-.. 13,4, 1-, 41,

Line4 ..-.. ÍL,4,0,31,

Trapezium &- [Line1, Line2, Line3, Line4l

After applying the shape schema rule in Figure 7.29 above to these initial shapes

respectively, the correponding designs are shown in Figures 7.31' artd7.32 below:
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Figure 7.31 Some outputs from graphic interface for the initial shape
in Figure 7.30 (a).
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Figure 7.32 Some output form graphic interface for the initial shape

in Figure 7.30 þ).
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7.13 Summary

In this chapter we first discussed properties of collinear line sdremata, which are bases of an

implementation of shape schema graÍìmars. Then, the structu¡e of the interpreter was

introduced. In order to illustrate a shape schema or a design, we employ optimisation

software in M+.TLAB to compensate for the limited capability in the solution of non-linear

equations in CLP(S). This produces a lower boLrd and an uPPer bound for the x- and y-co-

ordinates of each md point of a shape schema. Finally, several examples were presented to

demonstrate the characteristics of shape schema gfarnmars and their ouþut from the curent

interpreter.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

The aim of this research was stated in Chapter L to be to show that shape schema grammars

will generate unexpected and interesting results which differ from those of shape grammars

and parametric shape grammars. The research has fulfilled its aim, although the

computational demands of implemented shape schema grammars and the difficulty of

predicting their behaviour in even apparentþ simple cases means that there remains a great

deal of work to be done.

8.1 Research Outcomes

The specific outcomes of this research are:

1. A mathematical discussion of Woodbury's (1997) formulation of shape schema rules and

shape schema grarnmars is developed and presented.

2. The results of applying shape schema rules to a cross-section of shapes and shape schema is

d.emonstrated, illustrating the richness and unpredictability that characterises the action of

shape schema rules.

3. The multiplying effects of the recursive application of shape schema rules in a shape schema

grammar is demonstrated, revealing a behavioural complexity which aPPears to be typical of

shape schema grarunars.

4. The differences in behaviour between shape grammars, parametric shape grammars and

shape schema grammars are articulated and demonstrated, with attention to both the

representation of shapes and shape schemata and to the form of generated design sPaces. Shape
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schema granunars are shown to generate design spaces which neither shape Sranunars nor

parametric shape grarunars can emulate.

5. The phenomena of bifurcation is shown to be manifested when certain shape schema rules are

applied.

6. The difficulties in representing and interpreting shape schema grammars as graphically

diagrammed visualisations of rules, designs and derivation trees are revealed.

8.2 A Comparison of Grammar TYPes

Shape grammars (SG) (Stiny, 1980a) are mathematical devices by which designs can be created

according to rules. A rule is a specification of a design action that may be on a representation if

given properties of the representation hold. A grammar, a properly specified rule system,

generates designs that constitute a language. The form of the rules can be expressed as a + p'

That is, a rule is composed of two parts: a left-hand side and a right-hand side. A design can be

generated by applying shape rules to a target shape. By definition, a shape rule applies to a

target shape if the teft-hand side of the rule is a subshape of the target shape. That is, there is

a transformation ø whidr makes ø a subshape of a target shape ?'' The action replaces the

subshape in the left-hand side with the subshape in the right-hand side. The formula of

replacement is given by

y'=ly-r(d)l+r(þ),

where y' is anewly generated design from a target shape 7 under the transformation z. These

rules supply an approach for people to search a design world recursively.

A subshape relation of shape grarunars is an ordered set (reflectivity, antisymmetry and

transitivity) hold. Thus, shapes and subshape relations form a lattice. Furthermore, a lattice

á is said to be a Boolean algebra if it is distributive and every element a e A has the

complement -ø. And every Boolean algebra has the zero element and the unit element.

parametric shape grammars (PSG) (Stiny, 1980a) are an extension of shape grammars by

replacing shape rules with shape schema rules only. A shape schema rule ø + p consists of

parameterized labelled shapes ø and p. A new shape rule, g(ø) + 8(þ)' is defined if an

assignment g is assigned to a schema rule ø -+ p. This shape rule can be applied to a target

shape and generate a new design if there is a transformation ø which makes g(a) a subshape of

a target shape. The formula of replacement is given by
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y' = (y - tls@\) + cls(þ)],

where y' is a newiy generated design from a target shape 7 and a shape rule g(ø) + 8$)

under a transformation z.

We notice from the definitions above that parametric shape grammars employ shape schema

rules which are generalisations of shape rules instead of actually being shape rules. However,

the way of applying a rule schema to a target shape is instance by instance, that is, assigning

an assignment g to a shape schema rule a + B so as to get an instance of the scheme rule. Then a

parametric shape grammar becomes a shape grarrlmar, and operates in the same way as shape

graÍunars do. An initial shape of both shape grammars and parametric shape grammars is a

shape. In both shape granunars and parametric shape grammars all nodes of derivation trees

are shapes. All transformations used in both are Euclidean transformations (Stiny, 1980a).

Shape schema grammørs (SSG) (Woodbury, L997) are generalisations of shape grammars. They

use shape schemata rather than shapes as the representation on which they act. Shape

schema graÍunars realise their designs with rules, ø + p, where the two sides of a rule schema

are shape schemata, and there is an initial shape schema. By definition, a schema rule applies

to a target shape schema if the left-hand side of the schema ruIe is a subshape schema of the

target shape schema, and the action replaces the left-hand side by the right-hand side. That

is, when the target shape schema satisfies the specification specified by the left-hand side, a

specific action will transform the old shape schema into a new shape schema. More precisely,

if constraints on the left-hand side of a rule schema being a subshape schema of a target shape

schema are solvable, then this occurrence can be replaced with the right-hand side of the rule

schema. The formula of replacement is given by

T' =ly - m(a))+ m(þ)

where y' is anewly generated design from a target shape schema 7 under a match m

A subshape relation in shape schema grarrunars is not an ordered set because transitivity does

not hold. Therefore, shapes and subshape relations ca¡rnot form a lattice. Moreover, there is not

a Boolean algebra except if some extra constraints are added'

Since the process of determining the left-hand side of a shape schema rule to be a subshape of

target shape schema is by constraint-solving which covers all possible instances of a match, a

node of a derivation tree represents all the possible design instances at this stage which satisfy
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An initial shape
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An application
form of a rule
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A shape schema
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Detecting
By constraint-solving

Nodes on a
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Shape schemata

Replacement
formula

y' =ly - n(a)l + m(þ)

m indicates a match
Note

Figure 8.1 The differences between SSG and SG or PSG'

8.3 Shape Schema Rules in Design

This thesis concentrates on single rule applications and short sequences of ruIe applications,

with examples chosen to demonstrate the behaviour of the formalism. There are a number

of points which can be made about the potential of shape schema rules and grammars in a

wider field of art and design.

In fine art, there is now a considerable body of work using algorithmic processes to generate

designs. stiny's original work (1975) on shape grammars was developed in this context.

Bruton (Igg7) has written on the contingent sense in which artists use ideas of grammars,

and the representation of art in Srammars. Shape schema grammars will produce

unexpected results which are still linked by shape relations. It will be for artists to explore

their potential.

In design, including architecture, the generality of the formalism will allow their

application in a much broader context than with shape glammars or Parametric shape

graÍunars. Since target shapes need not be instances, shape schema rules can oPerate on a

PSGs
A shapeA shape

A schema rule

a+þ
A shape rule

a+þ
A shape rule

g(a) + g(þ)

A shape rule

a+þ
By Euclidean
transformations

By Euclidean
transformations

ShapesShapes

y' =(y - r[g(a)]) +rLs(PJy' =ly - rG)J + r(p)

ris an Euclidean

transformation

ris an Euclidean

transformation
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field of design possibilities which matches the lack of precise definition at the early

stages of design.

However, these potential advantages require efficiently reliable computer

implementations. The currently available prototype interpreter is slow, which does not

facilitate the kind of speculative trials of rules in a reflective design Process that Bruton

advocates as the role of granunars in design. Further, the current implementation cannot

handle complicated constraints on both a target shape schema and a shape schema rule.

New algorithms need to be developed for efficient computer implementations'

There are also other difficulties arising from the generality of the formalism' First, there

are difficulties in representing a schema and in interpreting a schema. A shape schema

provides for shapes to be distorted in certain ways, such as angles and intersections of lines

and the ratios between lengths of lines, and even the length of a line, as long as the lines

remain straight (Stiny, 1980a). To represent a complicated shape schema becomes

extremely hard, and it may be impossible to recognise or interpret all the possible shape

instances which a shape schema represents. As a result, there is a further difficulty in

predicting the kinds of results that may be produced by a shape schema rule, and hence in

deciding what schema ¡ules might be worth using - much more difficult in this respect

than with shape grammars. Even a simple initial shape schema tends to become more

complex after applying a schema rule or ruIes to it recursively. This is largely because the

range of constraints on a generated design increases, which implies an additional number of

possible shape instances, and makes it hard to decide how a schema rule should be selected

and used.

These difficulties increase if we move from 2D to 3D'

8.4 An Agenda for Future Research

From the discussion in this thesis it is clear that work on shape schema grammars is still at

an early stage. Their full potential, and their full limitations, will not be apparent until

future research is undertaken. some specific and important issues are:

1. Bifurcations. How does bifurcation affect the applications of schema rules in design? It is

clear that bifurcation has an effect on designs in shape schema grarunars/ however, we do

not yet know how wide and deep the effect of this phenomenon willbe.

2. Dealing with constraints. A special property of shape schema grammars, which is

informally demonstrated in this thesis, is that the range of constraints on a generated

design increases. How can this change of constraints be handled and rrnderstood?
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3. Lattices and Boolean algebra of shape schema grammars. Lattices and Boolean algebra

play a crucial rule in the operations of additions and subtractions in shape grammars. This

thesis does not discuss this aspect in detail, but this is an important issue and needs to be

considered in future. Some concepts have been introduced in this thesis, such as, necessary

equality and necessary collinearity, which pave the way to explore these issues.

4. Topological space. Stit y (1994) considered topologies via closure operations that structure

shapes according to computations in a shape grammar, and found that emergence is

compatible with continuity. Because a shape schema consists of finite line schemata and

each line schema represents a family of lines, the topic of topology in a shape schema

gfarlìmar is not the s¿une as in a shape Slammar and needs to be explored.

5. Computer implementations. Improving the prototype implementation is a very important

task in order to research how shape schema grammars can be used in design. Efficient

algorithms and constraint-handling improve the effectiveness of an interpreter'

6. Applications in design. There is a considerable literature regarding applications of both

shape gïammars and parametric shape grammars which shows that shape grammars can be

an important tool in exploring design. Although shape schema grarnmars are just at the

beginning of their life, in order to learn and recognise shape schema grammars, the

literature of their applications needs to be developed with examples.

8.5 Summary

Shape schema rules and their combination in shape schema grammars produce unexpected

results which are only just beginning to be represented and understood. They are

conceptually simple, but have highly complex behaviour. They are a fascinating area of

study, with many remaining areas still to be researched'
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